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editor’s letter

I 
C O N S I D E R  T H E  20th century to 
have ended on Sept. 15, 2008. 
On that day, U.S. financial-
services firm Lehman Broth-
ers filed for bankruptcy pro-

tection. This bankruptcy filing, the 
largest in U.S. history, threatened to 
turn the economic recession of the 
2007–2008 financial crisis into a full-
scale economic depression. Only the 
drastic measures taken by the U.S. 
government averted that catastroph-
ic possibility. But, in the minds of 
many people, this event shredded the 
dogma of capitalism as the ultimate 
and best economic system, just as 
the dissolution of the Soviet Union 
on December 26, 1991, shredded the 
dogma of communism as the ulti-
mate and best economic system. Of 
course, just as communists once did, 
many of today’s capitalists blame 
these failures not on the system it-
self, but rather on its being “impure-
ly” or “improperly” applied. Yet, his-
tory shows that fundamentalist ideas 
rarely work over the long term, and 
we are likely destined to move toward 
the more pragmatic reality of state-
regulated free markets. Mark Carney, 
the governor of the Bank of England, 
recently asserted, “unchecked mar-
ket fundamentalism can devour the 
social capital essential for the long-
term dynamism of capitalism itself.”

Just as ownership of tangible prop-
erty was the main battleground over 
which capitalism and communism 
fought in the 20th century, ownership 
of intellectual property is fast be-
coming the battleground in the 21st 
century, with today’s economy being 
increasingly driven by large corpora-
tions dependent on these intangible 
assets. At one end, “IP capitalists” 
view intellectual property as no differ-

ent than tangible property. IP capital-
ists chafe at the limited term of copy-
right and see nothing wrong with the 
activity of patent-assertion entities 
(also known as “patent trolls”), who 
enforce patent rights in an attempt 
to collect licensing fees, without 
manufacturing products or supplying 
services based upon the underlying 
patents. At the other end, “IP commu-
nists” object to copyright protection 
and software patents, and even argue 
that software should be free. 

It is regrettable, I believe, that the 
open access (OA) movement found it-
self in the IP communist camp. OA ad-
vocates unrestricted online access to 
peer-reviewed scholarly research. On 
the face of it, this idea is seductively at-
tractive. Who can object to unrestrict-
ed access to research? Furthermore, 
after seeing the price of scholarly pub-
lications escalate in the 1990s, open 
access seemed like a perfect solution; 
no more escalating subscription fees. 
But just like any other intellectual 
property, online publishing has fixed 
costs, which must be covered. OA ad-
vocates often ignore or minimize this 
issue, but this reality cannot be ig-
nored forever and the dominant busi-
ness model that has emerged to sup-
port OA publishing is “author pays,” 
whereby authors pay article-process-
ing fees to cover publishing costs. This 
model is not new, but in recent years 
it has gained a strong foothold in sci-
ence publishing, both with for-profit 
commercial publishers and non-profit 
societies like ACM, which now offers 
such an option for any and all articles 
in its Digital Library (DL). 

But the move from “reader pays” to 
“author pays” simply shifts the bur-
den of publishing costs from readers 
to authors (or their institutions and 

funders) and it is not yet clear whether 
this is a more sustainable model than 
its predecessor. A back-of-the-enve-
lope calculation for a top computer-
science department in the U.S. shows 
a total shift to the open access model 
would raise the annual costs of DL 
publishing and access to that depart-
ment by at least tenfold! Such a move 
would indeed result in unrestricted 
online access to scholarly research for 
the broader community, but is it fair 
for the costs to be covered by only the 
creators of the intellectual property 
and not its consumers? A total move by 
ACM to the author-pays model would 
result in only about 500 institutions 
worldwide supporting the ACM DL, 
instead the current 2,700 subscribing 
institutions. Surely, such a significant 
shift of cost allocation would have ma-
jor unforeseen consequences. 

The U.S. Constitution says “Con-
gress shall have Power…To promote 
the Progress of Science and useful 
Arts, by securing for limited Times to 
Authors and Inventors the exclusive 
Right to their respective Writings and 
Discoveries.” The goal was pragmatic! 
Much like the evolution that capital-
ism is now undergoing since the fi-
nancial crisis, society needs to take a 
more pragmatic approach to intellec-
tual property, including the evolution 
of access models for scholarly infor-
mation. Revolution and fundamental-
ism may be appealing when a system 
no longer works as it once did, but it is 
important to remain pragmatic or risk 
collapsing the entire system in an ef-
fort to improve it. 

Follow me on Facebook, Google+, 
and Twitter.

Moshe Y. Vardi, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Copyright held by author.
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cerf’s up

ACM and the Professional 
Programmer

DOI:10.1145/2639107  Vinton G. Cerf

academic settings. As computers be-
came commercially available, they 
were found in private sector, business 
environments. The 1950s and 1960s 
brought computing in the form of auto-
mation and data processing to the pri-
vate sector and, along with this, a grow-
ing community of professionals whose 
focus on computing was pragmatic and 
production oriented. Computing was 
(and is) still evolving and the academic 
community continued to explore new 
software and hardware concepts and 
constructs. New languages were in-
vented (and are still being invented) 
to try new ideas in the formulation of 
programs. The introduction of time-
sharing added new territory to explore 
and, in today’s world, cloud computing 
is the new time-sharing, more or less. 

ACM was created by the inventors 
of computing and the focus is clear 
from the expansion of ACM: Associa-
tion for Computing Machinery. We are, 
of course, about 70-plus years into the 
evolution of computing. ACM is, itself, 
67 years old, having been founded in 
1947 (I was three years old at the time!). 
As we look at the landscape today, we 
see a rich and varied tapestry of soft-
ware and hardware platforms on and 
through which computing research-
ers and professionals pursue their 
interests. This is not to suggest that 
researchers are not professionals. Far 
from it. The point is only that the fo-
cus of these groups differs in many re-
spects but may overlap when new pro-
cessing algorithms are sought and new 

hardware concepts are needed. Quan-
tum computing, still in its infancy (and 
maybe in its fantasy), is a case in point 
where new conceptual algorithms may 
be needed to take advantage of the un-
usual computational properties associ-
ated with quantum theoretic principles. 

It is also worth noting that academ-
ic disciplines such as physics, biology, 
economics, and chemistry are all mak-
ing increasing use of computing and 
new algorithms to pursue research and 
applications. Indeed, the 2013 recipi-
ents of the Nobel prize in chemistrya 
were cited for algorithmic work:

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2013 
was awarded jointly to Martin Karplus, 
Michael Levitt and Arieh Warshel “for 
the development of multiscale models for 
complex chemical systems.”

The question that occupies my 
mind, especially as the membership 
in ACM has not grown in a way com-
mensurate with the evident growth 
of programmers in the profession, is 
whether and how ACM can adapt its 
activities and offerings to increase 
the participation of these profession-
als. One does not have to be a mem-
ber of ACM to participate in its many 
conferences and workshops. One can 
join a Special Internet Group without 
being a member of ACM. I would not 
propose to change any of that. But I 

a  http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/ 
chemistry/laureates/2013/

wonder whether there are things ACM 
might do to attract the interest of and, 
more important, support of profes-
sionals who are not researchers in 
computer science. I think it is even 
likely the case that not all computer 
science researchers are members of 
ACM, in part, for example, because the 
ACM Digital Library may be available 
to them through their institutions. 

In order to reach the very parties 
whose opinions and interests I would 
most like to gauge, this column is 
being published here and in ACM 
Queue, an online publication devoted 
to practitioners. 

I would like to ask readers how 
they satisfy their need to keep in-
formed about computing practices 
and research results that may influ-
ence their own work. Looking back at 
my own ACM affiliation, which began 
in 1967, I was advised by my mentors 
in graduate school that ACM mem-
bership was a mark of a professional 
and I continue to hold that view. But 
it seems evident this is opinion not as 
widespread today. Why not? Is there 
something ACM should be doing to 
change that? I would also observe 
that ACM has an enormous range of 
activities in education, publications, 
practices, contests, conferences, and 
workshops deserving of support from 
all of us who make our living in the 
computing space. Perhaps it would be 
helpful to draw more attention to all 
of these beneficial activities that are 
possible only because members and 
volunteers are committed to them. 

I can be reached at vgcerf@gmail.com 
and I look forward to your perspectives. 

Vint Cerf is vice president and Chief Internet Evangelist at 
Google. He served as ACM president from 2012–2014.

Copyright held by author.

In the very early days of computing, professional 
programming was nearly synonymous with 
academic research because computers tended 
to be devices that existed only or largely in 
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grades 1 to 6 (for students roughly six 
to 12 years old). CIO.com quoted Ash-
ley Gavin, the curriculum director at 
Girls Who Code (http://bit.ly/1jWJ18o), 
as insisting that computer science be 
mandatory in schools. “You make it 
an option, the girl is not going to take 
it. You have to make it mandatory and 
start it at a young age.”

We are not ready to make computer 
science a requirement for all children 
in the United States—even if that is 
where we might want to be one day. We 
do not know how to do it, and if we sim-
ply made it a mandate today, we would 
not achieve our goals.

I have written before (http://bit.
ly/1kF6O1u) about how far behind 
other STEM subjects we are in com-
puter science. In the U.S., maybe one 
high school in 10 has a computer sci-
ence teacher. Far fewer schools serving 
grades 1–6 have CS teachers. If we man-
dated computer science tomorrow, 
where would we get the teachers? Who 
would teach CS to so many teachers?

And what would they teach? I re-
cently spoke with Roy Pea at Stanford 
(http://bit.ly/1kztbX9) about the Cali-

fornia legislation. Roy was one of the 
first to study how children learned to 
program (http://stanford.io/1nuacMv). 
He said that when schools first started 
creating programming classes in the 
1980s, teachers often did not know 
much about programming themselves. 
So, they tested students on what they 
could test. One of Roy’s examples was, 
“what are the dimensions of a 5.25-
inch floppy disk?”

Here in Georgia, we were one of the 
first states to use the CSTA Model K–12 
Curriculum (http://bit.ly/1mXLSAZ) to 
design a computer science set of cours-
es (“pathway”) in high school. The initial 
course was “Computing in the Modern 
World” (http://bit.ly/TiSEc2). However, 
soon after adoption (2007), the profes-
sional development budget was cut 
dramatically. Too few teachers learned 
to teach the new courses. As the curric-
ulum were revised, the learning objec-
tives were lowered. Most of the CS con-
tent was removed.  The new (2013) initial 
course is “Introduction to Information 
Technology” (http://bit.ly/1tMqNMf),  
and learning objectives now include the 
skills necessary to run a customer sup-
port call center (“Determine the best 
method to maintain a customer list and 
communication platform”).

While we can argue that comput-
ing is important for everyone (http://
bit.ly/1mg8OtG), requiring computer 
science in K–12 schools really means 
everyone. Tony Dillon in South Caro-
lina’s Department of Education wor-
ries about the lower-end students. 
South Carolina already has a re-
quirement that every student must 

Mark Guzdial 
The Danger  
of Requiring  
Computer Science  
in K–12 Schools
http://bit.ly/UfJPQR

April 15, 2014

Code.org has changed how people 
think about computer science in 
schools in the United States. Their suc-
cessful video (http://bit.ly/1hgVB7w) 
and Hour of Code event in December 
(http://code.org/hourofcode) have at-
tracted enormous attention. There 
are more calls for computer science 
in schools, and more states are mak-
ing computer science count toward 
high school graduation (http://code.
org/action) (including some odd ef-
forts to make computer science count 
for foreign language credit—http://
bit.ly/1pJ2ocK).

Some are now calling for computer 
science to be a required subject for U.S. 
schoolchildren. Lawmakers in Califor-
nia are considering Bill AB 1530 (http://
bit.ly/1kzszAP), which would add CS 
to the required course of study for 

Why the U.S. Is Not 
Ready for Mandatory 
CS Education
Mark Guzdial considers the consequences of requiring  
all schoolchildren to study computer science. 
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take computer science, but as Roy 
Pea would predict, the requirement 
can currently be met with courses 
in CAD or Photoshop. Tony Dillon is 
worried about the impact on special 
education students of raising the CS 
standard. For these students, a high 
school degree is a challenge, and if 
they are successful, the degree helps 
them get a job. Do we know how to 
teach CS to students with learning 
or developmental disabilities? Can 
we confidently state that, without CS, 
those students should not earn a high 
school degree?

I doubt that Ashley Gavin is right. 
Girls might take CS if it is available. 
Studies like Stuck in the Shallow End 
(http://bit.ly/1pb7vAbO) show us how 
female students and members of under- 
represented minorities lack access to 
CS classes. Our first step is to provide 
access. If computer science counts 
toward high school graduation, then 
schools have a reason to offer it. We 
can improve (in most states, “create”) 
CS teacher certification (http://bit.
ly/1oxV2VZ) to offer schools a way to 
identify well-prepared teachers. Will 
a girl choose to take a high-quality CS 
class as an option for meeting a math or 
science requirement? I think so. A sin-
gle all-girls school in Tennessee sent so 
many girls to the Advanced Placement 
(AP) CS exam (http://bit.ly/1nmrLhH), 
they made Tennessee the top state in 
the U.S. for female AP CS exam takers. 
When 90% of schools do not offer CS 
at all, we cannot know how much will 
change if we provide access.

The argument for requiring com-
puter science of all higher-education 
students (http://bit.ly/1nmrLhH) is 
much stronger. Every campus with a 
computing department has faculty 
who know fundamental CS—no pro-
fessional development needed. Many 
(if not most) of our undergraduates 
will likely need knowledge of comput-
ing, including some programming 
(http://bit.ly/1rPck6y), at some point 
in their future careers. There is likely 
a productivity cost of not having that 
knowledge (http://bit.ly/1nmrPOv) 
even for today’s college-educated 
workers. If we cannot make the case 
on our campuses, when the argument 
is so much stronger, why would we 
think it is better or easier to push CS 
on all the K–12 schools in the U.S.?

Comments
I dread the introduction of programming 
into the curriculum in the U.K. One 
headteacher has already informed me 
that her staff have received their one-day 
training in Scratch, and are therefore now 
qualified to teach the subject. At best, they 
will be afraid; at worst, they will be deluded.
It will all end up like maths class: enjoyed 
by a lucky few and hated by everyone else. 
The subject has been distorted, with poor 
educators hammering pupils for getting the 
“wrong answer.” What can you expect when 
their own performance targets are riding on 
exam results?

The answer lies with adults in the real 
world. Adults have to show a personal 
interest in learning programming and 
apply it for fun and profit. If they do not, 
kids will not see what the point is. It will 
be another artifice of the school system 
to them, like high school trigonometry 
or medieval England. But this is an 
inconvenient answer, because it means we 
have to take responsibility for failing kids 
ourselves, whereas now we have teachers 
to be our scapegoats.

As a society, we see the education 
system as a magical way to create 
better adults than we were. We are like 
a competitive father who forces his son 
to play football, because he missed his 
own chance to join the youth team as a 
teenager. But does anyone care whether 
the children are interested? Why should 
they learn something that we do not seem 
to value ourselves? I see society-at-large 
reading and doing arithmetic, but I do not 
see them programming. For that matter, 
I do not see the typical adult enjoying a 
discussion of the cultural consequences 
of Mughal India, worrying about the 
problem of favelas in Brazil, piqued by how 
photosynthesis converts light into energy 
for a living organism, or any of the other 
actually incredibly interesting things that 
I was forced to learn in school at exam-
point. The net effect is that the adults do 
not appear to value these things, but they 
tell the children to cram it in, lest they end 
up destitute.

So if there is anywhere that we should 
introduce a computer science curriculum, it 
is in our own lives. And if we do not want to 
do that, well, then, we should shut up about 
getting kids to learn it.

—Justin Megawarne

I think Ashley Gavin is correct. She said 
that if “you make it an option, the girl is not 

going to take it.” That is, many girls will 
opt out of a computer science course if you 
give them the chance. We do not even offer 
an introductory CS course at Bryn Mawr 
College for non-majors for this very reason. 
In fact, if you make CS optional and more 
widely available, chances are that you would 
see an even larger disparity between boys 
and girls in CS than we see now. Unless 
you want to see a growing disparity when 
courses become more widely available, the 
only alternative is to “make it mandatory.” 

Many women do not discover that they 
enjoy CS until college. That is too late for 
many. It makes sense to try to fix this to 
“start it at a young age.”

Yes, we do not have enough teachers. 
Yes, we do not know how to teach it (or 
Math, Physics, or Latin either, many would 
argue). Yes, many students hate and do 
not appreciate what is already required. 
But if you restructure what is already 
taught in K–12, and revise how it is taught, 
you might find that CS principles fit nicely 
in many areas. 

—Douglas Blank

Doug, I think Jill Pala would disagree. 
She’s the AP CS teacher in Tennessee 
whose 30 female AP CS exam-takers in 
2013 gave Tennessee the distinction of 
having the most females in AP CS in the 
US (http://bit.ly/1hCcAl7). They were not 
required to take CS. I am sorry that Bryn 
Mawr does not offer intro CS to non-majors. 
You might reconsider. Stanford’s course is 
not required for non-majors, but 90% of all 
Stanford undergraduates take it (http://
on.mash.to/1rPe1kp). 

I totally agree that we need to make 
CS accessible at a younger age. Making 
it mandatory will force the majority of 
schools to invent something they will call 
“computer science,” but it will look like 
Photoshop or CAD software instruction 
because that is all they can do without a 
CS teacher. Let us work first at making 
it accessible, before we try to require 
it. We do not even mandate a particular 
mathematics level for everyone nor any 
specific science (like physics or chemistry). 
How can we argue that computer science 
is more important than all the rest and 
demands a mandate that the others do not 
deserve?

—Mark Guzdial

Mark Guzdial is a professor at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology
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Researchers Probe 
Security Through 
Obscurity 
Obfuscation protects code by making it so impenetrable  
that access to it won’t help a hacker understand how it works.

A
N  ATTE MPT TO  build a way 
of preventing the reverse 
engineering of software 
has led to an explosion of 
ideas that could reshape 

the world of cryptography, even though 
the core objective of hiding the way 
software operates may prove to be too 
difficult to achieve practically. 

Companies would like to protect 
the intellectual property stored in their 
software by hiding the way it oper-
ates. One option is to use encryption 
to scramble the code stored in non-
volatile memory so it only appears as 
plain text when decrypted, ready for 
execution. Some embedded processors 
now have on-chip decryption engines 
to avoid actual program instructions 
appearing on the memory bus, so the 
machine instructions cannot be inter-
cepted by a hacker armed with a logic 
analyzer. Yet there is still the potential 
for attackers to use techniques such as 
side-channel analysis to recover and 
use the actual encryption key.

Obfuscation takes a different ap-
proach, by making the code in prin-
ciple so impenetrable and misleading 
that access to it does not help the at- Actual obfuscated text from Ixia Connect’s JavaScript Obfuscations Contest. 
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cated. The problem is, right now we do 
not know how to characterize which 
programs can be VBB-obfuscated. 
We have strong reason to believe that 
some weak functionalities can be, and 
that some contrived ones cannot. This 
leaves a huge amount of ground in the 
middle that is unknown.”

A breakthrough came last year, 
quickly followed by a barrage of papers 
that built on the work. UCLA-based 
Amit Sahai, who worked with Barak on 
the original paper, teamed with other 
authors, including Waters and Garg, 
to create a framework under which at-
tackers would find it impossible to tell 
the difference between two versions of 
a computer program that were obfus-
cated in different ways. Barak and col-
leagues called this indistinguishability 
obfuscation (IO). 

Cornell University post-doctoral  
researcher Elette Boyle, who presented 
work on a related form of obfuscation 
at the Theory of Cryptography Con-
ference in San Diego earlier this year, 
described it as a “seminal paper” that 
threw open the doors of obfuscation 
research once again. “After this work, 
there has been a flood of new results, 
but it’s a little hard to work with. You 
really have to have circuits that are com-
pletely equivalent; for the same input, 
they have the same output,” she says.

Although it appears to have limited 
applicability, as it can only make it im-
possible for an attacker to determine 
any meaningful difference between 
two obfuscated versions of the same 
program, the existence of a usable IO 
technique demonstrated a new angle 
of attack on the impossibility proof. 

The problem is building on this base 
to create a general-purpose theory of 
obfuscation. Even for the form of IO 
developed initially by Garg and col-
leagues, the types of programs it could 
handle were severely limited. And the 
attacker in the proof was assumed to 
be allowed only to perform a restricted 
set of actions that a real-world adver-
sary would not be compelled to use.

In the space of less than a year, re-
searchers have expanded the range of 
programs that IO and related forms 
of obfuscation can attack and greatly 
reduced the need for artificial assump-
tions. Yet Garg says it could still take 
more than a decade to get to the point 
where obfuscation expands beyond 
forms of IO that make it possible to hide 
the internal workings of software. It will 
be hard to maintain the pace of develop-
ment seen over the past year, he says. 

“We need multiple breakthroughs 
and unfortunately, breakthroughs hap-
pen at random times and it is hard to 
predict when they will happen. There 
has been a lot of activity since last sum-
mer but, to be completely honest, this is 
an outcome of a gold rush,” Garg says.

Even though it does not make gen-
eral-purpose obfuscation possible, the 
emergence of IO has suggested other 
possibilities to researchers in the field 
of encryption. 

“When the IO definition first was in-
troduced, also in the Barak et al. paper, 
it did not receive much attention, rela-
tively, as it was not clear how useful it 
was. However, recent work shows that 
it is a very powerful tool for designing 
cryptography,” Waters says.

Researchers have shown that IO 
can form the underpinnings of new 
encryption techniques. One possible 
application is “functional encryption,” 
which would make it possible to selec-
tively hide parts of the same block of 
data from different users through the 
use of different decryption keys, rather 
than the situation today in which the 
only option available for encryption is 
to provide a single key that unlocks the 
entire file. 

Says Waters, “There is a fundamen-
tal gap between how we think of shar-
ing data and the actual mechanisms 
for doing it.” What we have today, he 
adds, are engineering solutions that 
work around this problem. “This is 
where the science of cryptography 

tacker understand how it works. The 
approach researchers take in defining 
useful obfuscation is to apply the idea 
that the program needs to be so unin-
telligible that it is not possible for an 
adversary to derive more information 
from the obfuscated program than if 
the only access they had was to a black-
box implementation. 

The virtual black box (VBB) is a con-
cept developed in a paper written in 
2001 by Boaz Barak, then at the Weiz-
mann Institute of Science, and co-
workers from a collection of U.S. uni-
versities that at the same time laid the 
groundwork for today’s work, but also 
seemed to dash their hopes. The paper 
appeared to prove it was mathemati-
cally impossible to provide general-
purpose VBB obfuscation. The obfus-
cation techniques in use today can only 
rely on heuristics.

Cryptography researcher Sanjam 
Garg of the University of California, Los 
Angeles (UCLA), says, “Obfuscation is 
something for which practitioners are 
currently using ad hoc and insecure  
techniques. In other words, the need 
for obfuscation is so dire that practi-
tioners are willing to even use insecure 
tools with the hope that they might at 
least help somewhat.”

Until recently, it looked as though 
vulnerable, ad hoc obfuscation would 
be all that software developers were 
able to access. However, scientists— 
including members of the team that 
worked on the 2001 paper—have ex-
plored ways to find chinks in the armor 
of the impossibility proof. Garg argues 
the paper’s proof is based on a highly 
unusual form of code that is almost 
never encountered in real life. 

“The fact that we cannot VBB obfus-
cate, that is good for our understand-
ing, but does not limit us in any real 
way. It is possible that we might be able 
to VBB obfuscate everything that is 
more natural,” Garg says. 

The question is the degree to which 
a mathematically proven technique 
can obfuscate arbitrary pieces of 
source code into chunks of software as 
unfathomable as a black box. 

Brent Waters, from the department 
of computer science at the University 
of Texas at Austin, says, “It is very pos-
sible that almost all of the interesting 
programs and functionalities that we 
would care about can be VBB-obfus-

“We need multiple 
breakthroughs 
and unfortunately, 
breakthroughs 
happen at random 
times and it is hard  
to predict when  
they will happen.”
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2001 paper, according to Paneth. Yet 
researchers such as Garg believe the 
science will expand further to allow 
more widespread use of obfuscation.

“I would refrain from suggesting that 
we will be able to run Microsoft Office 
in an obfuscated form very soon, but I 
don’t see why programs of a reasonable 
size cannot be obfuscated. This will 
need a huge research as well as a huge 
engineering effort, but I don’t see why 
this couldn’t be done,” Garg says.  

Further Reading
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On the (Im)possibility of Obfuscating 
Programs, Advances in Cryptology 
(2001) 2010 revision: http://www.wisdom.
weizmann.ac.il/~oded/PS/obf4.pdf

Garg, S., Gentry, C., Halevi, S., Raykova, M., 
Sahai, A., Waters, B. 
Candidate Indistinguishability Obfuscation 
and Functional Encryption for all circuits, 
54th Annual Symposium on Foundations of 
Computer Science (FOCS), (2013)

Sahai, A., Waters, B. 
How to Use Indistinguishability 
Obfuscation: Deniable Encryption, and 
More, IACR Cryptology ePrint Archive 2013: 
454 (2013) http://eprint.iacr.org/2013/454

Barak, B., Bitansky, N., Canetti, R., Kalai, Y.T., 
Paneth, O., Sahai, A. 
Obfuscation for Evasive Functions, Theory 
of Cryptography, Lecture Notes in Computer 
Science, Volume 8349, pp26-51 (2014)

Gentry, C., Lewko, A., Sahai, A., Waters, B. 
Indistinguishability Obfuscation from 
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org/2014/309

Chris Edwards is a Surrey, U.K.-based writer who reports 
on electronics, IT, and synthetic biology.
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comes in: rethinking what we really 
mean by encryption.”

Using cryptography built on a 
framework suggested by the IO frame-
works, researchers such as Waters 
have shown that more flexible types 
of encryption are possible. For exam-
ple, the IO-based functional encryp-
tion technique makes it theoretically 
possible to provide new keys to users 
that will unlock different segments of 
the data even after the data has been 
encrypted by a master key. Boyle and 
other researchers have suggested other 
types of encryption derived from IO 
that would allow data to be unlocked 
based on new types of keys, such as the 
solution to an NP-hard mathematical 
problem. Although these new types of 
encryption that have emerged so far 
may not appear to have immediate ap-
plications, researchers are confident 
the work will greatly expand the appli-
cability of encryption.

The ultimate hope is that work in 
this field will sidestep the need to use 
specialized functions not just to pro-
vide a level of obfuscation, but to build 
stronger security than we have today. 
Potentially, the schemes will not rely 
so heavily on computational complex-
ity. The result would be that, as more 
powerful computers appear, they do 
not weaken the encryption we employ. 

If further research dashes hopes 
of building a mathematically proven 
general-purpose software obfuscator, 
some usable forms have emerged that 
may make it possible to hide key ele-
ments of a program and deliver at least 
partially on the promise of mathemati-
cally proven obfuscation. 

“Imagine you have some buggy piece 
of software that crashes on bad inputs; 
you could apply a patch that filters out 
the bad inputs, and obfuscate it so that 
people can’t look at it and learn the bad 
inputs that will crash the software,” 
says Omer Paneth, a Ph.D. student in 
the computer science department of 
Boston University who is researching 
cryptography. Paneth says this activity is 
possible if the filter is a member of the 
family of “evasive functions,” functions 
that return zero for almost every input, 
but a useful result for a select few. 

Evasive functions make it hard for 
an adversary to learn anything from 
their behavior, and they also escape 
the impossibility proof provided by the 

The hope is that 
work in this field will 
sidestep the need 
to use specialized 
functions to build 
stronger security 
than we have today.
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JARKE APPLIES 
SYSTEMATIC APPROACH 
TO CYBERSECURITY, 
CYBERPHYSICAL SYSTEMS

Matthias Jarke 
is executive 
director of the 
Fraunhofer 
Institute for 
Applied 
Information 

Technology, chairman of the 
Fraunhofer Information and 
Communication Technology 
(ICT) Group, and also a 
founding director of the 
Bonn-Achen International 
Graduate Center for 
Information Technology, jointly 
established by the University of 
Bonn, RWTH Aachen University, 
the University of Applied 
Sciences Bonn Rhein-Seig, and 
the Fraunhofer Institute Center 
Birlinghoven Castle. 

Within the Fraunhofer 
Society, Jarke oversees 
strategic research programs in 
cybersecurity and big data. He co-
authored “Strategy Position Paper 
Cyber Security 2020: Challenges 
for IT Security Research,” (http://
bit.ly/RMYUIc, in German) for the 
German government, detailing 
18 areas in which cybersecurity 
research is urgently needed. 
The paper says the “traditional 
practice of adding bits and 
pieces of security to systems as 
an afterthought” is inadequate; 
“We need a systemic approach to 
information and communication 
security to address new 
challenges, particularly in the 
industrial sector.” 

Jarke also works on the 
interaction of computer 
science and production 
engineering in “cyberphysical 
systems” for Industry 4.0, 
Germany’s high-tech strategy 
promoting the computerization 
of traditional industries. 
“Today’s dynamic, real-time 
optimized and self-organizing 
value creation networks 
address human needs such as 
product individualization and 
resource efficiency in terms of 
aspects like energy or carbon 
footprint by lifecycle-wide 
product management from 
initial invention to recycling,” 
Jarke says. “This requires new 
business models, continuous 
monitoring, and adaptation.”

—Laura DiDio
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T
HE TERM “SURGICAL ROBOTS”  is, 
in essence, a bit of a misno-
mer. Whereas robots gener-
ally are able to operate with-
out any human intervention, 

surgical “robots” are essentially devic-
es that augment and assist surgeons 
during procedures by enhancing the 
facility, vision, and accuracy of human 
surgeons. Based on the widespread 
utilization of Intuitive Surgical, Inc.’s 
da Vinci Surgical System—it has been 
deployed to more than 2,500 hospitals 
around the world since its commer-
cialization in 2001—surgeons and pa-
tients have embraced the technology.

According to the company, the da 
Vinci system has been used for a vari-
ety of gynecologic, transoral, cardiac, 
thoracoscopic, and thoracoscopically 
assisted cardiac procedures, provid-
ing an alternative to open or laparo-
scopic procedures.

Robot or Intelligent Assistant?
The da Vinci system is not a fully auton-
omous robotic device; it is designed to 
augment and assist the surgeon, rather 
than to carry out a surgical procedure 
autonomously. In a typical procedure 
using the da Vinci system, the patient 
lies on a side cart during surgery, while 
the surgeon sits at a control console 
facing a high-definition 3D vision sys-
tem and manipulates four interactive 
robotic arms with proprietary surgi-
cal instruments attached to the end 
of each arm. The computer-enhanced 
system allows the surgeon to use intui-
tive motion (that is, instruments move 
in the same direction as their hand 
naturally turns), which is an advantage 
over laparoscopic surgery, in which 
the instruments must be moved by the 
surgeon in the opposite direction.

All incisions and maneuvers are ul-
timately controlled by the surgeon in 

real time, with the system providing en-
hanced control over these actions, rather 
than directing them. However, specially 
programmed controllers and sensors 
measure and calibrate the force and dis-
tance of the surgeon’s motions, allowing 
the robot’s arm motion to be scaled to 
move a fraction of an inch for every inch 
the surgeon’s hand moves. This simpli-
fies the most complex movements dur-
ing resections, suturing, and knot-tying, 
and eliminates any natural tremors as-
sociated with free-hand surgery. 

Like laparoscopic surgery, robotic 
surgical procedures are deemed to be 
minimally invasive. With traditional 
open surgery, a large opening must be 
cut into the patient to allow the sur-
geon enough room to operate. With the 
da Vinci system, several holes, or ports, 
are made in the patient’s body, through 
which the instruments are inserted. 
This allows for a significantly smaller 
incision (up to 6 to 8 centimeters or 
roughly 2.5 to 3 inches, though often 
smaller) to be made, compared with 
traditional open surgical procedures, 
which can require incisions of 15–20 
centimeters (6 to 8 inches) or more. 

The most advanced version of In-
tuitive’s surgical system, the da Vinci Xi 

System, was approved for use by the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
in March 2014, and features a unique 
surgical arm that is thinner and smaller 
than ever before, allowing for a smaller 
incision, and which can rotate 180 de-
grees, providing greater maneuverability. 

Intuitive Surgical, however, is not 
the only market participant. Mako 
Surgical Inc.’s RIO Robotic Arm Inter-
active Orthopedic System debuted in 
2006 to help surgeons conduct ortho-
pedic knee and hip procedures. Titan 
Medical Inc.’s SPORT (Single Port Ori-
fice Robotic Technology) Surgical Sys-
tem is currently in the testing phase, 
and is expected to receive FDA approval 
by the end of 2015. 

The Human Factor
Because the da Vinci system (and other 
similar systems) is not fully autono-
mous, the successful outcome of a sur-
gical procedure is still based largely 
on the skill and experience of the 
surgeon and his or her support team, 
rather than blind reliance on technol-
ogy. According to a study published in 
The Journal for Healthcare Quality in 
September 2013, 174 injuries and 71 
deaths have been reported in relation 
to da Vinci system surgeries.

“As with any other tool, the experience 
counts,” says Dr. Seth Lerner, direc-
tor of the prostate program at the Dick-
stein Cancer Treatment Center at White 
Plains Hospital Center in White Plains, 
NY. “With proper training, oversight, 
and clinical experience, robotic surgery 
is safe, and in select surgical cases pro-
vides the benefit to the patient.”

Some of the key issues involve the 
lack of both tactile sensation and ten-
sile feedback to the surgeon, given 
that the surgeon is not directly con-
nected to the instruments inside the 
body. As a result, tissue damage can 

Surgical Robots Deliver 
Care More Precisely
Computer-controlled robotic surgical systems and tumor-targeting 
radiation systems provide a greater level of precision in treatment 
than doctors alone can provide.  

Technology  |  DOI:10.1145/2632042 Keith Kirkpatrick

“With proper training, 
oversight, and clinical 
expertise, robotic 
surgery is safe, and in 
select surgical cases 
provides the benefit 
to the patient.”

http://mags.acm.org/communications/august_2014/TrackLink.action?pageName=14&exitLink=http%3A%2F%2Fdx.doi.org%2F10.1145%2F2632042
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do,” Lerner says. “What we set up at our 
institution is significant oversight, hav-
ing 10 proctored cases at a minimum 
and thereafter, careful accounting of 
the outcomes. I think when that is em-
braced, it becomes a safer approach to 
utilizing any new technology.” 

“Our institution has erred on the 
conservative side, with 10 proctored 
cases, and that has markedly reduced 
the incidence of adverse outcomes,” 
Lerner says.

Titan Medical, the developer of the 
SPORT Surgical System, which is de-
signed to provide similar functional-
ity to the da Vinci system at a lower 
price point, while also using a single 
port to access the surgical site, says 
that installing an adequate training 
program is paramount to ensuring 
the best outcomes.

“First and foremost, we will build 
as much safety as we can into SPORT,” 
Titan Medical CEO John Hargrove 
says. “Right now, there does not seem 
to be a standard of training, as far as 
training with robotics is concerned. 

occur unintentionally during move-
ment of the robotically controlled 
instrument. Additionally, while the 
high-tech 3D vision system may pro-
vide greater “up close” views, it does 
not allow for a larger frame of refer-
ence covering the entire surgical site, 
thereby impeding a more holistic pic-
ture of the surgery, compared with 
traditional surgical procedures.

Most importantly, the use of any type 
of robotic surgical device can involve a 
steep learning curve, particularly for 
surgeons trained primarily in open sur-
gical procedures. While Intuitive Surgi-
cal did not respond to multiple requests 
for comment, it does have a surgeon 
training program in place designed 
to ensure those using the technology 
know how to safely use the device prior 
to operating on patients. Nevertheless, 
patient safety ultimately is the responsi-
bility of the provider, Lerner says. 

“While Intuitive Surgical has ag-
gressively marketed the instrument, it 
is still up to the individual provider to 
know what they should and should not 

As we go to market, we are going 
to incorporate a vigorous training 
program into the utilization of the 
SPORT Robotics system,” Hargrove 
says, noting that in future genera-
tions of the SPORT system, surgeons 
will be able to train for future proce-
dures on the device itself using a soft-
ware-based simulator.

A Robotic Knife That Doesn’t Cut
Another type of robotic surgical tech-
nology being used today is Accuray’s 
CyberKnife system. Unlike the da 
Vinci, SPORT, or RIO robotic surgical 
systems, the CyberKnife uses com-
puter-controlled robotic mobility and 
high-intensity radiation to target tu-
mors in the body, rather than physi-
cally cutting them out. 

With the CyberKnife system, a phy-
sician determines the appropriate 
level of radiation to deliver, and a plan-
ning algorithm is used to determine 
the best way to eradicate the tumor. 
The physician then reviews the plan, 
and once he or she is satisfied, the 

The da Vinci Skills Simulator, used to train surgeons in the proper use of the da Vinci Surgical System. Built-in metrics enable users to assess 
skills, receive real-time feedback, and track their progress.
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CyberKnife system takes over, auto-
matically firing heavy doses of targeted 
radiation directly at a tumor, in a tech-
nique called ablation.

“Unlike the Intuitive Surgical da Vin-
ci system, where the surgeon is actually 
driving the robot during the surgery, in 
the case of the CyberKnife system, it is 
fully automated,” says Robert Hill, SVP 
of Engineering at Accuray. “There is a 
vision system that can see where the 
tumor is, and then the robot itself ba-
sically targets the radiation, beaming 
very precisely to make sure that tumor 
is treated properly.” 

 “What it does is it destroys the cells 
themselves,” Hill continues, contrast-
ing ablation with traditional radiation 
therapies in which lower doses of ra-
diation are used to modify the DNA of 
cancerous cells so they can no longer 
replicate in the body.

Tumors often move or shift position 
(up to 1.5 centimeters over a 30-minute 
period), and in order to deliver radia-
tion safely, the robot must know exactly 
where the tumor is at all times. Using 
imaging technology called InTempo, 
the CyberKnife system captures images 
of the tumor’s position less frequently 
when the tumor is stationary, to reduce 
the amount of radiation unnecessarily 
delivered to the patient. When the tumor 
begins to move, the system increases 
the frequency of imaging, allowing it to 

track the tumor and deliver radiation 
precisely. 

“The system itself delivers radiation 
to less than 1mm of accuracy, and then 
we also account for motion of the target 
that we are trying to treat,” Hill says, 
noting that because the system is more 
accurate in the targeting of a tumor, 
compared with traditional imaging sys-
tems, “we can deliver more radiation 
dose in each treatment session.”

While the InTempo imaging system 
is designed to mitigate the risk of er-
rant radiation, Accuray admits there 
is still potential for some radiation to 
be inadvertently delivered to adjacent 

The advantage of 
the fully automated 
CyberKnife system  
is that it is completely 
noninvasive.  
“We don’t actually 
pierce the skin  
with a scalpel or 
cutting instrument.”

Milestones

HiPEAC Celebrates 10 Years of Achievement

The European Network of 
Excellence on High Performance 
and Embedded Architecture 
and Compilation known as 
HiPEAC (High Performance and 
Embedded Architecture and 
Compilation) recently celebrated 
its 10th anniversary. 

HiPEAC operates under 
the European Commission’s 
Seventh Framework Programme 
(FP7) as “Europe’s premier 
organization for conducting 
research, improving mobility, 
and enhancing visibility in 
the computing system field,” 
according to the organization’s 
website.  The network is run by 
a consortium of six universities, 
one research institute, and five 
companies, and is coordinated by 

Belgium’s Ghent University.
Covering all segments of 

computing, the organization 
created the annual HiPEAC 
conference for disseminating 
advanced scientific knowledge 
and promoting international 
contacts among scientists, as 
well as the ACACES (Advanced 
Computer Architecture 
and Compilation for High-
Performance and Embedded 
Systems) summer school 
for computer architects and 
tool builders working on 
high-performance computer 
architecture and compilation 
for computing systems. HiPEAC 
also publishes biannual vision 
documents listing upcoming 
research challenges in 

computing systems in Europe. 
Founder Mateo Valero, who 

also is director at the Barcelona 
Supercomputer Center, said 
HiPEAC has “clearly transformed 
the computing system community 
in Europe” over the past decade. 
“Before HiPEAC, we had to travel 
to the United States to occasionally 
meet European colleagues. Today, 
European researchers meet 
their peers in Europe to discuss 
research and to collaborate.”

Marc Duranton of the 
Embedded Computing Laboratory 
Centre de Saclay of CEA, who is in 
charge of the biannually updated 
HiPEAC roadmap, said, “Over the 
years, we have learned how to turn 
the insights of more than 1,000 
members into a coherent vision, 

which is accessible and can be 
used by our members to orient 
their research.”

Network coordinator Koen 
De Bosschere, a professor at 
Ghent University, said HiPEAC 
is active with ACM Europe, and 
collaborates with the journal ACM 
Transactions on Architecture and 
Code Optimization. 

Said De Bosschere, “We’ve 
been going strong for a decade 
now, and are ready to run for 
another 10 years. Now that  
we understand the needs  
of the European community,  
we can better address them  
and continue to drive initiatives 
that will help impact the state of 
research and development  
in Europe.” 

healthy organs or tissue in the body.
The largest benefits of the CyberKnife 

system, according to Hill, include re-
duced pain, faster recovery times, and 
little to no chance of surgical infections. 
“In general, the advantage for our type 
of treatments is that they’re completely 
noninvasive,” Hill says. “We don’t ac-
tually pierce the skin with a scalpel or 
cutting instrument. What that means is 
there is generally no pain, or very limited 
pain associated with the procedure, and 
the recovery times are much better com-
pared with traditional surgery.” 

Further Reading

Robotically Assisted vs Laparoscopic 
Hysterectomy Among Women With 
Benign Gynecologic Disease. JAMA. 
2013;309(7):689-698Jason D. Wright, 
MD; Cande V. Ananth, PhD, MPH; Sharyn 
N. Lewin, MD; William M. Burke, MD; Yu-
Shiang Lu, MS; Alfred I. Neugut, MD, PhD; 
Thomas J. Herzog, MD; Dawn L. Hershman, 
MD, at http://jama.jamanetwork.com/article.
aspx?articleid=1653522

What is Robotic Surgery?: http://robotic-
surgery.med.nyu.edu/for-patients/what-
robotic-surgery

Video 
Robotic Surgery demonstration: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJ_3GJNz4fg 

Keith Kirkpatrick is principal of 4K Research & 
Consulting, LLC, based in Lynbrook, NY.
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Hello, My Name Is… 
Facial recognition and privacy concerns.

the effect real-time identification of 
strangers would have on social mo-
res, says Woodrow Hartzog, of Sam-
ford University in Birmingham, AL. 
“If ubiquitous, it would represent the 
throttling of firmly established public 
norms about the way we live our lives.”

A Steady March Forward
When it comes to mug shots (frontal 
photos in controlled lighting), facial 
recognition algorithms already perform 
better than humans at the “facial verifi-
cation” problem: determining whether 
two photos represent the same person, 
says Jonathon Phillips of the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) in Gaithersburg, MD. Between 
1993 and 2010—the last year for which 
data is available—the error rate for 
such comparisons has dropped by half 
every two years, Phillips says.

Facial recognition algorithms are 
less accurate when it comes to match-
ing faces in a variety of poses, illumina-
tions, and expressions. But here too, 
there has been rapid progress over the 
past few years. In March, for example, 

O
N  D E C E M B E R  1 8 ,  2 0 1 3 ,  a 
company called Facial 
network.com drew out-
cries from privacy advo-
cates by announcing the 

release of the first real-time facial 
recognition app for Google Glass, a 
wearable computer being developed 
by Google. Called “Nametag,” the 
app, the company announced, would 
use Google Glass’s camera to spot a 
face in the crowd and then identify 
it within seconds, displaying the per-
son’s name, additional photos, and 
social media profiles.

Facial recognition technology is al-
ready used in a variety of applications, 
such as preventing passport fraud or 
unlocking a smartphone simply by 
looking at it. Nametag, however, opens 
up a new and potentially paradigm-
changing prospect: the idea of be-
ing able to immediately identify any 
stranger walking down the street, with-
out his knowledge or consent.

Nametag’s announcement notwith-
standing, this prospect is not necessar-
ily a reality yet. Nametag is only in beta 
release, and Google Glass said last June 
it would not approve any facial recog-
nition apps for Google Glass “at this 
time.” Nor is it yet clear whether this 
particular app’s algorithms are accu-
rate enough, or its databases massive 
enough, to allow for peer-to-peer facial 
recognition on a truly global scale.

If the technological pieces have not 
yet fallen into place, they soon will, fa-
cial recognition experts predict. The 
huge databases of names and faces 
that would enable facial recognition al-
gorithms to find a match for a stranger 
are already out there on social media 
sites such as Facebook and LinkedIn, 
though with limited third-party access. 
Facebook users, for example, have up-
loaded more than 250 billion photos 
to the site, many of which they have 
obligingly tagged with their own and 
friends’ names. “A biometric database 
such as Facebook’s has never existed 
before in the history of humankind,” 

says Alessandro Acquisti of Carnegie 
Mellon University (CMU) in Pittsburgh.

And the performance of facial rec-
ognition algorithms has improved by 
orders of magnitude over the past two 
decades. “There’s no reason to think 
that will stop,” says CMU’s Ralph 
Gross. “We are close to a point where 
the scenario of identifying strangers 
on a street is very realistic—probably 
within the next five years.”

It would be hard to overestimate 

Stephen Balaban, a co-founder of Lambda Labs, which has created an open-source facial 
recognition API for Google Glass.

“We are close  
to a point where  
the scenario of 
identifying strangers 
on the street is  
very realistic.”

http://mags.acm.org/communications/august_2014/TrackLink.action?pageName=17&exitLink=http%3A%2F%2Fdx.doi.org%2F10.1145%2F2632040
http://mags.acm.org/communications/august_2014/TrackLink.action?pageName=17&exitLink=http%3A%2F%2Fnetwork.com
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primary profile photos for Facebook 
members from the same city, using fa-
cial recognition software from a com-
pany called PittPatt, now owned by 
Google. Although Facebook users have 
the option of hiding most of their pho-
tos from the public, their primary pro-
file photos cannot be hidden, Acquisti 
notes, and most members show their 
own faces in these photos.

In a second experiment, the re-
searchers snapped webcam photos 
of 93 students at a North American 
college, and then were able to iden-

tify nearly one-third of the students by 
comparing their photos to the college’s 
Facebook network, which had about 
25,000 members. Next, the team com-
bined these identifications with earlier 
work by Acquisti and Gross to success-
fully predict the first five digits of the 
Social Security numbers of about 16% 
of the identified students.

“Your face can be a conduit between 
different databases and sources of in-
formation,” Gross says.

Lastly, the researchers created an 
iPhone app that could replicate their 

Facebook unveiled a new facial verifi-
cation algorithm that achieves near-
human performance on a database of 
publicly available celebrity photos with 
varying poses and lighting, correctly 
determining that two faces are the 
same 97.25% of the time.

The facial identification problem—
finding the right match for a stranger’s 
face from within a large gallery of faces 
and names—is much harder than the 
facial verification problem, since it in-
volves comparing a face not to a single 
other face, but to potentially millions or 
billions of faces. There are indications, 
however, that this harder problem is 
also giving way. In 2010, NIST found that 
given a mug shot and a gallery of 1.6 mil-
lion mug shots to compare it to, the best 
available commercial facial recognition 
algorithm found the correct match for 
the given face 93% of the time—a figure 
that is likely to have improved over the 
past four years, Phillips said.

In 2010 and 2011, Gross, Acquisti, 
and Fred Stutzman of Eighty Percent 
Solutions in Chapel Hill, NC, con-
ducted a series of experiments show-
ing that serious privacy intrusions are 
already possible using commercially 
available facial recognition technol-
ogy and public databases of faces and 
names. In one experiment, they uncov-
ered the identities of 10% of the anony-
mous users of a popular dating website 
in a North American city by comparing 
their profile photos to about 280,000 

Milestones

Computer Science Awards, Appointments
ACADEMIA EUROPAEA 
ADDS NEW MEMBERS 
The Council of the Academia 
Europaea recently approved the 
election of 262 new members. 

Thirty-one members were 
added in the Informatics 
category, including ACM 
Fellow, IEEE Fellow, and ACM 
SIGSOFT Distinguished Service 
Award recipient Carlo Ghezzi; 
ACM Fellow Thomas W. Reps 
(one of two Americans in 
this group), and ACM Fellow, 
IEEE Fellow, Royal Danish 
Academy of Sciences and Letters 
member and Danish Academy 
of Technical Sciences member 
Christian S. Jensen. 

The organization promotes  
appreciation of the value of 
European scholarship and research; 
advises national governments and 
international agencies on matters of 
science, scholarship, and academic 
life in Europe; encourages research 
in all areas of learning, particularly 
in relation to European issues, 
and identifies topics of trans-
European importance to science 
and scholarship and proposes 
appropriate action to ensure these 
issues are adequately studied.

LISKOV RECEIVES  
HAROLD PENDER AWARD
The faculty of the Moore School 
of Electrical Engineering at the 

University of Pennsylvania has 
named Barbara Liskov, Institute 
Professor, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, recipient 
of its Harold Pender Award, given 
to a member of the engineering 
profession who makes significant 
contributions to society. 

Liskov, who received her 
Ph.D. in computer science 
from Stanford University, is 
widely recognized for her work 
in programming languages, 
programming methodology, 
and distributed systems.  
Her work in programming 
methodology led to the 
notion of data abstraction, an 
important underpinning of how 

software systems are organized 
today. She and her group 
designed and implemented 
CLU, the first programming 
language to support data 
abstraction. 

Recipient of the 2008 ACM 
A.M. Turing Award, Liskov also 
is a Fellow of the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences, 
an ACM Fellow, and is a Charter 
Fellow of the National Academy of 
Inventors. She received the ACM 
SIGPLAN Programming Language 
Achievement Award in 2008, the 
IEEE John von Neumann Medal in 
2004, and a lifetime achievement 
award from the Society of Women 
Engineers in 1996. 

A view of how NameTag works: when viewing photos (left), the app displays additional photos 
of the faces it identifies (right). 

http://mags.acm.org/communications/august_2014/TrackLink.action?pageName=18&exitLink=http%3A%2F%2FFACIALNETWORK.COM
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pose. Only a few truly massive such 
databases currently exist, and for the 
most part, their owners—Google, Twit-
ter, and Facebook among them—have 
pledged to work with the U.S. Federal 
Trade Commission before making any 
significant retroactive changes to their 
privacy policies. The fact that these 
databases are currently locked away 
means “there is time to talk about these 
things before the technology becomes 
adopted and entrenched, at which 
point it becomes much more difficult 
to do anything about it,” Hartzog says.

The U.S. government is starting to 
explore a potential regulatory role in 
preventing privacy abuses by facial rec-
ognition apps. On Feb. 6, the National 
Telecommunications and Informa-
tion Administration (NTIA) convened 
the first of a series of meetings on the 
topic, which included industry experts 
and civil liberties advocates. The pre-
ceding day, Senator Al Franken (D-MN) 
had written to Nametag’s creator, Kevin 
Alan Tussy, asking him to postpone the 
full launch of Nametag until the NTIA 
has completed its study and established 
best practices for the use of facial recog-
nition technology—a request Tussy said 
his company would “seriously discuss.”

It is unlikely, Hartzog says, that the 
owners of massive biometric databas-
es will make them readily available to 
third-party facial recognition apps. 
Facebook’s collection of tagged pho-
tos “is one of the most valuable data-
bases in the world,” he observes. “They 
would probably be extremely reluctant 
to part with it.”

If the owners of massive photo re-
positories such as Facebook were all 
to outlaw their use for facial recogni-
tion apps, that would force such apps 
underground, significantly curtail-

ing their availability, Hartzog says. 
“It is hard to get venture funding 
when your whole premise is based on 
breaching major companies’ terms of 
use,” he says.

Nevertheless, the very existence of 
these enormous databases is the “ele-
phant in the room,” Acquisti says. “The 
real story here is that we have a data-
base of biometrics we never had before, 
and there is an entity with access to it.”

Social media companies, Acquisti 
says, tend to do a “two steps forward, 
one step back” kind of dance about the 
use of private data. For example, in late 
2010, Facebook started using facial 
recognition technology to suggest tags 
when users uploaded photos of people, 
but the company suspended use of this 
tool in 2012 to “make some technical 
improvements,” and later promised 
European regulators it would reinstate 
the feature in Europe only with their 
approval. Later, however, the company 
resumed making tag suggestions for 
users in the U.S. 

Steps like these are likely intended 
to gradually habituate users to more 
and more intrusive services, Acquisti 
says. “These entities may push the 
envelope a bit, then when they meet 
resistance they stop and recede, and 
then maybe a year later they push 
again,” he says. “To me, the trend is 
clear—towards more and more usage 
of biometrics.” 

Further Reading
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experiments in real time, uploading 
a cellphone photo of a person to the 
cloud and returning a name and So-
cial Security number prediction in less 
than three seconds.

The work is just a proof of concept, 
the researchers caution. Their predic-
tions involved hundreds of thousands 
of images, but a facial identification 
system on the scale of the entire U.S. 
population might easily have to work 
with billions of images, making the 
process slower and increasing the 
chance of false positives. However, 
false positives are likely to decrease as 
facial recognition algorithms become 
more accurate, Acquisti predicts. And 
the facial identification problem is 
highly scalable, so as cloud computing 
becomes more powerful and inexpen-
sive, so will facial identification apps.

Protecting Privacy
Real-time identification of strangers 
on the street would be a clear danger to 
people who are the victims of domestic 
abuse or stalking, for example. There’s 
also the potential for a more subtle 
and widespread kind of harm, one that 
Hartzog describes as “death by a thou-
sand cuts.” 

“We’re living in a world in which 
our data trails are increasingly being 
specified by what other people have 
disclosed about us,” observes Evan 
Selinger, of the Rochester Institute of 
Technology in New York. “Innocuous 
things can aggregate and become part 
of our larger portrait, to create incred-
ibly revealing maps of who we are.”

People take for granted the abil-
ity to walk unrecognized in public 
spaces, Hartzog observes, and it gives 
us “a healthy amount of control over 
our identity.” Eliminating this control 
“would impact society as a whole and 
our notions of autonomy, our ability 
to negotiate social spaces with protec-
tion,” he says.

Real-time facial recognition “would 
eviscerate what I take to be an essential 
part of our public obscurity,” Selinger 
agrees. “I think we radically underesti-
mate its potential effect on social life.”

Given the rapid pace at which facial 
recognition algorithms are almost sure 
to improve, the most effective route 
to preventing privacy abuses may be 
to restrict access to databases of faces 
and names, Hartzog and Selinger pro-

Real-time facial 
recognition “would 
eviscerate what I take 
to be an essential 
part of our public 
obscurity.” 

http://mags.acm.org/communications/august_2014/TrackLink.action?pageName=19&exitLink=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nist.gov%2Fcustomcf%2Fget_pdf.cfm%3Fpub_id%3D905968
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I
NDUST RIAL-SIZE DATA SPILLS, 
leaks about large-scale secret 
surveillance programs, and  per-
sonal tragedies due to inappro-
priate flows of information are 

guaranteed to have at least one conse-
quence: engineers will be increasingly 
expected to integrate “privacy solu-
tions” into the systems they are build-
ing or maintaining.4 Yet the task of en-
gineering systems to address privacy 
concerns can be bewilderingly complex. 

The seeming unwieldiness of the 
engineering task becomes evident in 
the concept of privacy itself and how 
this concept is negotiated. As a le-
gal concept, privacy is defined rather 
vaguely. That vagueness, some argue, 
is part of its protective function. The 
open-ended definition allows people 
to invoke privacy as a category to pro-
tect their personal lives and autonomy 
from intrusions by others—including 
the state that endows them with citi-
zenship rights and runs surveillance 
programs. European Data Protection 
Directive (DPD) or Fair Information 
Practice Principles (FIPPs) on the 
other hand are procedural measures, 

such as notice and choice, data reten-
tion limitation, and subject access 
rights. These principles are seen to be 
instrumental to making the collection 
and processing activities of organiza-
tions transparent. Although less am-
biguous, data protection principles 
still need to be translated into techni-
cal requirements and are vulnerable 
to narrow interpretations. Moreover, 
FIPPs fall short of mitigating all the 
privacy concerns of users toward a 
given organization. They also do not 
address privacy concerns users may 

have with respect to other users, with 
people in their social environments, 
and toward a greater public.

Scholars from various fields have 
stepped up to the challenge of clear-
ing the murky waters of privacy. Legal 
scholars and philosophers have pro-
posed taxonomies of privacy violations5 
and a holistic framework for evaluat-
ing appropriate flows of information 
based on contextual social norms.3 So-
cial scientists and ethnographers have 
studied groups of people, online and 
offline, to develop better-informed un-
derstandings of users’ needs. But how 
are engineers supposed to integrate 
and translate these frameworks into 
existing engineering practice? In at-
tempting to answer this question, pri-
vacy research conducted within com-
puter science is valuable. 

Over the years, “privacy research” 
in computer science has led to a 
whole palette of “privacy solutions.” 
The solutions originate from diverse 
sub-fields of computer science, such 
as security engineering, software en-
gineering, HCI, and AI. From a bird’s-
eye view, all of these researchers are 

Privacy and Security 
Can You Engineer 
Privacy?  
The challenges and potential approaches to applying  
privacy research in engineering practice.

DOI:10.1145/2633029  Seda Gurses 

Over the years, 
“privacy research”  
in computer science 
has led to a  
whole palette of  
“privacy solutions.”

http://mags.acm.org/communications/august_2014/TrackLink.action?pageName=20&exitLink=http%3A%2F%2Fdx.doi.org%2F10.1145%2F2633029
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including the service provider itself. 
The capabilities of these unauthorized 
parties, also called adversaries, is an 
important driver of threat models, and 
hence the design of privacy solutions 
in this line of research. 

The second principle is to avoid de-
signing architectures for information 
collection and processing with a “sin-
gle point of failure.” In other words, 
introducing a distributed trust model 
so that users do not need to rely on a 
single entity to protect their privacy. 
The third principle requires that the 
protocols, code, and processes of de-
velopment that underlie privacy tools 
are open to public scrutiny in order to 
increase trust in the privacy solution 
itself. The Tor project (https://www.tor-
project.org/) is a popular example of a 
privacy as confidentiality solution that 
is built using all three principles.

Privacy as Control 
Another approach to privacy starts 
from the assumption that information 
will have to be disclosed in an increas-
ingly networked world. Hence, Westin 
writes, privacy is “the claim of individ-
uals, groups, or institutions to deter-
mine for themselves when, how, and 
to what extent information about them 
is communicated to others.”7 Westin’s 
work, which he buttressed with dozens 
of large-scale surveys, is fundamental 
to most legal and organizational mea-
sures introduced to protect personal 
data across the globe. 

Based on this conception of “in-
formation privacy,” DPD and FIPPs 
list procedural mechanisms through 
which organizations can make their 
personal data collection and process-
ing practices transparent to their data 
subjects, regulators, and the general 
public. If these mechanisms are in 
place, ideally users can make informed 
decisions about and have greater con-
trol over the collection and flows of 
their personal information. Further, 
abuses can be detected or mitigated.

A good portion of privacy research 
focuses on developing methods and 
mechanisms for data protection com-
pliance. These protection mecha-
nisms are expected to complement 
organizational measures, like privacy 
training for employees working with 
personal data or procedures for da-
tabase breach notifications. Another 

studying privacy problems and solu-
tions, and yet a closer look reveals they 
also have their differences. In this col-
umn, I introduce a small taxonomy 
of prominent approaches to privacy 
within computer science. The catego-
ries of this taxonomy are not compre-
hensive or definitive, but they provide 
an overview of the guiding principles 
that distinguish the approaches 
that privacy researchers are taking. 
In practice, engineers may mix and 
match these principles; pulling them 
apart allows us to think about the dif-
ferent ways in which we can engineer 
systems with privacy in mind.

Privacy as Confidentiality
The most prominent conception of pri-
vacy relies on the binary that exposure 
of information leads to a loss of privacy, 
while guaranteeing the confidentiality 
of information is a way to “preserve” or 
“enhance” privacy. This binary can be 
linked to Warren and Brandeis’ “right 
to be let alone,”1 which was a response 
to the novel ways in which innovations 
in technology made it increasingly pos-
sible to collect information about mat-

ters that would have previously been 
regarded as private. 

Many privacy researchers work on 
solutions that rely on this binary un-
derstanding of unwanted disclosures 
as privacy violations. These research-
ers rely on three important principles: 
data minimization; avoidance of a 
single point of failure and openness to 
scrutiny. The first principle—data min-
imization—is about designing systems 
(and computational mechanisms) to 
only collect private information that is 
absolutely necessary for a given func-
tionality. In its bare bones, this means 
that, by default, the users should be 
able to use the system anonymously. If 
the users have to be identified, the dif-
ferent interactions of the user through-
out time should remain unlinkable. 
For example, a user of a service may 
utilize zero-knowledge proofs to prove 
she is at least 18 years old without re-
vealing her birthdate or any further 
private information, thus guarantee-
ing that her transactions are unlink-
able. Communications as well as traf-
fic data must also be kept confidential 
from unauthorized parties, sometimes 

http://mags.acm.org/communications/august_2014/TrackLink.action?pageName=21&exitLink=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tor-project.org%2F
http://mags.acm.org/communications/august_2014/TrackLink.action?pageName=21&exitLink=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tor-project.org%2F
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moved from online search results for 
searches made in Europe (searches 
sent through Google sites outside Eu-
rope will still show the contested data). 

Privacy as Practice
In this third approach, privacy is seen 
as the negotiation of social boundar-
ies through a set of actions that users 
collectively or individually take with 
respect to disclosure, identity, and 
temporality in environments that are 
mediated by technology. Hence, pri-
vacy is not seen as something that 
users can delegate to the machine. 
Rather, engineers explore how design 
mechanisms and principles medi-
ate users’ “privacy practices.”2 These 
researchers dispense with the binary 
understanding of privacy as exposure 
and privacy as concealment, since in-
teractions inform negotiation of pri-
vacy in unexpected ways. For example, 
a user may signal to her peers through 
chat that she wants to be left alone, a 
disclosure that allows her to negotiate 
her privacy in a public space. As evi-
dent in this example, the distinction 
between online and offline privacy is 
also undone in the pursuit of under-
standing privacy practices.

Privacy researchers here emphasize 
that privacy is negotiated through col-
lective dynamics. If unlucky, the same 
user might have very disrespectful 
peers that do not respect her request 
for privacy. Transparency and feedback 
mechanisms for raising awareness of 
the socio-technical system’s workings 
are often proposed as central to es-
tablishing privacy practices. This un-
derstanding of transparency is greater 
than providing information about 
what data is collected by an organiza-
tion as proposed in “privacy as con-
trol.” Instead, the objective is to make 
information systems, their effects, and 
the responses from (non-)user commu-
nities part of what needs to be made 
transparent.

For example, if possible conse-
quences of a user’s actions can be made 
transparent to her, she may be able to 
make better decisions about her inter-
actions. The user may learn from her 
past interactions, so feedback about 
past practices may be used to inform 
future ones. For instance, information 
about how many friends have visited 
a user’s profile may inform how much 

type of notification is the “privacy pol-
icy” through which organizations can 
inform data subjects about the pur-
pose for which they are collecting per-
sonal data, which data, and for how 
long. Privacy researchers have studied 
ways to ease the burden of reading 
privacy policies, often weighted with 
legal jargon. Proposals have included 
usable representations of the content 
through labeling mechanisms com-
parable to those in the food indus-
try, as well as the design of machine-
readable privacy policies that can be 
matched to user preferences. 

Privacy policy languages, as the lat-
ter are often called, and policy enforce-
ment mechanisms like purpose-based 
access control models can be applied 
in combination to provide organiza-
tions with mechanisms to ensure the 
internal use of personal data internal-
ly adheres to the collection purpose. 
Data minimization also pops up here, 
but rather than aspiring to achieve 
anonymity or unlinkability through 
computational methods, the prin-
ciple is about limiting the collection 
of personal data to the given purpose 
only. These researchers often assume 
service providers are the main party 

trusted with the protection of person-
al data. This means distributed trust 
models are rare in these proposals. 
Subject access rights, the ability of the 
users to access, rectify, or delete their 
data collected by a service provider is 
another challenging requirement that 
has attracted research and has found 
popular implementations like Google 
dashboard. This past May, the Euro-
pean Union court ruled users have 
a “right to be forgotten” and Google 
launched a service to allow Europeans 
to ask for their personal data to be re-

A good portion of 
privacy research 
focuses on 
developing methods 
and mechanisms 
for data protection 
compliance.
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she wants to post on her profile in the 
future. Similarly, users may learn from 
their (mediated) social surroundings: 
information about how other friends 
manage their privacy settings may pro-
vide guidance to the user. In some cas-
es, based on studies about good privacy 
norms, users can be “nudged” to de-
velop “better” privacy practices. 6 Users 
may be opportunistically encouraged 
to review their privacy settings. Simi-
larly, if a user is provided with feedback 
on the algorithms underlying a recom-
mender system, she may better assess 
whether and how she wants to partici-
pate in such a system. 

Future Prospects
There are many more proposals for 
addressing privacy in systems than 
listed in this column. Some proposals 
fall in between the three categories. 
For example, database anonymization 
and differential privacy both propose 
elaborate computational methods for 
data minimization comparable to so-
lutions in “privacy as confidentiality.” 
However, the mechanisms are not in-
tended to minimize data collection 
but to anonymize or obfuscate later 
disclosure. Further, database anony-

mization is a way to exit the legal com-
pliance regime, making it difficult to 
identify it as an organizational trans-
parency mechanism typical of “priva-
cy as control.” Furthermore, there are 
a number of proposals for addressing 
discrimination and fairness issues in 
the context of data mining, like dis-
crimination aware data mining as well 
as fairness in classification. However, 
it is open to discussion whether dis-
crimination and fairness are privacy 
issues. Generally, many concerns we 
discuss under privacy may in fact be 
related to greater issues of social jus-
tice that require more elaborate re-
thinking of our societies as well as 
technological futures. 

We cannot engineer 
society, but neither 
are our societies 
independent of the 
systems we engineer.

The taxonomy described here shows 
that engineering decisions, be it when 
architecting infrastructures, design-
ing organizational systems, or crafting 
particular applications, co-determine 
the way in which people may negotiate 
their privacy. Yet, challenges abound. 
Can we integrate these three approach-
es given their fundamental differenc-
es? For example, while privacy as con-
fidentiality assumes a world in which 
trust in organizations that process pri-
vate data should be minimized, privacy 
as control assumes trust in those orga-
nizations can be established through 
transparency. In contrast, most privacy 
as practice proposals assume the ser-
vice provider is honest and has a genu-
ine interest in accommodating users’ 
privacy practices above its own organi-
zational and market interests. Hence, 
a reasonable skeptic could ask, given 
the slipperiness of the concept, the po-
litical and market contestations of pri-
vacy, as well as the differences between 
the solution sets, can we even speak of 
a privacy engineering project? 

“Engineering privacy” may in fact 
only be another ideal like security, de-
pendability, or usability, and one that 
misleadingly suggests we can engineer 
social and legal concepts. We cannot 
engineer society, but neither are our so-
cieties independent of the systems we 
engineer. Hence, as practitioners and 
researchers we have the responsibility 
to engineer systems that address priva-
cy concerns. The taxonomy presented 
here attempts to provide an overview of 
existing approaches to privacy in com-
puter science research. The robust-
ness of these approaches will only grow 
through further engagement in all of 
them when we engineer systems. 
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Education  
Fostering Computational 
Literacy in Science 
Classrooms  
An agent-based approach to integrating computing  
in secondary-school science courses.

in a broad-based cultural literacy, 
rather than the exclusive province 
of a single academic department or 
field of study. This approach is con-
sonant with the views of visionary 
educators such as Papert3 and diSes-
sa2 who have advocated for universal 
computational literacy as a means to 
provide access to “powerful ideas.” 
While this approach faces its own set 
of challenges, integrating computa-
tion into science learning has sev-
eral distinct advantages: it increases 
access to computing for all students 
in all schools; it enhances students’ 
motivation for and depth of under-
standing of scientific principles by 
using computing in powerful ways; it 
brings science education in line with 
authentic scientific practice and the 
needs of 21st-century science; and it 
provides students with experiences 
of computers beyond searching and 
sorting, demonstrating the power 
of computation to help them make 
sense of their world. We can reach 
more students more quickly by get-
ting science teachers to add comput-
ing into their classes, than we can by 
developing a nationwide cohort of 
computer science teachers and plac-
ing them in all our high schools. We 
have found that brief but intensive 
professional development experienc-
es, accompanied by carefully crafted 
curricular materials, are sufficient to 

T
HERE IS WIDESPREAD  and 
growing agreement that com-
puting should play a more 
prominent role throughout 
our education system. The 

next generation of learners will require 
a high level of fluency with modes of 
thinking and inquiry in which computers 
act as interactive partners. While many 
students experience computing (via 
the Web and apps), few students un-
derstand computation, and even fewer 
have experience using computers as  
tools for scientific inquiry. These skills 
and perspectives are essential for full 
and effective participation in today’s 
(and tomorrow’s) society.

The development of computer sci-
ence curricula, standards, and course 
requirements for secondary schools 
is an important and useful direction 
actively being pursued in a variety of 
initiatives. However, the success of 
such initiatives will depend heavily on 
schools’ ability to hire and retain quali-
fied teachers; on teachers’ ability to im-
plement curriculum that is applicable 
to scientific inquiry; and on students’ 
ability to make room for new course-
work in their already-packed sched-
ules. Although large-scale efforts such 
as Code.org are offering support for 
computer programming instruction in 
schools, the magnitude of the challenge 
is enormous. Even more worrisome is 
the possibility that an elective-only CS 

course sequence will fail to attract a 
diverse population of students, exac-
erbating the low participation rates of 
women and other underrepresented 
groups in computing fields.

A complementary approach we ad-
vocate here is to integrate computing 
across the range of secondary-school 
science courses.a Let’s introduce real 
computational literacy through the 
science classes every student takes, 
rather than solely through computer 
science classes. Our goal is to treat 
computation as a core component 

a For more, see the Computational Thinking 
in STEM project at Northwestern University 
(http://ct-stem.northwestern.edu).
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real computational 
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rather than solely 
through computer 
science classes.
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their behavior, or to explore the pos-
sible phenomena that can be generated 
with such a set by varying conditions or 
parameters.  

Over the past 25 years, the Center for 
Connected Learning and Computer-

support high school science teachers 
in bringing computational modeling 
into their courses. We are currently 
completing an NSF-funded project 
working successfully in this way with 
over 100 science classrooms in the 
Chicago area. b

In this column, we describe the use 
of agent-based modeling (ABM) as a 
powerful way to introduce computation 
across the secondary science curricu-
lum. ABM is a form of computational 
modeling in which individual entities 
in a computer simulation (the agents) 
are given rules defining their behavior. 
There are two classes of agents, mobile 
agents that typically represent individu-
als such as animals or molecules, and a 
grid of stationary agents, as in a cellu-
lar automaton, that typically represent 
parts of the environment such as grass 
or other elements of the terrain. The 

b For more, see the Enabling Modeling and 
Simulation in the Classroom project at 
Northwestern University with partnerships at 
Stanford and Vanderbilt universities (http://
ccl.northwestern.edu/modelsim).

collective interactions of a multitude of 
agents, each concurrently acting out its 
behavioral rules, can reveal complex, 
emergent patterns. The “game” of ABM 
is to try to generate known phenomena 
by defining a set of agents and rules for 

Figure 1b. Adding grass adds stability.

Figure 1a. An ecosystem with sheep and wolves (see http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/wolfsheeppredation). 
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Based Modeling (CCL) at Northwestern 
University has developed ABM tools for 
education and scientific practice. The 
NetLogo ABM environmentc (free and 
open source) is a product of this effort, 
and currently has hundreds of thou-
sands of users, ranging from students 
in middle schools to researchers in sci-
entific laboratories. The CCL contin-
ues to develop software and materials 
to support the integration of NetLogo 
in science classrooms.d This includes 
a wide variety of contexts and grade 
levels from middle school through un-
dergraduate education and graduate 
school, suggesting we have made some 
progress toward our goal of broad 
reach, but we still have a long way to go.

Why Agent-Based Modeling?
One reason ABM approaches hold great 
potential to support science learning 
is that so many of the concepts stu-
dents find most challenging involve 
connecting micro and macro aspects 
of scientific phenomena. The science 
education literature describes the 
many misconceptions students have 
about what connects these levels (see 
Wilensky and Resnick5 and Chi1). For 
instance, in chemistry and physics, gas 
molecules collide elastically at the mi-
cro level, leading to the properties of 
pressure and temperature at the macro 
level. In biology, individual animals 

c See http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo.
d See http://ccl.northwestern.edu/modelsim/ and 

http://ccl.northwestern.edu/simevolution/.

struggle to survive and reproduce at the 
individual level, leading to phenomena 
such as evolution, natural selection, 
and population dynamics at the eco-
system level. Agent-based modeling 
provides the means to build on intui-
tive understandings about individual 
agents acting at the micro level in order 
to grasp the mechanisms of emergence 
at the aggregate, macro level.  

Because the individual-level behav-
ior of agents is relatively simple, ABMs 
feature relatively simple computer 
programs that control the behaviors 
of their computational agents. On the 
other hand, swarms or aggregates of in-
teracting agents can produce complex, 
emergent patterns that require compu-
tational power beyond the human ca-
pacity to simulate.  (Thanks to decades 
of life under Moore’s Law, however, 
such power is now available in virtually 
all personal computers and mobile de-
vices.) Working in partnership with a 
computational model within an ABM 
environment such as NetLogo, learners 
can explore the connections between 
the micro-level behavior of individu-
als and the macro-level patterns that 
emerge from their interaction. As they 
work with NetLogo, students can ar-
ticulate their own provisional thinking 
in an executable form.  Running their 
models reveals the implications of 
their ideas, provokes new conjectures, 
and drives “debugging” cycles of mod-
eling, execution, and refinement. This 
iterative process is a motivating and in-
tellectually exciting activity, driven by 

Figure 2a. Behavioral rules for each “breed” of agent. 

ask sheep [ 
 wander
 try-eating-grass 
 maybe-starve 
 maybe-reproduce-sheep 
]

ask wolves [ 
 wander
 try-catching-sheep 
 maybe-starve 
 maybe-reproduce-wolves 
]

Figure 2b. A possible NetLogo implementation of the wolf behavior “try-catching-sheep.”

to try-catching-sheep 
 if any? sheep-here [
  let prey one-of sheep-here
  ask prey [ die ]
  set energy energy + 20
 ]
end

;; A wolf-specific procedure
;; Are there any sheep here with me?
;; If so, select one...
;; ...kill it (and eat it)...
;; ...and gain some energy from it.
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in the ecosystem, damping the oscilla-
tions in the wolf and sheep populations.

Physics and Chemistry. In physics 
and chemistry, the Ideal Gas Laws pro-
vide an elegant mathematical explana-
tion of regularities in the world, but stu-
dents rarely connect these macro-level 
phenomena with the molecular inter-
actions that generate them. Students 
using ABMs can leverage agent-based 
intuitions to understand the Kinetic 
Molecular Theory (KMT). Models like 
the ones in the CCL’s GasLab suitef be-
gin from simple collision rules for par-
ticle agents and show how pressure and 
temperature arise as emergent proper-
ties in the aggregate.g Because they are 
working with individual entities, high 
school students can reason about their 
interactions, going beyond the familiar 
topics and touching on advanced con-
cepts, such as the Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution and phenomena of statis-
tical mechanics (see Figure 3). 

Earth Sciences. In middle school 
Earth science classrooms, it is com-
mon to study natural disasters such as 
volcanoes and forest fires. With the Fire 
model,h students can investigate the sys-
tems principles of critical parameters 
and nonlinear dynamics in the context 
of a simulated forest fire. Here, there are 
tree agents and fire agents. The trees are 
randomly distributed at a given density, 
which is controlled by a slider. The lead-
ing edge of a forest fire is represented by 
red agents; the rules for the trees are very 
simple: they “look” at their neighbors to 
the North, South, East, and West. If they 
see a tree on fire, they ignite. 

Most people’s intuition about this 
system is that a small increase in tree 
density should result in a little more 
burn (that is, a linear relationship). 
However, that is not what the simula-
tion reveals. Instead, there is a critical 
density value, below which the forest 
fire dies out quickly (see Figure 4a) 
and above which it consumes almost 
the entire forest (see Figure 4b). Such 
critical parameters are common in 
complex systems throughout science, 
and have been recently popularized 
as “tipping points.”

f See http://ccl.northwestern.edu/curriculum/
gaslab/.

g Or, in other words, the molecules “compute” 
pressure and temperature.

h See http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/mod-
els/fire.

interactive feedback and dynamic visu-
alizations. Working with NetLogo, kids 
can explore existing models by chang-
ing initial conditions and sweeping the 
parameter space of key variables. They 
can also explore what-if questions by 
modifying or adding behavioral rules 
to an existing model or creating their 
own models from scratch. 

But ABM is not only a tool for the 
classroom. NetLogo is used in a wide 
variety of research laboratories and 
professional contexts, and hundreds 
of scientific papers using it have been 
published.e Thus, the work students 
do in agent-based modeling prepares 
them for authentic inquiry in the scien-
tific disciplines. In the examples here, 
we present several uses of NetLogo and 
agent-based modeling to engage with 
core concepts across a range of topics 
from secondary science. 

Agent-Based Modeling 
Across the Sciences
Population Biology/Ecology. Common 
topics in middle- and high-school bi-
ology include the dynamics of popu-
lations within ecosystems and food 
webs. Figures 1a and 1b show agent-
based models of predator-prey rela-
tions between populations of wolves 

e See http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/refer-
ences.shtml.

(who eat sheep) and sheep (who eat 
grass). Both wolf and sheep are mod-
eled as having energy, losing energy by 
moving, gaining energy by eating, dy-
ing if they have too little energy, and 
expending energy to reproduce. As 
shown in Figure 2a, for each “breed” 
of agent, a simple collection of behav-
ioral rules describes their actions and 
interactions. These behaviors are then 
defined computationally. Thus, a Net-
Logo implementation of the wolf be-
havior “try-catching-sheep” might be 
as shown in Figure 2b. 

Learners can run their in-progress 
models to see how the system behaves. 
For instance, in this simulation learners 
have found that adding logic to describe 
the depletion and replenishment of the 
virtual grass led to increased stability 

Figure 3. GasLab model of molecules in a box, colored by their speed. One of the molecules 
leaves a trace to facilitate following its trajectories.

The work students 
do in agent-based 
modeling prepares 
them for authentic 
inquiry in the 
scientific disciplines.
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Conclusion: Agent-Based Modeling 
and Computation for All
We are now well into the 21st century, 
and we need to bring the efforts of our 
educational system in line with our 
shared sense of the growing impor-
tance of computing for all members of 
our society. Thinking effectively about 
and with computational processes is a 
broad-based literacy needed by all citi-
zens to support their effective social, 
economic, and political participa-
tion. We have argued in this column 
that secondary science classroomsi 
present a compelling opportunity to 
build this literacy, and that ABM tools 
like NetLogo are an effective means 
to do so. By letting go of the idea that 
literacy with computation is the sole 
responsibility of educators officially 
working within computer science de-
partments, we can widen our reach 
and arrive at our goals more quickly 
and effectively. 

i In this column, we have argued for and pre-
sented examples of the use of ABM in middle 
and high school science. However, our efforts 
have not been limited to either science or sec-
ondary school. There has also been consider-
able enthusiasm for using ABM in the social 
sciences, where we have also created materials 
for modeling phenomena such as wealth accu-
mulation, segregation, and language change. 
We have also worked to integrate ABM into a 
wide range of university courses (see Wilensky 
and Rand4).  
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Students find the simulated fire to 
be visually compelling, and the code 
behind the NetLogo model is extreme-
ly simple. Thus, the Fire model can act 
as an excellent introduction to agent-
based modeling. Indeed, learners who 

engage with it often modify or extend 
the model to explore their own ques-
tions, including the effects of wind, al-
ternative rules by which the fire might 
spread, or strategies for arresting the 
spread of an existing forest fire.

Figure 4a. Critical parameters. The run (57% density) is just below the critical density and 
the fire has burned only 7.6% of the forest.

Figure 4b. Critical parameters. In contrast, the run (63% density) is above the critical 
value, and the fire rages on. (In the end, 90.9% of the trees burned.)
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Global Computing  
Private Then Shared?  
Designing for the mobile phone to shared PC pipeline.  

(n=5,010) user surveys and non-user 
surveys (n=2,000) were accompanied 
by ethnographic, experimental, and 
other methods. They found the vast 
majority of current shared access per-
sonal computer users also possess mo-
bile phones (96%), and mobile Internet 
access was rarely the reason why for-
mer users stopped going to shared ac-
cess venues.

Half of these respondents had their 
first contact with computers through 
shared access (50%). Even more so for 
first use of the Internet (62%). Shared 
access venues were often more impor-
tant for developing computer (40%) 
and Internet (50%) skills than school 
or home. They were where people 
could accomplish information tasks 
from health to education, with large 

N
OT LONG AGO  people in richer 
countries thought people 
in low-income countries 
of Africa, Asia, and Latin 
America would use personal 

computers to gain access to the infor-
mation society. To overcome technical, 
social, financial, and other hurdles, 
richer governments and donor agen-
cies invested in shared access comput-
ing facilities.3 The logic was flawless: if 
there cannot be a personal computer 
in every home, a shared computer in 
every village will do. The global telecen-
ter movement was born: a collection 
of programs providing shared access 
computer and Internet services to poor 
and remote communities.4,5

Today with the unprecedented ex-
plosion of mobile telephony, many in 
our field have completely written off 
shared access. Some even question 
the necessity of personal computers. 
If mobile phones can meet computing 
and connectivity needs, who needs per-
sonal computers?2,9 

The first experience with a digital 
device in the Global South is likely to 
be with a mobile phone. Smartphones 
provide network services for those who 
can afford mobile data connectivity6 
and the number and range of tasks 
possible on these phones continues 
to expand. Assuming this expansion is 
accompanied by a decline in personal 
computer use, the shared access mod-
el falters. However, as shown in Figure 
1, suppose instead that mobile smart-
phone adoption stimulates demand 
for the personal computer in shared 
access settings? 

The Technology & Social Change 
Group at the University of Washing-

ton Information School studied five 
low- and middle-income countries—
Bangladesh, Brazil, Chile, Ghana, and 
the Philippines.7,8 Their large-scale 

Suppose mobile 
smartphone adoption 
stimulates demand 
for the personal 
computer in shared 
access settings?

Figure 1. Senzo Ngidi is a second-year business student from Makhaza, Cape Town. He relies 
on his cellphone and public libraries for Internet access.
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computers and mobile phones, taking 
maximum advantage of their comple-
mentary aspects. Figure 2 shows the 
preference to mix mobile phones and 
PCs. Shared access centers provide 
non-substitutable value for resource-
constrained users, including those 
with “the Internet in their pocket.”

Implications 
The emerging generation of people 
in low-resource environments uses 
both the mobile Internet and shared 
access personal computers. Home PC 

majorities citing the importance of 
knowledgeable staff, good equip-
ment, fast connectivity, low cost, and 
peer learning opportunities at shared 
access centers—features not readily 
found elsewhere. 

Perhaps mobile phones and shared 
access venues are complements, not 
substitutes? Research by Marion Wal-
ton of the University of Cape Town, 
South Africa, and Jonathan Donner 
of Microsoft Research India suggests 
so.7,8 They studied teenage users of 
Internet-enabled phones and librar-
ies and cybercafés in low-income Cape 
Town neighborhoods. Their detailed 
interviews, activity/drawing probes, 
and task analyses of 53 teenagers and 
surveys of 280 teenage users found that 
overall, mobile phones and public ac-
cess venue computers do not substi-
tute for one another: each is used for 
a distinct set of activities and informa-
tion behaviors, associated with differ-
ent social, academic, or professional 
practices. These public access users 
had developed elaborate, fine-grained 
practices combining public access 

or tablet penetration levels equivalent 
to those found in the North may take 
decades to achieve, meaning for the 
near future the majority of people in 
developing countries will use a mo-
bile phone for social interactions but 
will benefit from a shared computer 
to do their homework, take an online 
course, prepare résumés, or create 
business spreadsheets. Maybe such 
tasks could be performed through 
both mobile phones and shared ac-
cess computers. Trading off con-
straints and affordances between the 
two appliances and contexts might 
allow users to leverage a shared cen-
ter’s local network, the cloud, and the 
mobile phone. Innovation that lever-
ages the increasing ubiquity of mobile 
phones will drive new uses of shared 
access centers in low-resource envi-
ronments.  

In the previous Communications 
Global Computing column, Michael 
Best called for community computers 
that are purpose-built for shared con-
texts, challenging the titular implica-
tions of the personal computer.1 By 
observing use patterns and identifying 
needs in shared access centers, solu-
tions for the mobile phone to PC pipe-
line could yield tremendous benefits 
for the Global South.  
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Perhaps mobile 
phones and shared 
access venues  
are complements,  
not substitutes?

Figure 2. Mobile phone, PC, or both? Stated preferences for various tasks (n=280).
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Kode Vicious 
Forked Over 
Shortchanged by open source.

     Article development led by  
          queue.acm.org

Dear KV,
How can one make reasonable pack-
ages based on open source software 
when most open source projects sim-
ply advise you to take the latest bits on 
GitHub or SourceForge? We could fork 
the code, as GitHub encourages us to 
do, and then make our own releases, 
but that puts the release-engineering 
work that we would expect from the 
project onto us.

Forked Over

Dear Forked,
The short answer is that you cannot, 
but if that were all I have to say, I would 
not have bothered to answer this letter, 
so let me put a lot more explanation 
around this.

One of the upsides and downsides 
of the move from packaged systems to 
SaaS (software as a service) has been 
the constant rolling release. When all 
the interactions between users and 
their software are proxied through a 
Web browser—which, minus any client 
code, is really interacting with a server 
under the control of the software devel-
opers—then rolling out a new software 
release is only a matter of changing the 
software on the server. Most companies 
that provide software this way can, and 
often do, roll out software every day, and 
sometimes several times per day. SaaS 
has provided a segment of the software 
industry with an amazing amount of 
freedom. Why worry about bugs when 
they can be fixed in the next push?

The downside of this mental mod-
el of development is it introduces a 

certain amount of laziness into the 
maintenance of interfaces. Why care 
about maintaining an API if you can 
just roll out an upgrade on the next 
push? That attitude has little negative 
impact if you have a small number 
of consumers of your API. Once you 
put up your software for sharing on 
GitHub or a similar service, however, 
you have an unknown community 
that is depending on your software. 
Should you feel some responsibil-
ity toward these external users? Well, 
if you do not, then you should not 

bother sharing your software, as it is 
not really sharable, except in the very 
broadest sense of the word. Yes, any-
one can “fork” your repo or download 
the code and use it, but they cannot 
depend on it if your attitude toward its 
public face—the APIs it presents—is 
so cavalier that you do not even both-
er marking your source tree when you 
make API changes.

Whether or not software was devel-
oped to be packaged or for SaaS, once 
it has a set of consumers, it needs to 
be maintained using some standard 
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to your package of choice may tell you 
more about its suitability for your 
needs than the “download-and-try” 
model of work. I particularly like the 
words: crash, won’t build, partial fail-
ure, segfault, and slow. Combine these 
with the name of your package, type 
them into your favorite search site, 
and you at least may be forewarned.  

You also mentioned the forums 
and mailing lists for a project. Why 
didn’t you read them first? Would you 
buy a house without having it inspect-
ed? Would you buy a used car sight-
unseen? If not, then why would you 
try a piece of software without read-
ing what its users have to say about it? 
While the Romans never had a word 
for download, software is as much sub-
ject to caveat emptor as anything else 
you might buy.

Finally, I would be very careful 
around any software that was part of a 
graduate student project. While many 
such projects result in complete sys-
tems, a significant number result in a 
system just good enough to get a de-
gree, which is then dropped the mo-
ment the degree is conferred. As gov-
ernments are starting to require that 
funded research projects put not only 
their papers but also their software 
online—as they should—I predict we 
will see a continued proliferation of 
such “almost-working” tools.

KV

  Related articles  
  on queue.acm.org

Open Source to the Core 

Jordan Hubbard
http://queue.acm.org/detail.cfm?id=1005064

Open vs. Closed: Which Source  
is More Secure? 

Richard Ford
http://queue.acm.org/detail.cfm?id=1217267

Is Open Source Right for You? 
David Ascher
http://queue.acm.org/detail.cfm?id=1005065
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editorial board. He works on networking and operating 
systems code for fun and profit, teaches courses on 
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practices. You may not cut a release, as 
the term goes, where there is a single 
unit of packaged software available 
for download, although such pack-
ages do make life easier for those of 
us who maintain package reposito-
ries such as FreeBSD/MacPorts, Red 
Hat RPMs, Yum, and the like. At the 
very least, however, you must indicate 
when you have changed an API, as the 
API is the contract between your pack-
age and the rest of the world. The easi-
est way to indicate this API change is 
by marking your source tree with a 
release tag. Choosing the tag name is 
a separate, painful, and tedious dis-
cussion, which I will not go into here, 
other than to say some consistency to 
the meaning of the tags will be helpful 
to your downstream users.

Thinking about when to mark your 
tree with a release tag has some handy 
side effects. First, it forces you and your 
team to focus on an end goal. Software 
engineers are well known for their love 
of perfection and being loathe to re-
lease software until it is done, where 
done is often very poorly defined. 
Thinking about what constitutes a re-
lease of your software focuses the de-
velopers on an end point toward which 
they can all work. An API change is as 
good a reason as any to create such a 
release point. 

Second, it helps break down a large 
project into stages that are logically 
related. Very few projects are so small 
that they are done after the first re-
lease—unless that is the point at which 
they completely fail. Since you know 
there will be more than one release 
of the software, it is better to plan for 
that—though, I know, for many peo-
ple and groups, “plan” is a four-letter 
word. While you are at it, well-main-
tained release notes about changes go 
a long way toward making happy down-
stream users.  

If you are serious about sharing 
your software, then you should be 
serious about how you share it: think 
about release points, tag your trees, 
and do not change APIs without noti-
fying your users.

KV

Dear KV,
One of my least favorite parts of work-
ing with open source software is that 

it never seems to be complete. I will 
download, build, and install an open 
source package, try to use it, and find 
it almost works, but that it fails in un-
predictable ways. I will then read the 
forums or mailing lists for the proj-
ect, or just search Stack Overflow, and 
discover the software has serious lim-
itations that were not called out on 
the project home page. There ought 
to be a Web page that rates the qual-
ity of open source software so users 
can quickly determine whether or not 
a piece of software is suitable for use. 

Shortchanged by Open Source

 Dear Short,
I find it odd that you call out open 
source in your letter. Have you never 
used a proprietary product that did not 
meet expectations or live up to its mar-
keting hype? 

The “almost-working tool” is a 
constant problem in software and in 
computing systems in general. Devel-
opers are optimists and will promise 
the moon while only getting you to 
LEO (low Earth orbit). Yes, the view 
is amazing from LEO, but it is not 
going to get your global communica-
tions satellite the field of view it really 
needs. Other than telling you to take 
all developer and marketing state-
ments with a grain of salt, what else 
can be done to avoid surprises?

Instead of using the tool and then 
running to the Web when it did not 
work as you expected, you should have 
done these actions in reverse order. 
One of the great things about the Inter-
net is the number of error messages it 
holds and the fact that conversations 
held in comments rarely, if ever, dis-
appear. A few choice words connected 

If you are serious 
about sharing  
your software,  
then you should  
be serious about  
how you share it.
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Viewpoint 
Researching  
the Robot Revolution   
Considering a program for cross-disciplinary research between computer 
scientists and economists studying  the effects of computers on work. 

I
N 1960, SCIENTISTS established that 
atmospheric concentrations 
of CO2 were rising. Despite this 
advance in knowledge, the un-
derstanding of global warming 

later remained quite muddled even a 
decade later. Historian of science Spen-
cer Weart summarizes the situation. “In 
the early 1970s, the rise of environmen-
talism raised public doubts about the 
benefits of human activity for the plan-
et. Curiosity about climate turned into 
anxious concern. Alongside the green-
house effect, some scientists pointed 
out that human activity was putting 

Our current understanding of the 
Robot Revolution is equivalent to the 
understanding of global warming circa 
the 1970s. We know some things with 
certainty. Computers are eliminating 
jobs involving structured tasks in man-
ufacturing, clerical work, and some oth-
er “mid-skill” occupations. Computers 
are creating jobs in some occupations, 
particularly for the technically skilled. 
Computerized work, unlike global 
warming, should increase GDP. Beyond 
these facts lies a broad landscape of 
speculation and spin. We do not know 
much about the Robot Revolution’s net 

dust and smog particles into the atmo-
sphere, where they could block sunlight 
and cool the world. Moreover, analysis 
of Northern Hemisphere weather sta-
tistics showed that a cooling trend had 
begun in the 1940s. The mass media 
(to the limited extent they covered the 
issue) were confused, sometimes pre-
dicting a balmy globe with coastal areas 
flooded as the ice caps melted, some-
times warning of the prospect of a cata-
strophic new ice age.”a

a See http://www.aip.org/history/climate/sum-
mary.htm.

An employee monitors an automated production line at an Argos goods distribution center in the U.K.
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effect on employment and wages just as 
we do not know much about the speed 
at which the revolution is proceeding. 
As Weart might say, the mass media 
(and the rest of us) are confused. 

One cause of our confusion is the 
absence of sustained research of the 
type that eventually clarified our un-
derstanding of global warming. Given 
the potential disruption of rapidly ad-
vancing computerized work, this re-
search program is needed badly. What 
follows are some thoughts on how such 
a research program could be advanced 
including obstacles that must be over-
come. Our observations draw in part 
from our experience in 10 lunch meet-
ings at MIT over the past two years that 
have brought economists and comput-
er scientists together for the purpose 
of mutual education.  

Just as global warming research 
has required multiple disciplines, re-
searching the Robot Revolution will 
require cross-disciplinary learning 
beginning with computer scientists 
and economists. Current writing on 
the revolution is weak in part because 
most economists know less than they 
should about artificial intelligence 
while computer scientists have knowl-
edge deficits in economics. 

Two examples make the point. Ear-
ly in the MIT lunch series, an econo-
mist asked what computer scientists 
meant when they said “computers 
lack common sense.” A member of the 
computer science faculty responded 
with a lucid explanation of the com-
mon sense problem—the thousands 
of apparently trivial facts that humans 
use to perform tasks and that are dif-
ficult to capture in software. At that 
lunch were six economists, five of 

whom (including us) had written ex-
tensively on the impact of computers 
on work. A reasonable estimate is that 
no more than one of the economists 
had previously known of the common 
sense problem. None had used it in 
their writings.

Similarly, in a recent Communica-
tions Viewpoint, software developer 
Martin Ford discusses one possible 
impact of the Robot Revolution: “En-
try-level positions are especially vul-
nerable, and this may have something 
to do with the fact that wages for new 
college graduates have actually been 
declining over the past decade, while 
up to 50% of new graduates are forced 
to take jobs that do not require a col-
lege degree.”3

An economist would argue that in-
ferring causality is not so simple. Over 
the last decade, computers have been 
spreading through the economy and, 
as Ford stated, wages for recent college 
graduates have been declining. But 
other things have happened over the 
last decade including the 2008 finan-
cial collapse and subsequent deep re-
cession. History shows that recessions 
that follow a financial collapse last an 
average of five years4 and all recessions 
are particularly hard on new labor mar-
ket entrants. A rigorous estimate of 
computers’ effects on recent college 
graduates would have to first control 
for the recession’s effects.

The main obstacle facing cross-dis-
ciplinary research is an asymmetric in-
centive structure. Economists are paid 
to study the factors (including com-
puters) that affect labor markets. They 
know who funds such research, the 
seminars and conferences where they 
can present their results, and the jour-
nals that will publish the papers they 
write. To our knowledge, a computer 
scientist who studies the labor market 
effects of the Robot Revolution has no 
such infrastructure.

To the contrary, time taken to study 
the labor market impacts of comput-
erized work is time taken away from 
career-advancing activities. Because of 
this asymmetry, computer scientists 
who are interested in the impacts of 
technological advances on employ-
ment are likely to be dispersed across 
institutions rather than concentrated 
in the way that machine vision groups 
or natural language processing groups 

The main  
obstacle facing  
cross-disciplinary 
research is  
an asymmetric 
incentive structure.
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exist in many computer science depart-
ments. We return to this point later. 

One might wonder whether a sec-
ond obstacle is unwillingness among 
computer scientists to consider the 
potentially negative employment con-
sequences of their work. Economists 
can offer some comfort on this issue. 
In the wake of the financial collapse, 
economists took significant criticism 
for promoting the deregulation and fi-
nancial instruments that led to the col-
lapse not to mention failing to predict 
the collapse in the first place. In prac-
tice, the profession shrugged off the 
criticismsb and continued to pursue 
problems they found interesting. 

It is easy to imagine a collaborative 
research program beginning with con-
versations among researchers lead-
ing to case studies that generate hy-
potheses, moving on to econometric 
analysis and simulations—research 
designed to get a clearer sense of the 
future. The question is how to start. 
More precisely, the question is how to 
identify and connect people who want 
to do the work.

Identifying interested economists 
is straightforward. Virtually all econo-
mists who work on the Robot Revolu-
tion belong to one of three program 
groups in the National Bureau of 
Economic Research (NBER)—Labor 
Studies, Economics of Education, and 
Productivity, Innovation and Entre-
preneurship—and could be reached 
quickly through the NBER structure. 
Identifying interested computer sci-
entists is more difficult since, as we 
argued, interested individuals are 
likely to be geographically dispersed 
and none of the ACM Special Interest 
groups is directly in this area. We need 
to send up a flare so that interested 
computer scientists can respond and 
be put into contact with each other and 
with like-minded economists.

A logical candidate for this “flare” 
would be an ACM-sponsored sympo-
sium on the employment effects—posi-
tive and negative—of computerized 
work. The call for abstracts would be 
disseminated to computer scientists 
through both Communications and 

b See, for example, the symposium on “The 
Evolution of Financial Technology,” a part of 
MIT’s 150th Anniversary, http://mit150.mit.
edu/symposia/economics#video.

other ACM channels. The call would be 
disseminated to economists through 
the program group email lists within 
the NBER. 

The symposium would have two 
goals: to serve as a point of contact for 
interested researchers and to begin to 
set standards in a new but important 
field. As such, the symposium’s goal 
should be to advance research rather 
than raw speculation. It is currently too 
early at this stage to expect collabora-
tive research between computer scien-
tists and economists—we are still at 
the introduction phase—but at least it 
is possible to require that submissions 
be grounded in the authors’ expertise 
and focus on near term (or past) devel-
opments rather than project far into 
the future. 

For an economist, an example 
of grounded relevant research is an 
econometric study estimating the 
employment or wage effects of one or 
more technological advances.1 This re-
search is historical rather than forward 
looking but it would lay out the econo-
mist’s techniques of model building 
and data handling in ways that would 
help inform future collaborative work. 
A different example is a case study of 
the implementation of a particular 
technology2 that can be used to gener-
ate hypotheses for future work. 

For the computer scientist, an ex-
ample of relevant research would be 
the dissection of a technology that, 
if fully developed, could have signifi-
cant impact on labor markets. Dissec-
tion would include discussion of the 
obstacles to full development and the 

Computer scientists 
who are interested 
in the impacts 
of technological 
advances on 
employment are 
likely to be dispersed 
across institutions.

author’s assessment of future prog-
ress on those obstacles. What naviga-
tion and recognition problems must 
be solved to achieve a fully autono-
mous vehicle?c What improvements 
in natural language processing and 
information retrieval are needed to 
outperform foreign call centers in 
answering customer service calls for 
particular domains? 

With these examples in mind, a se-
lection committee of computer scien-
tists and economists would be chosen 
to write a call for abstracts and to select 
among the submissions. Presented 
papers would be discussed by both a 
computer scientist and an economist. 
Assuming the revised papers were of 
sufficient quality, short versions could 
be published in Communications while 
full versions could be posted on an as-
sociated website or published in an-
other venue. Both the symposium and 
website could also serve as a meeting 
point at which interested computer 
scientists and economists could post 
contact information and interests 
and begin correspondence pointing 
toward collaborative work. Based on 
informal conversations, there appears 
to be significant foundation interest 
in funding a conference of this kind.

Over the next quarter-century, glob-
al warming and the diffusion of com-
puterized work each has a potential to 
profoundly change society. It is past 
time that research efforts start to re-
flect their equally disruptive powers. 

c A workshop on these topics was held this past 
July as part of the 2014 Robotics: Science and 
Systems Conference in Berkeley, CA.
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Viewpoint 
Slow Search  
Seeking to enrich the search experience by  
allowing for extra time and alternate resources. 

words.” The resulting fast, word-orient-
ed matching ignores the rich semantics 
of text but is an efficient way to capture 
some aspects of the similarity between 
queries and documents. Time-saving 
mechanisms such as search-result 
caching and index tiering are also 
heavily exploited, despite the risk that 
such approaches may cause relevant 
content to be missed. 

Not All Searches Need to Be Fast 
Although searchers have grown ac-
customed to rapid responses to their 
queries, recent advances in our under-
standing of how people search suggest 
there are scenarios where a search en-
gine could take significantly longer 
than a fraction of a second to return rel-
evant content.12 While someone search-

W
E  L I V E  I N  a world where 
the pace of everything 
from communication 
to transportation is 
getting faster. In re-

cent years a number of “slow move-
ments” have emerged that advocate 
for reducing speed in exchange for 
increasing quality. These include the 
slow food movement, slow parenting, 
slow travel, and even slow science. 
Building on these movements we pro-
pose the concept of slow search, where 
search engines use additional time to 
provide a higher quality search expe-
rience than is possible given conven-
tional time constraints. 

Speed, Speed, Speed 
Substantial research and engineering 
effort has been devoted to achieving 
low latency in large, complex comput-
ing systems such as search engines.6 
Search engines target speed for good 
reason. Research suggests that peo-
ple perceive results that are delivered 
quickly as higher quality and more 
engaging than those delivered more 
slowly. Online experiments where 
server-side delays are injected into the 
delivery of search results have shown 
negative impact on people’s search be-
havior.11,12 For example, Google report-
ed that intentionally increasing the 
load time of their search result page by 
as little as 100 milliseconds decreased 
the number of searches per person. 
Further, these differences increased 
over time and persisted even after the 
delays were removed. In similar experi-
ments, Bing observed that artificial de-
lays lead to a decrease in the number 

of queries and clicks, and an increase 
in time to click. Even improvements 
that seem like they should positively 
impact the searcher experience have 
been shown to have negative outcomes 
if they increase latency. For example, 
when Google experimented with re-
turning 30 results instead of 10, they 
found that the number of searches and 
revenue dropped significantly because 
the additional results took a half-sec-
ond longer to load.10 

To achieve near-instantaneous speed, 
search engines make a number of 
compromises. They limit the com-
plexity of the features and models 
used to identify relevant documents 
by, for example, making simplistic 
assumptions about language, often 
treating text as an unordered “bag of 
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ing for a specific website or a straight-
forward fact almost certainly wants 
immediate results, people often invest 
minutes, hours, or even days in more 
complex or exploratory search tasks. A 
person planning a vacation or research-
ing a medical diagnosis, for example, 
may be willing to wait for better results 
or insights. Additionally, since it is now 
possible to predict if an individual will 
resume a search task at a later date,8 
slow search tools could make use of 
the time between sessions to produce 
high-quality search results that could 
then be presented immediately when a 
search task is resumed. 

Slow search approaches are valu-
able and often necessary when people 
have intermittent, slow, or expensive 
network connections. In such cases it 
can be difficult for searchers to employ 
traditional search strategies, such as 
rapidly reformulating queries. Instead, 
successful search systems must provide 
mechanisms that enable the systems 
to make the best use possible of the 
available time. For example, RuralCafe 
helps searchers in rural regions limit 
the number of iterations that they need 
to make by providing an expanded que-
ry interface and performing additional 
post-query processing which affects 
the type and richness of the response.4 
Mobile phones also often have limited 
bandwidth, and slower search process-
ing times may be acceptable given that 
most of the delay a searcher observes is 
caused by network latencies in fetch-
ing data to the device.9 Likewise, future 
space travelers may appreciate slow 
search. It takes over 25 minutes for in-
formation to travel from Mars to Earth 
and back again. If a search engine were 
to take an additional few minutes to 
identify better results during the round 
trip, it is unlikely the searcher would 
even notice the extra time invested. 

Supporting Slow Search 
Slow search techniques can be used 
to improve search quality over the 
course of seconds, minutes, or longer. 
With even just a little extra time to in-
vest, search engines can relax existing 
restrictions to improve search result 
quality. For example, complex query 
processing can be done to identify key 
concepts in the query, and multiple 
queries derived from the initial query 
can be issued to broaden the set of can-

didate documents to cover different as-
pects of the query.5 Search engines can 
also make use of additional time to em-
ploy resources that are inherently slow, 
such as other people. Crowd-based 
ranking methods use human judg-
ments to identify the most relevant ex-
isting content for a query. For example, 
a Korean question-answering service 
Jisiklog allows mobile searchers to sub-
mit questions via SMS and receive re-
sponses generated using crowdsourc-
ing. Responses take minutes rather 
than seconds, but despite the wait, peo-
ple are willing to pay for this service be-
cause of the quality of the responses.9 

While additional time can be used 
to identify particularly relevant re-
sults within the existing search engine 
framework, it can also be used to create 
new search artifacts and enable previ-
ously unimaginable user experiences. 
For example, researchers have used 
crowdsourcing to extract textual con-
tent from search results and synthe-
size that content into an inline answer 
for display on the result page.3 Instead 
of merely returning a list of links, slow 
search results can include a summary 
or synthesis of the result content, the 
necessary background material to un-
derstand a topic, or the context neces-
sary to resume an ongoing tasks. Rather 
than simply helping people find exist-
ing content, slow search systems can 
also facilitate the generation of new 
content that can be archived for use in 
future searches by the current searcher 
and others with similar interests.

Slow search systems require compu-
tational mechanisms to determine the 
appropriate method to employ given 
the time and resource constraints of a 
particular query. Recent research has 
examined tradeoffs between effective-
ness and efficiency, and has developed 

Slow search 
techniques can be 
used to improve 
search quality over 
the course of seconds, 
minutes, or longer.
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computational models to support dif-
ferent policies.2 For example, cascade 
models for time-sensitive ranking de-
grade effectiveness gracefully under 
time constraints.13 Devoting a signifi-
cant amount of additional resources to 
create a better search experience can 
be expensive, but slow search also pres-
ents cost-saving opportunities. Search 
engines currently experience signifi-
cant demand on resources during pe-
riods of high activity, and must develop 
infrastructure to handle peak loads. 
If not all query processing needed to 
happen immediately, this load could 
be distributed more evenly to leverage 
underutilized resources. 

Slow Search Implications 
Slow search will change the way that 
people experience search, including 
how they express what they are look-
ing for and how they interact with the 
information that they find. One source 
of inspiration for the slow search ex-
perience is question asking. People 
regularly wait for high-quality answers 
to the questions they ask online.1 Al-
though most search engines represent 
a searcher’s need using a single short 
query, slow searchers may learn to ex-
press needs more richly. In online so-
cial situations people provide long nat-
ural language explanations of what they 
are looking for. Rather than typing the 
query vegetarian recipe, people provide 
context and detail that can be lever-
aged by slow search algorithms, asking 
questions such as, “Can anyone recom-
mend a good spicy vegetarian recipe 
without tofu or mushrooms?” Addi-
tional context can also be identified 
implicitly, as is often done in personal-
ized search. Slow search engines need 
to clearly communicate the status of 
the slow searches to searchers and help 
them understand the benefit of a de-
layed system response. These systems 
should notify users when new relevant 
content is available, and provide ways 
for searchers to interrupt a slow search 
if it appears to be heading off-track or 
the results are no longer required. 

An important goal of slow search 
is to free searchers from the low-level 
processes of searching, allowing them 
to focus instead on task completion. 
While people could use the time a 
slow search engine spends searching 
on their behalf to perform other tasks, 

they could also use it to reflect on and 
learn about the topic of their search. 
Dörk et al.7 suggest slowing down the 
search experience by encouraging 
people to view result content at differ-
ent levels and deviate off-topic during 
the course of a search session. With ad-
ditional time, search engines can help 
people comprehend the context of that 
information and learn what is neces-
sary to fully understand it. A slower 
search process will not only allow 
search engines to identify and return 
the most relevant content, but may 
also enable searchers to get the most 
possible from the search experience. 

Our hope is that slow search will 
inspire new and creative research 
into how the search experience can 
be enriched with a more nuanced no-
tion of relevant search resources and 
time constraints.  
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WHILE THE TERM big data is vague enough to have 
lost much of its meaning, today’s storage systems 
are growing more quickly and managing more data 
than ever before. Consumer devices generate large 
numbers of photos, videos, and other large digital 
assets. Machines are rapidly catching up to humans in 
data generation through extensive recording of system 
logs and metrics, as well as applications such as video 
capture and genome sequencing. Large datasets are 
now commonplace, and people increasingly want to 
run sophisticated analyses on the data. In this article, 
big data refers to a corpus of data large enough to 
benefit significantly from parallel computation across 

a fleet of systems, where the efficient 
orchestration of the computation is it-
self a considerable challenge.

The first problem with operating on 
big data is maintaining the infrastruc-
ture to store it durably and ensure its 
availability for computation, which 
may range from analytic query access 
to direct access over HTTP. While 
there is no universal solution to the 
storage problem, managing a storage 
system of record (that is, one hosting 
the primary copy of data that must nev-
er be lost) typically falls to enterprise 
storage solutions such as storage area 
networks (SANs). These solutions do 
not typically offer wide area network 
(WAN) access, however, and they often 
require extra infrastructure to ingest 
data from and export data to arbitrary 
clients; this is hard to scale with the 
data footprint.

Once a system of record is estab-
lished, computation on large datasets 
often requires an extract-transform-
load (ETL) step into a system that can 
actually perform the computation. 
Even when the original data format 
suffices, network-attached storage 
(NAS)- and SAN-based systems do not 
support in-place computation, instead 
necessitating an expensive copy over 
the network—essentially a nonstarter 
for petabyte-size datasets.

Finally, there is an important dis-
tinction between special-purpose and 
general-purpose compute interfaces, 
meaning the abstraction differences 
between a SQL-like interface and a 
Unix shell. While the former is pow-
erful and the appropriate choice for 
many kinds of analyses, it is not ap-
propriate for many ad hoc tasks such 
as video transcoding, compression, 
or other actions that work on un-
structured or semi-structured data. 
Existing systems for distributed com-
putation typically require users to un-
derstand a complex framework (aban-
doning tools they are familiar with) 
or use a special-purpose interface 
(which often raises the aforemen-
tioned data-copy problem each time a 
new interface is desired).

Bringing 
Arbitrary 
Compute to 
Authoritative 
Data
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This approach encourages creating 
many small tools that compose well 
to run more sophisticated computa-
tions. This is perhaps best illustrated 
by an example from Communications’ 
“Programming Pearls” series called 
“A Literate Program,”1 in which the 
following problem is posed: “given a 
text file and an integer k, print the k 
most common words in the file (and 
the number of their occurrences) in 
decreasing frequency.”

The article describes two solu-
tions: first, a custom solution whose 
concise presentation (with explana-
tion) spans seven pages; and second, 
a shell one-liner “written on the spot” 
that “worked on the first try” with a six-
stage pipeline using tr, sort, uniq, 
and sed. The code and explanation to-
tal about a quarter of a page. This can-
not be overstated: the shell-based so-
lution is much faster for the author to 
construct and for subsequent readers 
to understand, modify, and compose 
with other programs.

Ironically, the canonical MapRe-
duce example from section 2.1 of the 
original paper suggests a very similar 
problem: “Count the number of oc-
currences of each word in a large col-
lection of documents.” Much is to be 
gained from extending the Unix inter-
face to work in a MapReduce-based 
distributed computing model, but 
there are several challenges.

 ˲ Programming interface. MapRe-
duce usually operates on keys or tu-
ples. While many Unix tools do operate 
on field-separated records, this is just 
a convention. Instead of MapReduce 
being applied to a large, uniform set of 
keys, it can be applied to objects in the 
storage system. To work with objects 
in a familiar way, they can be exposed 
as read-only files on stdin (standard in-
put), as well as on the file system.

With the MapReduce computa-
tion expressed as a Unix pipeline, pro-
grams must be able to interact with the 
system as they can on any other Unix 
system, having free rein in an isolated 
operating-system container. They must 
have their own process namespace, 
file system, networking stack, and any 
other hardware and software resources 
visible to programs.

 ˲ Multitenancy. A production stor-
age system must support concurrent 
computations for both a single user 

The goal of this article is to describe 
a general-purpose, distributed storage 
system that supports arbitrary com-
putation on data at rest. It begins by 
detailing the constraints, which direct 
much of the design; then describes an 
implementation called Manta, which 
can be thought of as a reference imple-
mentation but is certainly not the only 
way such a system could be construct-
ed. We conclude with the ways in which 
several common big data problems can 
be solved using Manta.

Constraints
The design constraints can be broadly 
divided into storage abstraction (how 
users store and fetch data), the pro-
gramming model (how users express 
in-situ computation on the data), and 
how the system provides durable local 
storage (how the system durably stores 
bits on disk). 

Storage abstraction: An object 
store. Building a system to scale 
means ensuring capacity can be in-
creased by adding more hardware. 
Scaling without downtime and with-
out increasing the impact of individ-
ual component failure requires scal-
ing horizontally, but Posix file-system 
and block-storage semantics are very 
difficult to scale horizontally. Updates 
may be very small (a byte within a file 
system; a block of a few kilobytes 
within a block device) and frequent. 
Even without considering multiple 
clients, the trade-off is difficult be-
tween operation latency and durabil-
ity: the more data the client is allowed 
to buffer before transmitting to the 
server, the faster operations may exe-
cute but the more data is at risk in the 
case of a crash. With multiple clients 
operating on the same file, a similar 
trade-off exists between operation la-
tency and consistency.

Object storage provides a more con-
strained model that is simpler to scale. 
An object store resembles a file system 
in that it has a global namespace with 
objects (data blobs) and directories 
(hierarchical collections), but object 
stores do not support partial updates. 
Users can create new objects and delete 
old ones, but they cannot update the 
contents of an existing object without 
replacing it entirely. For strong consis-
tency, an object-store implementation 
need ensure only that the namespace is 

transactional; objects themselves are 
immutable, and thus easily replicated 
and cached.

Programming model: Distributed 
computing. The MapReduce program-
ming model3 forms the foundation 
of several distributed computing sys-
tems—for good reason. Fundamen-
tally, MapReduce divides distributed 
computing into the parts that trans-
form individual pieces of data (map op-
erations) and the parts that operate on 
lots of data at once (reduce operations). 
Both types of operations are transfor-
mations of input data that produce a 
set of output data. The original data is 
immutable, so there are no side effects. 
This has several nice properties for dis-
tributed computing:

 ˲ Users need to express only the 
parts of a computation that are specific 
to their problem, leaving the problem 
of data flow up to the system itself.

 ˲ Map operations are fully paralleliz-
able. In practice, you can add hardware 
resources to increase parallelism al-
most linearly.

 ˲ In the event of a failure, map and 
reduce operations can be retried. There 
is no complex state to unwind after a 
failure—only output to ignore. Even in 
the event of a network partition when 
the system may not know whether an 
operation has failed, it can execute the 
operation more than once as long as it 
ignores the results of all but one copy.

Programming model: Local com-
puting. MapReduce is a useful model 
for distributed computing, but the 
question remains: how do users specify 
what a map or reduce operation actu-
ally does? The preference is for an in-
terface that users are already familiar 
with, that can leverage the enormous 
body of existing software, and that im-
poses as few constraints as possible. 
Given these priorities, there is a sur-
prising (if obvious) solution in the Unix 
command-line interface (CLI).

At its core, the CLI provides a simple 
interface for arbitrary computing with 
a few extra primitives:

 ˲ File descriptors for reading and 
writing streams of input and output, 
along with conventions around the pri-
mary input, the primary output, and a 
stream for reporting other messages.

 ˲ Pipes, connecting the output of 
one program to the input of another, 
effectively composing a new program.
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and multiple users, and it should not 
require manually scheduling time on 
the system to ensure quality of ser-
vice. Concurrent computations should 
share all available resources (possibly 
subject to administrative policies), and 
users should be allowed to program as 
if each is the only user on the system. 
They must not be able to see or inter-
fere with one another.

 ˲ Side effects. Since Unix programs 
can read and write to the local file sys-
tem, fork processes, make network 
connections, and so on, they decid-
edly do have side effects. This can be 
dealt with by saying that whatever a 
program does while it is running, the 
only way it can interact with the dis-
tributed computation is through its 
input and output streams. When the 
program completes, anything that 
would affect the environment for sub-
sequent programs must by unwound, 
including file-system changes, pro-
cesses created, and the like. This is 
achieved with operating system-based 
virtualization, using containers that 
provide isolation and resource con-
trols and a file system that supports 
efficient rollback (discussed later).

Durable local storage. The desire to 
expose objects directly as files to user 
programs leads to the most significant 
difference between the system de-
scribed here and existing object-stor-
age systems, which is the entirety of 
each object must be stored on a single 
system. The object can be stored on 
multiple servers for additional avail-
ability and durability, but the entire 
contents must be present on each sys-
tem in order to support our program-
ming model. This in turn requires that 
the local file system store data durably. 
While that sounds simple, the reality 
of physical media means that the local 
storage system requires a number of 
features to manage storage effectively 
and ensure data durability.

Checksums outside data blocks. Data 
believed to be written to disk can turn 
out to be corrupted in many ways when 
it is later read back, including corrup-
tion at the disk controller, in cables, 
or drive firmware; accidental writes 
directly to the disk; environmental ef-
fects resulting in changes to bits on 
disk after they were written correctly 
(bit rot); bugs in firmware resulting in 
dropped writes (phantom writes) or 

misdirected writes; and so on. While 
block checksums protect against bit 
rot, they cannot detect a well-formed 
block written to the wrong place (as may 
happen with accidental overwrites, mis-
directed writes, or phantom writes). The 
file system must checksum data and 
store checksums separately from data 
blocks in order to detect that a given 
block is not only valid but also repre-
sents the data expected in that block.

Double-parity (or better) software-
based raid. To get appropriate dura-
bility for each copy of an object at a 
reasonable cost, each node’s storage 
should itself be redundant. A single 
spindle failure should not result in 
reduced availability or durability for 
objects on that server. To reconstruct 
bad copies of data blocks (detected 
with the just-described file system-
managed checksums), the file system 
must be involved in the data recon-
struction process, which implies soft-
ware-based RAID (redundant array of 
independent disks).

Copy-on-write. Copy-on-write file sys-
tems support O(1) point-in-time snap-
shots and efficient rollback to previous 
snapshots. This is a critical feature for 
unwinding changes made by user pro-
grams so that other users’ programs 
can run later in the same container.

Pooled storage. Storage servers must 
provide temporary scratch space for 
user programs. Isolation demands 
that users get their own file systems, 
and the desire to support many ten-
ants with flexible resource controls 
demands that these file systems be re-
sized dynamically. As such, file systems 
should not be laid out directly on disks 
but rather should be flexibly allocated 
from a pool of storage.

Separate intent log. The econom-
ics of a large-scale storage system de-
mands traditional disks for primary 
storage, but write performance can be 
improved significantly with SSDs (sol-
id-state drives) as intent log devices. 
Streaming writes can leverage the con-
siderable throughput of a large pool 
of spindles while synchronous writes 
(usually smaller) can be committed to 
the SSD and acked to the client before 
they make it to the spindles.

Additional Design Goals
In addition to these hard require-
ments, the system needs several prop-

The MapReduce 
programming 
model forms  
the foundation  
of several 
distributed 
computing 
systems— 
for good reason.
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Storage. At a high level, users in-
teract with a scalable Web API that is 
stateless and load balanced. Metadata 
about objects is stored in an applica-
tion-partitioned database tier, and ob-
jects themselves are written synchro-
nously to two or more storage nodes 
across the fleet.

Front end. To maintain high avail-
ability, most Manta components are 
stateless. The front end consists of a 
group of load balancers using HAP-
roxy and custom API servers written in 
Node.js. Users’ TLS (Transport Layer 
Security) sessions are terminated at 
the load balancers, and HTTP requests 
are handled by the API servers. There is 
also a read-only authentication/autho-
rization cache backed by Redis. Every 
data center has at least one instance of 
each component, and load balancing 
across the load balancers themselves 
is handled coarsely using round-robin 
DNS. Since all of these components 
are stateless, new instances can be 
provisioned for additional availability 
or capacity.

Write requests are logically broken 
down into the following steps:

1. Ensure the parent path (directory) 
exists. 

2. Select a set of N storage nodes on 
which to store data. By default, N = 2, but 
users can specify more or fewer copies. 
Each copy is highly durable (as already 
described), but copies are stored in sep-
arate data centers, so having more cop-
ies results in increased availability. 

3. Synchronously stream data to the 
selected storage nodes. 

4. Record durable metadata (in-
dexed by the object’s user-visible 
name) indicating which storage nodes 
contain the data. 

Read requests are broken down into 
a similar series of steps:

1. Look up the requested object’s 
metadata, which includes the set of 
storage nodes that have a copy of the 
object. 

2. In parallel, contact each storage 
node hosting a copy of the data. 

3. Stream data from the first node 
that responds. 

Deletes and overwrites are pro-
cessed by a background garbage-col-
lection system. When a delete (or over-
write) request comes in, Manta records 
the event in a durable transaction log. 
The garbage-collection system later de-

erties for consistency, availability, 
and durability.

CAP. The CAP theorem2 specifies 
that in the face of network partitions 
(which will always happen), data ser-
vices must choose between consistency 
and availability. The trend in distrib-
uted systems has been skewed toward 
availability in recent years, and while 
choosing availability (eventual consis-
tency) is often the right choice for an 
application, choosing a weakly consis-
tent model for a general-purpose stor-
age system means that no application 
built on top of that storage system can 
ever be strongly consistent. Conversely, 
if a low-level storage system is strongly 
consistent, an application can always 
take measures to choose availability 
by implementing asynchronous writes 
(staging) and caching reads. For these 
reasons, a storage system of record 
must be strongly consistent.

Availability and failure modes. 
Choosing strong consistency does not 
mean that a system should abandon 
high availability. The system should 
survive failure of any single compo-
nent, including an individual service 
instance, a physical server, a rack, or 
an entire data center. Every compo-

nent must be replicated and scaled 
out across three or more data centers. 
In the classic 2F+1 failure model,7 the 
system should support continuing 
operations with a single data center 
offline. (There may be a short recon-
vergence time, during which writes 
would be rejected, but afterward the 
system will continue operating with-
out degradation.)

Data access and durability. Data 
should be exposed over a REST (repre-
sentational state transfer) API. When 
the system returns HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
after a write, copies must exist on two 
physical servers, and copies of the 
metadata about the actual data must 
exist on two physical servers. These 
copies must also span data centers. 
As mentioned earlier, each physical 
copy must be resilient to individual 
drive failures.

Implementation
Manta (Figure 1) is Joyent’s implemen-
tation of the storage system whose de-
sign goals have just been described. 
While the architecture mostly falls 
straight out of the constraints and 
goals described, the implementation 
deals with several important details.

Figure 1. Manta services.

Manta data path External HTTP requests
(use DNS to balance load across AZs)

Availability zone
Frontend services
(SSL, loadbalancers)

internal 
DNS job services

metadata
(shard 1)

Storage node 1
(object storage,
job execution)

Storage tier

Metadata tier

Stateless services

Storage node …
(object storage,
job execution)

Storage node M
(object storage,
job execution)

• Stateless services use internal DNS 
to balance load across all AZs

• Metadata shards have at least 
one instance in each AZ

• Copies of objects are stored in 
separate AZs (up to three)

metadata
(shard 2)

metadata
(…)

metadata
(shard N)
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termines which of these objects are no 
longer referenced by the metadata tier 
and reclaims the corresponding space 
on the storage nodes.

Metadata. According to the design 
constraints, object metadata must be 
stored durably and modified transac-
tionally, but still highly available and 
horizontally scalable. Manta divides 
metadata storage and access into three 
components:

1. A data-storage and replication 
engine.

2. A key/value interface that fronts (1).
3. A sharding layer for (2) to support 

horizontal scalability.
Data storage and replication. Since 

the metadata is highly structured, a 
classic B-tree representation is suffi-
cient to support transactional updates 
and fast queries on indexed properties. 
To maintain availability, the system 
must also support synchronous repli-
cation to a secondary instance. After de-
bating whether to build our own or use 
an off-the-shelf solution, we decided to 
use PostgreSQL, whose storage subsys-
tem is proven and whose replication 
system satisfies these requirements. 
What PostgreSQL lacks is a built-in sys-
tem to ensure automatic failover using 
leader election. We wrote software that 
leverages a consensus layer (Zookeep-
er) to manage a daisy chain of replicas. 
When a PostgreSQL peer crashes or ex-
its the fleet, the peer that was directly 
behind it is promoted in the topology:

Master -> Synchronous Peer -> 
Async -> Async -> ...

Further, the leader records the topol-
ogy in a well-known place, and the key/
value layer (through which all clients 
access the database) knows how to use 
this information.

Moray: Key/value interface. On top 
of PostgreSQL is a thin key/value in-
terface called Moray, which provides 
three functions:

 ˲ Knowledge of the underlying da-
tabase-replication topology to ensure 
that writes are always directed to the 
PostgreSQL master. 

 ˲ A simple interface without explicit 
transactions that supports optimistic 
concurrency control. 

 ˲ A good-enough query interface us-
ing Lightweight Directory Access Pro-
tocol (LDAP) search filters. 

For programmer simplicity, a PUT/
GET/DELETE paradigm makes the key/
value interface abstractions buckets, 
keys and objects, where objects are al-
ways JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) 
documents. Indexing rules are defined 
for each bucket such that search re-
quests are able to look for objects that 
match a filter evaluated on the JSON 
objects. Simple lookups are done di-
rectly by the bucket/key pair.

The Node.js code in Figure 2 dem-
onstrates both the API and semantics. 
This system is the only interface that 
other components in Manta use to 
store state. All metadata about user 
objects, storage node utilization, and 
compute job state is stored in Post-
greSQL through Moray.

Electric Moray: Key/value interface. 
A collection of at least three replicated 
PostgreSQL instances plus one or more 
Moray instances is called a shard. At 
any given time, only one of the Post-
greSQL instances in a shard is used 
for reads and writes, and the Moray in-
stances direct all key-value operations 
to that instance. Durability and avail-
ability are provided within each shard, 
but in order to scale horizontally (that 
is, to increase the storage footprint or 
read/write capacity of this system be-
yond what a single instance can pro-
vide), Manta uses several shards and 

performs application-level partition-
ing among them using a consistent 
hashing scheme.6

Recall that the user-facing API con-
sists of directories and objects that 
behave largely like Posix directories 
and files. As with a Posix file system, in 
order to write an object, all parent di-
rectories must exist. The following CLI 
commands should look familiar:

$ mmkdir /mark/stor/foo/
$ echo “Hello, ACM” | mput /
mark/stor/foo/bar.txt

To determine which shard holds the 
metadata for a given object, Manta per-
forms a consistent hash operation on 
the directory name of the object. For ex-
ample, given /mark/stor/foo/bar.
txt, Manta hashes the string /mark/
stor/foo. Metadata for all objects in a 
directory exists on a single shard.

The system that manages the map-
ping between object names and shards 
is called Electric Moray. It offers the 
same interface as Moray (and ultimate-
ly directs all requests to a Moray in-
stance) but deals with routing requests 
to the right shard.

Storage server. Storage nodes are 
primarily responsible for maintaining 
durability of a single copy of an object 
and providing the isolated compute 

Figure 2. Node.js code showing metadata tier internal API and semantics.

    // Create a bucket named “user_directory”, and ensure that any objects
    // written to it are inspected for the attributes “id”, “name”, and “email”;
    // if any are present, maintain an index on those attributes for future
    // search requests
    moray.putBucket(‘user_directory’, {
        index: {
            id: ‘number’,
            name: ‘string’,
            email: ‘string’
        }
    });

    // Write a sample user object to “user_directory” with the key
    // “mcavage” and value where there are both indexed and non-indexed
    // fields
    moray.putObject(‘user_directory’, ‘mcavage’, {
        id: 123,
        name: ‘Mark Cavage’,
        email: ‘mark.cavage@joyent.com’,
        department: “engineering”
    });

    // Search for any objects that have an email address of “@joyent.com”
    var res = moray.search(‘user_directory’, ‘(email=*@joyent.com)’);
    res.on(‘record’, function (obj) {
        console.log(‘Record found: %s’, JSON.stringify(obj));
    });

http://mags.acm.org/communications/august_2014/TrackLink.action?pageName=45&exitLink=mailto%3Amark.cavage%40joyent.com
http://mags.acm.org/communications/august_2014/TrackLink.action?pageName=45&exitLink=http%3A%2F%2Fjoyent.com
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in the local file inputs.txt. A user 
would run this from the local system.

The mjob create client command 
runs a new Manta job. The -m option 
specifies a map phase defined by the 
following script. The -o option causes 
the command to wait until the job 
completes and then print the contents 
of the job’s outputs. This is the closest 
analog to running a command locally 
in the shell, except that it operates in 
parallel and the grep actually runs on 
the storage server. The inputs.txt 
file contains a list of objects to run the 
job on. Since this is a map job, the sys-
tem will run grep -w /login for each 
object in inputs.txt, automatically par-
allelizing as best it can.

Figure 4 illustrates what the job 
looks like in the API. When it finishes, 
state will be done, and tasksDone 
will equal tasks. Executing this job 
is done in two parts: the distributed 
orchestration of the job and the ex-
ecution of the user’s grep script on 
each object.

Job orchestration. When the user 
runs mjob create, the Manta Web 
service receives client requests to cre-
ate the job, to add 240 inputs to the 
job, and to indicate there will be no 
more job inputs. The job is assigned 
to a particular job supervisor, which 
is responsible for coordinating the 
distributed execution of the job. As in-
puts are added to the job, the supervi-
sor resolves each object’s name to the 
internal universally unique identifier 
(uuid) that identifies the object and 
checks whether the user is allowed 
to access that object. Assuming the 
user is authorized for that object, the 
supervisor locates all copies of the 
object in the fleet, selects one, and is-
sues a task to an agent running on the 
server where that copy is stored. This 
process is repeated for each input ob-
ject, distributing work across the fleet.

The agent on the storage server ac-
cepts the task and runs the user’s script 
in an isolated compute container. It 
records any outputs emitted as part of 
executing the script. When the task has 
finished running, the agent marks it 
completed. (This process is described 
later in more detail.)

The supervisor commits the com-
pleted task, marking its outputs as 
final job outputs. When there are no 
more unprocessed inputs and no un-

containers in which to run user pro-
grams. For storage, these nodes pro-
vide a straightforward HTTP interface 
over the local disks, which are man-
aged by the ZFS file system. Objects 
are written using a random (UUIDv4) 
name. On a write, a successful status 
code is returned to the calling opera-
tion only when fsync(2) has com-
pleted and the data is known to be 
safely on disk.

Manta leverages ZFS to solve the lo-
cal durability problem. This satisfies 
all of the constraints described previ-
ously, including checksums to detect 
all forms of block-level corruption, 
software RAID that automatically de-
tects and repairs such corruption as 
data is read, and pooled storage to sup-
port dynamically resizing file systems 
to satisfy user requests for additional 
scratch space. The triple-parity soft-
ware RAID implementation can sus-
tain steady-state operation (including 
writes) in the face of up to three con-
current disk failures, though systems 
are configured with double parity for 
better cost efficiency.

Compute. Users run computation 
in Manta by submitting jobs. To sup-
port a MapReduce-like model, jobs are 
made up of one or more phases, each of 
which is either a map phase or a reduce 
phase. Map phases are divided into 
tasks—one for each input object. Us-
ers can specify how many reduce tasks 
they want for a given reduce phase.

An important design goal is that 
jobs should be able to operate on an 
arbitrary number of objects, with an ar-
bitrary number of tasks, producing an 
arbitrary number of errors or outputs, 
meaning these quantities should scale 
with the resources of the system rather 
than being limited for algorithmic rea-
sons. As a concrete example, Figure 3 
shows a map-only job. To achieve this, 
the interfaces to list inputs, outputs, 
and errors are necessarily streaming 
and paginated, rather than providing 
complete listings in a single request. 
Internally, inputs, outputs, errors, and 
tasks are operated on in groups, and it 
must never be required for all of them 
(or any particular group of them) to be 
stored in memory.

As a concrete example, here is a 
map-only job that searches for instanc-
es of a given URL (/login) in a set of 
Apache-format request logs named 

An important  
design goal is  
that jobs should 
be able to operate 
on an arbitrary 
number of objects, 
with an arbitrary 
number of tasks, 
producing an 
arbitrary number of 
errors or outputs.
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committed tasks, the supervisor de-
clares the job done.

If a task fails, it will be retried a few 
times, preferably on different servers. 
If it keeps failing, an error is produced.

Multiphase map jobs are similar 
except that the outputs of each first-
phase map task become inputs to new 
second-phase map tasks, and only the 
outputs of the second phase become 
outputs of the job.

Reduce tasks. Reducers run simi-
larly to mappers, except the input for a 
reducer is not completely known until 
the previous phase has already com-
pleted. Also, reducers can read an ar-
bitrary number of inputs so the inputs 
themselves are dispatched as individ-
ual records, and a separate end-of-in-
put must be issued before the reducer 
can complete.

Suppose you want to modify the 
previous example to report the num-
ber of times each IP address requested 
/sample.txt. You could change the 
map phase to emit only the column 
of IP addresses and have the reduce 
phase count the number of distinct 
values (see Figure 5).

Notice the two parts of this problem 
are exactly what you would run to solve 
the same problem on a single system 
using the shell. The distributed version 
could actually apply the reducer with 
the mapper, and replace this reducer 
with an awk script that sums the values 
per column, but this performance opti-
mization is often not necessary.

For this two-phase job, the first 
phase works as described. For the re-
duce phase, a single reduce task is is-
sued to an agent somewhere in the fleet 
when the job is created. As map tasks 
complete, their outputs (themselves 
temporary Manta objects) are marked 
as inputs to the reducer. The reducer 
emits a single output object, then gets 
marked completed. As before, the su-
pervisor commits the result, producing 
the job’s sole output object, and the 
job is marked done.

Local execution. The agent on each 
storage server maintains a fixed set of 
compute zones in which user scripts 
can be run. When a map task arrives, 
the agent locates the file representing 
the input object on the local file sys-
tem, finds a free compute zone, maps 
the object into the local file system, 
and runs the user’s script, redirecting 

stdin from the input file and stdout to 
a local file. When the script exits, as-
suming it succeeds, the output file is 
saved as an object in the object store, 
recorded as an output from the task, 
and the task is marked completed. If 
there is more work to be done for the 
same job, the agent may choose to run 
it in the same compute zone without 
cleaning up after the first one. When 
there is no more work to do, or the 
agent decides to repurpose the com-
pute zone for another job, the com-
pute zone is halted, the file system 
rolled back to its pristine state, and 
the zone is booted again to run the 
next task. Since the compute zones 
are isolated from one another and 
are fully rebooted and rolled back be-
tween jobs, there is no way for users’ 
jobs to see or interfere with other jobs 
running in the system.

Internal communication within the 
compute network. The system uses the 
sharded, replicated database compo-
nent (Moray/PostgreSQL shards) to 
manage job state. There are buckets 
for jobs, job inputs, tasks, task inputs 
(for reduce tasks), task outputs, and 
errors. Supervisors and agents poll 
for new records applicable to them. 
For example, supervisors poll for 
tasks assigned to them that have been 
completed but not committed, and 
agents poll for tasks assigned to them 
that have been dispatched but not ac-
cepted. When a job completes, the 
list of inputs, outputs, and errors are 
archived into Manta objects, and the 
corresponding database records are 
removed to limit the database to only 
current working state. The poll-based 
approach has obvious performance 
downsides, but the implementation 

Figure 3. A simple one-phase map job.

    $ mjob create -o -m ‘grep -w /login’ < inputs.txt
    added 240 inputs to 4e55b83b-a04b-c25c-9169-d4b4641d915d
    10.10.0.34 - - [14/Apr/2014:11:07:48 +1000] “GET /login HTTP/1.0” 200 6433 
“-” “nodejs”
    ...

Figure 4. Initial API state of the job from Figure 3.

{
      “id”: “4e55b83b-a04b-c25c-9169-d4b4641d915d”,
      “state”: “running”,
      “inputDone”: true,
      “stats”: {
        “errors”: 0,
        “outputs”: 0,
        “retries”: 0,
        “tasks”: 240,
        “tasksDone”: 0
      },
      “phases”: [ {
          “exec”: “grep -w/login”
          “type”: “map”
      } ],
      ...
    }

Figure 5. A more complex grep job.

  $ mjob create -o \
        -m ‘grep -w /sample.txt | cut -d” “ -f 1’ \
        -r ‘sort | uniq -c’ < inputs.txt
    added 240 inputs to 4e55b83b-a04b-c25c-9169-d4b4641d915d
        135 10.10.0.34
          5 10.10.0.37
         23 10.10.0.33
    ...
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cess controls, support for more soft-
ware packages out of the box, and im-
proved performance. But Joyent and its 
customers have already found the sys-
tem valuable for analyzing both busi-
ness and technical data. 
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is easy to understand, and the perfor-
mance can be greatly improved with-
out changing the basic design (for ex-
ample, by reducing poll intervals and 
using push notification to trigger an 
immediate poll).

While this mechanism has proven 
reliable, it is also responsible for most 
of the systems latency from job input 
to the corresponding output (two to 
three seconds for a 500ms user pro-
gram). The workload has also trig-
gered pathological performance is-
sues in the PostgreSQL layer, leading 
to brownout situations where jobs that 
normally take a few seconds to com-
plete could take minutes. Now that 
they are understood, these pathologies 
can generally be avoided or mitigated.

Example: Log analysis for band-
width and compute metering. Manta 
itself provides an example of a com-
mon use case for big-data systems in 
the form of continuous log analysis. 
Per-user metrics for bandwidth and 
compute usage are computed using 
MapReduce jobs operating over in-
ternal log files, which are themselves 
pushed into Manta every hour. These 
jobs take the internal log files as in-
puts, parse the log entries, count met-
rics such as bandwidth and compute 
time used, and produce per-user, per-
hour access logs, as well as aggregated 
usage reports that are also used for 
billing. The reduce process is spread 
over two phases for increased paral-
lelism. Having this critical use case in 
mind while building Manta greatly in-
formed the design of the system.

Example: Customer cohort retention.  
One customer has presented extensively 
on a data-analytics system built on top 
of Manta.5 It uses rsyslog to log user 
actions daily from more than 40 front-
end Web servers. These logs, represent-
ing about five to 20 million events per 
day in ASCII, pipe-delimited files total-
ing about 1GB, are uploaded to Manta. 
Typical business questions include 
“How many unique users performed 
a given action from an iPad on a given 
date?” and “How many people who 
signed up four weeks ago are still ac-
tive?” Because of their simple format, 
these questions are answered with 5- 
to 10-line scripts using only grep(1), 
awk(1), sort(1), uniq(1), comm(1), 
and wc(1). Results are generally avail-
able in seconds to one minute.

Example: Video analysis and trans-
coding. A number of customers have 
used Manta to transcode videos. We 
have also been doing this internally for 
a side project analyzing screen captures 
of Mario Kart 64 games (http://kartlyt-
ics.com/). The program to analyze vid-
eos was built atop of the FFmpeg suite 
of tools and libraries for video process-
ing. The application is a typical MapRe-
duce job that maps over video files and 
produces JSON files describing what 
happened in the video. The resulting 
files are combined to produce a single 
summary file, which presents all the re-
sults on a website. A separate map-only 
job transcodes the original, high-qual-
ity video files into much smaller, Web-
quality WebM files. The entire corpus is 
analyzed in 10 minutes (fully parallel-
ized across the Manta fleet), compared 
with the better part of a day on a single 
system, without having to modify the 
analysis software itself.

Conclusion
Unifying the storage system of record 
with in-situ computation and adapt-
ing the ubiquitous Unix shell environ-
ment to distributed computing has 
resulted in many disparate use cases 
being satisfied with a single storage 
system. These include traditional log 
analysis, as well as asset hosting (as 
for a content-delivery network), im-
age manipulation (for example, on the 
same assets hosted for the Web), and 
video transcoding. Achieving this re-
quired unconventional design choic-
es such as storing objects directly as 
raw files rather than erasure-encoded 
across multiple servers. While there 
are undoubtedly other ways to build 
such a system, they would necessar-
ily require reliable local storage and 
mature operating system-based vir-
tualization. While previous systems 
have either leveraged enterprise-grade 
network storage (which was viewed as 
a nonstarter because it requires mov-
ing data in order to compute on it) or 
built custom storage systems to work 
around otherwise flaky or inefficient 
local storage, using an architecture 
based on ZFS allowed us to focus on 
the distributed systems part of the 
problem and (we believe) produce a 
more general-purpose system.

There is a great deal of additional 
work to be done, including richer ac-
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How to generate funding for  
free and open source software.

BY POUL-HENNING KAMP

THE WORLD RUNS  on free and open source software, 
FOSS for short, and to some degree it has predictably 
infiltrated just about any software-based product 
anywhere in the world.

What’s not to like about FOSS? Ready-to-run source 
code, ready to download, no license payments—just take it 

and run. There may be some fine print 
in the license to comply with, but noth-
ing too onerous or burdensome.

Your TV? It has a Linux or {Net|Free}
BSD computer inside it. So does the 
copier-printer/multifunction machine 
at the office, as does the entertainment 
console in your car and in your kids’ 
bedrooms. Code reuse has finally hap-
pened, but there is a footnote: you get 
what you pay for.

Earlier this year the OpenSSL Heart-
bleed bug laid waste to Internet secu-
rity, and there are still hundreds of 
thousands of embedded devices of 
all kinds—probably your television 
among them—that have not and will 

not ever be software-upgraded to fix it. 
The best way to prevent that from hap-
pening again is to avoid having bugs of 
that kind go undiscovered for several 
years, and the only way to avoid that is 
to have competent people paying at-
tention to the software.

In the case of OpenSSL, it is pain-
fully obvious that nobody was paying 
attention. There is a commercial entity 
called The OpenSSL Foundation, but 
as far as anyone can determine, it is a 
Federal Information Processing Stan-
dard (FIPS)-test consultancy and that is 
pretty much all it does.

According to the Wall Street Journal,5 
the OpenSSL Foundation received 

Quality 
Software 
Costs Money—
Heartbleed 
Was Free
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to keep a top-notch programmer’s 
nose in the code of a FOSS project full 
time—and this is probably code that is 
likely a lot more critical to a company’s 
operations than anybody really likes to 
think about.

Here is my story...

FreeBSD Community Funding
My first crowdfunding of FOSS was 
in 2004 when I solicited the FreeBSD 
community for money3 so that I could 
devote three to six months of my time 
to the FreeBSD disk-I/O subsystem.

At the time I had spent 10 years as 
one of the central and key FreeBSD de-
velopers, so there were no questions 
about my ability or suitability for the 
task at hand. In 2004, however, crowd-
funding was not yet “in,” and I had to 
figure out how to do it myself. My par-
ents raised me to believe that finances 
are a private matter, but I concluded 
that the only way you could reasonably 
ask strangers to throw money at you 
would be to run an open book where 
they could see what happened to the 
money. So I opened my books.

The next dilemma was my rate. 
Again, I had always perceived my rate 
to be a private matter between me 
and my customers. Because my rate is 
about half of what most people expect 
(as I will not work for most projects 
but only on things I really care about), I 
was concerned that publishing my rate 
would undercut friends and colleagues 
in the FreeBSD project who made a 
living consulting. There was no way 
around it, however, so I published my 
rate, making every attempt to distin-
guish it from a regular consulting rate, 
and I never heard any complaints.

Having agonized over the exact 
text and testing it on a couple of close 
friends in the FreeBSD project, I threw 
the proposal out there and waited. I 
had a perfectly safe fallback plan—you 
have to when you have two kids and a 
mortgage—but I really had no idea 
what would happen next.

Worst case, I would cause the mother 
of all bikesheds (http://bikeshed.org/2) 
to get thrown out of the FreeBSD proj-
ect, and I would be widely denounced 
for my “ideological impurity” with re-
spect to FOSS. Best case, I expected to 
get maybe one or two months funded.

The FreeBSD community respond-
ed overwhelmingly. My company has 

around $2,000 a year in donations 
to maintain the OpenSSL code. That 
amounts to approximately 20 hours 
of attention per year from a good pro-
grammer to maintain north of a half-
million lines of code. That certainly 
explains why the OpenSSL bug tracker 
was write only and why the code is still 
overcomplicated by support for vintage 
operating systems such as VMS and 16-
bit Windows.

Predictably, money started pour-
ing in after the Heartbleed bug caused 
havoc: IT security is a game you can win 
only by losing first. So OpenSSL main-
tenance, testing, and quality assurance 
is funded now, and we are good, right? 
No, we are not! Many other FOSS proj-
ects (in addition to OpenSSL) are badly 
understaffed because they are under-
funded—and we need to fix that.

Why FOSS Needs Money
About the only thing GNU Project 
founder Richard Stallman and I can 
agree on when it comes to software 
freedom is that it’s “Free as in free 
speech, not free beer.”

I really hope the Heartbleed vulner-
ability helps bring home the message 
to other communities that FOSS does 
not materialize out of empty space; it is 
written by people. We love what we do, 
which is why I am sitting here, way past 
midnight on a Saturday evening, writ-
ing about it; but we are also real people 
with kids, cars, mortgages, leaky roofs, 
sick pets, infirm parents, and all kinds 
of other perfectly normal worries.

The only way to improve the quality 
of FOSS is to make it possible for these 
perfectly normal people to spend time 
on it. They need time to review patch 
submissions carefully, to write and run 
test cases, to respond to and fix bug 
reports, to code, and most of all, time 
just to think about the code and what 
should happen to it.

It would not even be close to mor-
ally defensible to ask these people to 
forgo time to play with their kids or 
walk their dogs in order to develop and 
maintain the software that drives the 
profit in other people’s companies. 
The right way to go—the moral way to 
go—and by far the most productive way 
to go is to pay the developers so they 
can make a living from the software 
they love. And not just for a month or 
two: good programmers, like most ev-

eryone else, prefer stable jobs so they 
can concentrate on the job rather than 
wasting time chasing the next gig or 
the next sponsor.

How to Fund FOSS
One way to fund FOSS is simply to hire 
the FOSS maintainers, with the under-
standing they spend some amount of 
company time and resources on the 
project. Experience has shown these 
people almost invariably have highly 
desirable brains, which employers 
love to throw at all sorts of interesting 
problems, and that tends to erode the 
“donated” company time. A lot of FOSS 
has been, and still is, developed and 
maintained this way, with or without 
written agreements or even company 
knowledge of this being the case.

A big thank you to those employers 
who do this deliberately!

These companies should add their 
support of FOSS to their lists of cor-
porate social responsibilities, along 
with their sponsorships of local soccer 
teams and their funding of scholar-
ships. They are doing something for 
the greater common good, which they 
should be proud of and get proper 
credit for.

Another way to fund FOSS is for soft-
ware projects to set up foundations 
to collect money and hire developers. 
This is a relatively complex and expen-
sive undertaking. You run straight into 
the murkiest corners of tax codes, so 
this approach is available only for larg-
er projects. While several projects have 
gone this route, their ability to raise 
money varies significantly.

The Apache Foundation is probably 
the largest of all these FOSS founda-
tions. A few entities “adopt” smaller 
projects inside their fields of interest. 
This generally works OK but cannot 
easily be generalized to different areas.

An easier and cheaper way, the one 
advocated here, is simply to throw 
money at the developers, the way the 
FreeBSD and Varnish communities 
have done with me. Forget about tax 
deductions and all that; simply have 
the developer send your company an 
invoice every so often and stuff it into 
some account in the IT department la-
beled “misc. software licenses” or “ex-
pert assistance” or whatever will fly un-
der the radar in your company. It takes 
only a dozen companies worldwide 
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never sent as many invoices as it did in 
2004, and my accountant nearly blew 
a fuse. Suddenly I found myself in a 
situation I had never even considered: 
how to stop people from sending me 
money. I had set up a PayPal account, 
and at least at that time, there was no 
way to prevent people from dropping 
money into it. In the end, I managed to 
yell loud enough, so I was overfunded 
by only a few percent. I believe that my 
attempt to deflect the surplus to the 
FreeBSD Foundation gave that group a 
little boost that year, too.

Today, people who do crowdfund-
ing have “stretch goals” to soak up 
overfunding, but in 2004, I was in un-
charted waters; whatever happened, I 
wanted to contain any fallout from my 
experiment in a single fiscal year. I also 
was not sure how it would work out 
in terms of the social dynamics of the 
project, so I did not want it to extend 
past half a year.

In total, I made 27,000 euros, which 
kept my kids fed and my bank happy 
for the six months that I worked on 
the project.

And work I did.
I have never had a harsher boss than 

during those six months, and it sur-
prised me how much it stressed me. I 
felt like I was working on a stage with 
the entire FreeBSD project in the audi-
ence wondering if I would deliver the 
goods or not. As a result, the 187 do-
nors certainly got their money’s worth, 
as most of that half-year I worked 80-
hour weeks, which made me decide 
not to continue, despite many donors 
indicating they were perfectly willing 
to fund several more months.

Varnish Community Funding
Five years later, having developed Var-
nish HTTP Cache Version 1.0 for Nor-
way’s Verdens Gang newspaper, and 
having exploded into a vacuum in Web-
content delivery, I decided to give com-
munity funding a go again.

Wiser from experience, I structured 
the Varnish Moral License (VML)4 to 
tackle the issues that had caused me 
grief the first time around: contact 
first, then send money, not the other 
way around; also focus on fewer, larg-
er sponsors, rather than individuals 
sending me 10 or 15 euros, or even in 
one case one euro, which lingered in 
an unused PayPal account. I run even 

more-open books this time, and on the 
VML Web pages you can see how many 
hours I have worked, along with a terse 
one-line description of what I did for 
every single day I have been working 
under the VML since 2010.

I also decided to be honest with my-
self and my donors: one hour of work 
was one hour of work—nobody would 
benefit from me dying from stress. 
In practice it does not quite work like 
that: there is plenty of thinking in the 
shower, as well as email and IRC (In-
ternet Relay Chat) answers at all hours 
of the day and night, and a lot of “just 
checking a detail” that happens off the 
clock because I like my job, and noth-
ing could stop me anyway.

This is the funding model I want to 
“sell” for other FOSS projects, because 
it works. In each of the years 2010, 
2011, and 2013, I worked approxi-
mately 950 hours on Varnish (funded 
by the community) in addition to work 
I did for my other customers. In 2012, I 
worked only 589 hours, because I was 
building a prototype computer cluster 
to do adaptive optics real-time calcula-
tions for the European Southern Ob-
servatory’s Extremely Large Telescope1 
(there was just no way I could say no to 
that contract).

In 2014, I have hours available to 
do even more Varnish work, but de-
spite my not-so-subtle hints, the cur-
rent outlook is still for only 800 hours 
to be funded. I am crossing my fin-
gers that more sponsors will appear 
now that Varnish Version 4 has been 
released (nudge, nudge, wink, wink—
He said knowingly).

The VML is not an ideal funding 
model in the sense that with a single 
exception, none of the big corporations 
that deliver massive amounts of HTTP 
traffic with Varnish has participated. 
A number of smaller concerns have 
kept the project alive and kicking. In a 
smaller company the CEO, or at least 
the CTO, is more likely to know what 
FOSS products the company uses, and 
quite likely keeps abreast of develop-
ments and announcements. In a larger 
organization, on the other hand, big-
ger issues drown out such “details” as 
a fundraising plea before they rise to a 
level where a decision can be made, or 
where the fear that the marketing de-
partment must be involved spikes the 
idea. I can vividly imagine how Dilbert 

would fail to convince his PHB (pointy-
haired boss) that the company should 
give money away because it is using 
some free software.

The good news is the PHB does not 
have to understand: if a dozen midsize 
companies each decide to spend $500 
every month, that would do wonders 
for any piece of FOSS—if the money 
makes it into the hands of the right 
person(s). And there is that little detail: 
finding the Right Person.

There is no way to shortcut that: 
each FOSS project, each sponsoring 
company, each potential maintain-
er will have to look one another in 
the eye and decide if they think this 
is worth a shot or not. There will be 
failures and disappointments—that 
is unavoidable—but if we do not 
fund good people to maintain critical 
FOSS projects, there will be no end to 
the Heartbleed. 
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most directly by the required year of co-
operative education following two years 
of foundational coursework. Students 
alternate terms of formal study with 
paid professional experience; at the 
end of the five-year program, they have 
both solid academic preparation and 
significant practical experience. These 
graduates are in high demand, as they 
are prepared to define, design, develop, 
and deliver quality software systems.

The question remains, of course: 
Why a specialized software engineer-
ing degree? After all, the majority of 
new industrial hires come from tradi-
tional programs in computer science 
and engineering. Here, we provide our 
rationale for striking out in a new di-
rection—our strong belief that there 
is a need in industry for entry-level 
engineers of software, and our convic-
tion that we could provide an educa-
tional experience that better prepares 
students for careers in the software 
field. Then, we look at the differences 
between the RIT program and those 

IN  THE FALL semester of 1996, Rochester Institute of 
Technology (RIT) launched the first undergraduate 
software engineering program in the U.S.9,10 The 
culmination of five years of planning, development, 
and review, the program was designed from the outset 
to prepare graduates for professional positions in 
commercial and industrial software development.

From an initial class of 15, the ABET-accredited 
program has grown steadily, Today, the student 
body numbers more than 400 undergraduates. 
Co-op students and graduates are employed in 
organizations large and small, including Microsoft, 
Google, Apple, and United Technologies, as well 
as a variety of government agencies. Housed in a 
separate Department of Software Engineering at RIT, 
the program has the independence and flexibility 
necessary to ensure its integrity as it evolves.

Its primary focus is on preparing professional, 
practicing software engineers. This is illustrated 
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Conversations with others, both 
in industry and software engineering 
education, indicated these problems 
were pervasive. The issue was the old 
one of science vs. engineering: those 
whose goal is to grow and expand 
knowledge vs. those who apply such 
knowledge to create useful products. 
Traditionally, this is expressed as sci-
entists “build in order to learn,” while 
engineers “learn in order to build.” 
This seemed an opportune time to ap-
ply this distinction to computer sci-
ence and the engineering of software, 
just as the difference between physics 
and the engineering of physical arti-
facts had emerged in the past.

At the time we were developing the 
software engineering curriculum at 
RIT, many master’s programs in soft-
ware engineering were already being of-
fered. The prevailing opinion was that 
undergraduates should pursue com-
puter science degrees and later enroll 
in master’s programs to complete their 
education. Given that most computer 

typical of undergraduate computer sci-
ence. This leads, in turn, to a presenta-
tion of our pedagogical approach and 
the state of software engineering in 
computer science curricula. Later, we 
discuss the RIT program’s relationship 
with industry and the preparation of 
co-op students and graduates.

Motivation
In the late 1980s, one of the authors of 
this article (Lutz) took a two-year indus-
trial leave from RIT: first at GCA/Tropel, 
a manufacturer of optical metrology 
products; and later at Eastman Kodak, 
where he led teams developing em-
bedded systems and application-level 
software. His responsibilities included 
interviewing, hiring, and mentoring 
new college graduates, and what he 
observed during this time was unset-
tling. By and large these graduates had 
a solid background in basic computing 
theory and technology. Many had taken 
courses in algorithm analysis and theo-
ry of computation, and most had some 

exposure to operating systems, pro-
gramming language concepts, artificial 
intelligence, graphics, and compiler 
design. What they lacked, however, was 
the background necessary to be effec-
tive when working on large, complex, 
industrial-quality systems.

In particular, these graduates had 
little (if any) experience working as 
members of a software team, yet this 
is common industrial practice. Their 
knowledge of design was often con-
fined to those artifacts of interest to 
computer scientists—compilers, op-
erating systems, graphics libraries, 
among others—yet they had little ap-
preciation of design as an activity in its 
own right. Most had no experience with 
version control, much less configura-
tion management. Their knowledge 
of testing was usually meager, and few 
had even heard of verification and vali-
dation. Finally, they knew little or noth-
ing about the actual processes involved 
in creating a product beyond rote mem-
orization of the waterfall model.
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science graduates go into industry im-
mediately upon graduation, and many 
may never complete an MSSE (master 
of science in software engineering), 
this approach was problematic. Con-
sider the following: one way to teach 
a new driver would be to present the 
theory of the internal combustion en-
gine, the drive train, and the electrical 
system, then turn over the keys and let 
the driver take the car for a spin; after 
the new driver has run into some lamp 
posts and destroyed a few mailboxes, 
the instructor then says, “Now you are 
ready to learn how to drive.” From our 
perspective, this is analogous to the 
BSCS/MSSE approach to educating 
software developers.

There must be trade-offs, of course. 
Just as a mechanical engineer does not 
have nearly the depth in physics as a 
physics major, a software engineer will 
not have the depth in computer sci-
ence that a computer science major ac-
quires. Our argument, however, is the 
software engineering knowledge will 
compensate for the lack of deep scien-
tific knowledge when it comes to con-
temporary software-development prac-
tice. Here, we explore the differences 
between the science of computing and 
the engineering of software as a way of 
illuminating these trade-offs.

The Manifesto for Software 
Engineering Education
In 2001, a group of leading software 
engineering professionals issued the 
Manifesto for Agile Software Devel-
opment.2 They presented a series of 
trade-offs among different approaches 
to software development, such as “re-
sponding to change” versus “following 
a plan.” They concluded by stating that 
while there is value in all of these ap-
proaches, they promote one set—the 
“agile” approaches—over the other.

Similarly, we do not dismiss the val-
ue of traditional computer science ap-
proaches; we just value other approach-
es more in the education of software 
engineers. Taking our inspiration from 
the agile manifesto, we present the rel-
evant approaches and trade-offs of our 
software engineering program at RIT. 
While recognizing that some computer 
science programs and faculty do incor-
porate one or more of our approaches, 
we have found none that do so to the 
same degree as our program. More de-

tails of the RIT program are available 
on the curriculum flowchart.12

Horizontal vs. vertical curricula. Per-
haps the largest difference in philoso-
phy is the trade-off between breadth 
of engineering knowledge (horizontal) 
versus the depth of specific technical 
expertise (vertical). The RIT software 
engineering program is unabashedly 
based on the former. In required cours-
es students make several iterations 
through the entire development life 
cycle, from customer requirements to 
product delivery, with all the activities 
in between (for example, formal and 
informal modeling; architecture and 
design; testing and quality assurance; 
planning, estimation, and tracking; 
process and project management). Of 
course, individual courses focus on spe-
cific aspects of the engineer’s profes-
sional responsibilities, but by the time 
of the capstone senior project, students 
have the background they need to take 
a project from inception to completion.

Indeed, the senior project is illustra-
tive of the horizontal approach. Where-
as software engineering in many com-
puter science programs is confined to 
a single-term project, for RIT’s software 
engineering students the two-term, 
team-based senior project is the culmi-
nation of all that precedes it. Working 
with real customers, whether industrial, 
nonprofit, or internal to RIT, teams are 
responsible for establishing the proj-
ect scope, negotiating requirements, 
designing a solution under constraints 
(for example, compatibility with an ex-
isting system), performing risk analysis, 
and creating and enacting an appropri-
ate development plan. The success of 
this approach is attested to by the many 
projects that have gone into live opera-
tion at project sponsors’ sites.

Teamwork vs. individual activity. 
Many computer science courses em-
phasize individual competency over 
teamwork, but working on teams to 
solve problems is a hallmark of RIT’s 
software engineering program. In-
deed, with two exceptions (a course on 
personal software engineering and one 
on formal mathematical modeling), all 
of the software engineering courses in-
corporate team projects as significant 
graded components.

The second-year introductory course 
(for software engineering, computer 
science, and computer engineering 

majors) promotes teamwork as funda-
mental to professional practice. Spe-
cific roles and responsibilities are high-
lighted, as are issues of team cohesion, 
conflict resolution, and team-based 
success. This course also ensures ex-
posure to version control, as this is es-
sential to providing a log of member 
contributions and to detecting and rec-
onciling conflicting changes to docu-
ments and source code.

For that portion of the grade based 
on team activities (approximately 50%), 
teams receive grades as a whole. Each 
team member is also assessed in terms 
of his or her contributions to the team, 
based on instructor observations, 
version-control logs, and confidential 
peer evaluations.

The introductory course is the only 
such course required of computer sci-
ence and computer engineering ma-
jors, but it is merely the first of many 
for software engineers. Students are 
expected to work in teams of four to six 
members as an integral part of their 
professional education. Through the 
course of the program, the typical soft-
ware engineering student will work on 
more than 20 different teams.

Design and modeling vs. program-
ming and coding. The RIT software en-
gineering student’s primary exposure 
to programming per se is in the intro-
ductory computer science sequence. 
While programming techniques are 
discussed in both introductory and ad-
vanced software engineering courses, 
this is never the focus. Instead, we view 
programming competence as provid-
ing entry into the field—a basic mem-
bership requirement, if you will. While 
teams will program software systems 
in most of our courses, the focus is on 
programming as a necessary step on 
the way to product delivery.

An example may help illustrate this. 
While students are expected to have an 
understanding of data structures from 
their computer science courses and to 
grasp the basic concepts of complex-
ity (such as “big-O” notation), they are 
rarely required to build such structures 
from scratch. Instead, we strongly en-
courage them to incorporate existing 
components where possible. The com-
ponents may be part of the standard 
environment for languages such as 
Java or Ruby, or they may be provided 
by third parties (for example, Ruby-
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student teams design, develop, and de-
liver systems other than databases or 
operating systems where concurrency 
is a critical design concern, and thus 
do not view it as the province of special-
ists. In the age of multicore computers 
and cloud computing, this approach 
has served graduates well.

Disciplined process vs. ad hoc devel-
opment. In creating the software engi-
neering curriculum at RIT, the notion 
of teaching professionalism as encap-
sulated in a disciplined process was 
prominent in our thinking. Process is 
not, as some claim, the be-all and end-
all of software engineering, but it does 
provide the frame within which soft-
ware development takes place. In our 
curriculum, process is as important a 
pillar as software design.

This does not mean, however, that 
we impose one dogmatic approach to 
process—indeed, we ensure students 
are familiar with many process ap-
proaches, from strictly planned to the 
more adaptive agile approaches.3 Part 
of being an effective practitioner is to 
recognize the importance of selecting 
and adhering to a process appropriate 
to the project at hand. The benefits of 
agile approaches for rapidly evolving 
Web systems become significant risks 
when applied in safety-critical settings 
(for example, aircraft fly-by-wire controls).

Part of the process emphasis rarely 
discussed in computer science pro-
grams is estimation and tracking. In the 
first-year course on personal software 
engineering, students estimate and 
track the effort involved in their in-class 
activities and longer projects. To pre-
vent “cooking the books,” students are 
assessed not on how accurate their esti-
mates are, but on their reflections as to 
why the estimated and actual effort dif-
fered. It is such reflective practice that 
slowly but surely improves students’ 
estimating ability, which is the founda-
tion for team estimates in later courses.

A Pedagogical Approach
Active learning and team-based project 
work are the two most prominent char-
acteristics of the pedagogical approach 
used in RIT’s software engineering 
courses.8,13 Using an active learning 
pedagogy is certainly not unique to 
software engineering programs, but 
having it applied across the curricu-
lum is somewhat unique. Fortunately, 

Gems). Teams are responsible for due 
diligence to ensure the selected compo-
nents exhibit certain quality attributes 
while providing the required function-
ality, and they must give proper attribu-
tion for any components they employ.

Reducing the teaching of program-
ming per se leaves room to emphasize 
more significant issues of modeling 
and design.14 The second-year intro-
ductory course, in addition to the 
teamwork component discussed pre-
viously, is also the one that introduces 
basic design qualities such as cohesion 
and coupling, information hiding, de-
signing to an interface rather than an 
implementation, and abstraction into 
components delivering well-defined 
services. Other second-year courses for 
majors provide additional experience 
with modeling and design.

The modeling course addresses for-
mal based approaches to modeling, 
exploring, and verifying designs. Us-
ing tools such as Alloy6 and Promela/
Spin,5 students learn to express struc-
tural and behavioral properties using 
discrete mathematics and to use asso-
ciated tools to verify assertions about 
overall system properties. In addition, 
the course provides an overview of 
data modeling and relational database 
theory. At the conclusion of the course, 
students have a better appreciation for 
the role of rigorous design analysis in 
software system analysis.

The subsystem-design course explic-
itly addresses design, using design pat-
terns4 as a vehicle to raise the level of 
abstraction. Our experience is that by 
naming common structural and behav-
ioral interactions, and applying this ex-
panded vocabulary in design exercises, 
students begin to draw away from the 
implementation details and focus on 
the higher-level component relation-
ships. Later design courses, whether ad-
dressing security, concurrency, or Web-
based systems, can build on this base to 
discuss design concepts and trade-offs.

The course on concurrent and dis-
tributed-system design illustrates an-
other difference from most computer 
science curricula. Whereas computer 
science typically introduces these is-
sues in the context of operating sys-
tems or database systems, our course 
is less about the artifacts than con-
current and distributed concepts and 
issues in their own right. Typically, 
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we were able to incorporate support 
for it in our facilities. Almost all of our 
courses are taught in studio labs, and 
we have replaced a significant amount 
of lecture time with class exercises and 
team project activities that engage the 
students in immediate reinforcement 
of course concepts. The studio labs, 
with computers at each seat, provide 
seamless transitions through lecture 
and individual or pair exercises.

Each course has team projects 
through the entire term that account 
for at least 40% of the final grade. To 
support the team activities both during 
and outside of class times, there are 11 
seven-person team rooms, each with 
a whiteboard, desktop computer, and 
projector. The team rooms are exten-
sions of the studio labs. A typical class 
session might spend half the time in 
the studio lab moving between lecture 
and class exercises, and the remainder 
of the class in the team rooms. 

Students use this time in the team 
rooms either grouped in random 
teams to engage in exercises using 
material from that class session, or 
grouped in their current project teams 
to do specific project work. During this 
time, the instructor interacts directly 
with each team to gain a better under-
standing of how well both the team 
and its individual members are per-
forming. The team has multiple op-
portunities to receive project feedback 
and design guidance. 

When designing this pedagogical 
approach, many of the software engi-
neering faculty members remembered 
the initial period of their industrial ex-
perience when much of their instruc-
tion in software design came from 
mentoring by senior engineers. This 
instructor time with teams encourages 
those interactions.

Over time, we realized the teams 
needed even more facility support. The 
team rooms were excellent for holding 
meetings with senior project sponsors, 
design meetings, and inspections, but 
they were not adequate for team imple-
mentation sessions. To address that 
shortcoming, we reconfigured one of 
our studio labs into the Software Engi-
neering Collaboration Lab, containing 
five collaboration areas accommodat-
ing six students each. A wall-mounted 
monitor displays the output from one 
of four under-table workstations or a 

student laptop. The workstation moni-
tors are fixed low to the table, leaving 
the airspace of collaboration open. 
Several visitors who work in the indus-
try voiced their appreciation for this 
unique arrangement, wishing to re-
create it in their own team areas.

Has Anything Changed in 
Computer Science?
The motivation for creating an un-
dergraduate software engineering 
program was our perception of a 
mismatch between the skills that an 
entry-level software developer needed 
and what was typically provided to stu-
dents in computer science programs. 
We believe the skill-set mismatch de-
scribed 20 years ago still exists. One 
place to see that is in Computer Science 
Curricula 2013: Curriculum Guidelines 
for Undergraduate Degree Programs in 
Computer Science (CS2013),7 used as 
the foundation for many computer 
science programs.

The principles that guided the cre-
ation of CS2013 specify “Curricula 
must…include professional practice 
(for example, communication skills, 
teamwork, ethics) as components of the 
undergraduate experience. Computer 
science students must learn to integrate 
theory and practice, to recognize the 
importance of abstraction, and to ap-
preciate the value of good engineering 
design.” One of the expected character-
istics of computer science graduates is 
project experience where “all graduates 
of computer science programs should 
have been involved in at least one sub-
stantial project. In most cases, this expe-
rience will be a software-development 
project, but other experiences are also 
appropriate in particular circumstanc-
es.… Students should have opportuni-
ties to develop their interpersonal com-
munication skills as part of their project 
experience.” Both of these overarching 
aspects of the guidelines identify a need 
for software engineering concepts.

Another place where guidance for 
curricular content in computer science 
programs exists is in the ABET Criteria 
for Accrediting Computing Programs.1 
The student outcomes specified in the 
section titled “Program Criteria for 
Computer Science and Similarly Named 
Computing Programs” are stated as:
The program must enable students to 
attain, by the time of graduation:
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The effectiveness of RIT’s software 
engineering program is quantitatively 
assessed in accreditation self-studies. 
We do have anecdotal comparative in-
dications between computer science 
and software engineering. RIT’s career 
services office publishes salary data,11 
and software engineering students re-
port the highest average hourly co-op 
and median full-time wages almost 
every year compared with computer 
science, computer engineering, and 
all the other computing majors at RIT. 
The placement rate of software engi-
neering undergraduates is more than 
90% at graduation. 

In addition, a review of co-op em-
ployment evaluations also provides an-
ecdotal evidence of the value of our stu-
dents’ training to their employers. An 
engineering manager in an aerospace 
company, which has hired many of our 
students on co-op and in full-time po-
sitions, commented that the students 
have a strong focus on capturing re-
quirements and system modeling. An 
engineering vice-president, who has 
hired students and sponsored senior 
projects, commented that our gradu-
ates match up favorably with some 
software engineers who have five years 
of experience at the company.

One of our lecturers, Robert Kuehl, 
who has 30-plus years in a career devel-
oping and managing the development 
of software systems in consumer and 
commercial imaging, gave this assess-
ment of the skills preparation that our 
students receive:

In a generalization, industry wants:
 ˲ Professionalism. Individuals who 

act professionally, communicate effec-
tively verbally and in writing, and who 
work effectively in diverse teams.

 ˲ Execution competence. Profession-
als who know how to elicit and specify 
good requirements, who can transition 
requirements into designs that fulfill 
requirements, who can productively 
write good code, debug code, and test 
code. They want professionals who ef-
fectively select and execute software 
development methodologies and tools 
to manage projects that are consistent-
ly delivered on time and within budget.

 ˲ Technical knowledge and expertise. 
Professionals who are on top of current 
technology, who have sound knowledge 
of computing principles, techniques, 
and algorithms, and who can innovate.

(j) An ability to apply mathematical 
foundations, algorithmic principles, 
and computer science theory in the 
modeling and design of computer-
based systems in a way that demon-
strates comprehension of the trade-
offs involved in design choices. [CS]

(k) An ability to apply design and de-
velopment principles in the construc-
tion of software systems of varying 
complexity. [CS]

These two outcomes define a clear 
need for coverage of design principles 
and development practices, both of 
which fall under the software engineer-
ing realm. Moreover, we would argue 
that the modeling and design part of (j) 
and all of (k) are software engineering.

With the need for software engi-
neering established in the CS2013 
guidelines and ABET accreditation 
requirements, let’s look at what the 
current curriculum guidelines pro-
vide in that area. CS2013 defines 18 
knowledge areas revolving around 
technology such as architecture and 
organization, graphics and visualiza-
tion, networking and communication, 
operating systems, and programming 
languages. Only three—SDF (soft-
ware development fundamentals), SE 
(software engineering), and SP (social 
issues and professional practice)—
fall within the software engineering 
realm. Guideline comments identify 
the SE and SP knowledge areas as spe-
cific curricula areas where teamwork 
and communication soft skills will 
be learned and practiced. The mini-
mum lecture hours specified for soft-
ware engineering topics in these three 
knowledge areas are 10 in SDF, 28 in 
SE, and one in SP.

Even though students will have 
more time on task doing assignments 
and project work, and may see ad-
ditional material discussed in elec-
tive courses, these minimums are 
inadequate for developing the full 
skill set for an entry-level software 
engineer. This is especially true when 
you consider that the SE knowledge 
area, which at 14 pages is the longest 
non-cross-cutting knowledge area in 
CS2013, identifies 60 core topics with 
69 learning outcomes, and 54 elec-
tive topics with 56 learning outcomes. 
The breadth and depth of this knowl-
edge area leads to a lament heard 
regularly at software engineering edu-

cation conference sessions. The CS 
faculty members responsible for soft-
ware engineering in the curriculum 
ask, “How am I going to fit the core 
SE topics and the ‘soft’ teamwork and 
communication skills in the single 
software engineering course in our 
computer science curriculum?” The 
reality of undergraduate computing 
education is that the vast majority of 
students do not go through software 
engineering curricula where there is 
time to address this in depth. Instead, 
they are in computer science or com-
puter engineering programs, and they 
learn their software engineering skills 
in their one, and often only, software 
engineering course.15

Industrial Perspectives on 
Software Engineering Education
In May 2013, one of this article’s au-
thors (Vallino) attended a meeting of 
the Rochester Java Users Group. Instead 
of hearing a presentation on some as-
pect of Java technology, the group had 
a general discussion of software educa-
tion/training/certification led by Bryan 
Basham, who is an active developer and 
former Java trainer for Sun Microsys-
tems. He expressed concern that there 
was a mismatch between what was be-
ing taught and the skill set that soft-
ware developers needed. This was the 
same insight that 20 years prior led us 
to start developing our software engi-
neering program at RIT. 

The users group session pro-
gressed by having the audience list 
what they remember learning in their 
undergraduate coursework. This list 
clearly identified the technology areas 
that are explored in a traditional com-
puter science degree. Next, the audi-
ence described the skills that they felt 
were needed to be competent at their 
software development activities. This 
list covered most elements of RIT’s 
software engineering program and in-
cluded the need for strong teamwork 
and communications skills. This ex-
perience reinforced the idea that soft-
ware engineering programs address 
the needs of professional software 
development, at least as perceived by 
an audience of active developers, and 
that the programs need more visibil-
ity, because no one in the audience 
even knew of the existence of under-
graduate software engineering.
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The computer science curricula 
help students unquestionably gain 
computing technical knowledge and 
expertise. The software engineering 
curriculum provides similar technical 
grounding but integrates other course-
work to teach professionalism and to 
acquire the execution competence that 
comes with it. Courses cover all aspects 
of the software development life cycle 
in depth via course projects that em-
phasize learning by doing, teamwork, 
and communication in addition to the 
technical aspects of the projects.

As a result in my experience, soft-
ware engineering graduates are gener-
ally better prepared for jobs in industry 
that require the development and de-
ployment of quality software.

Jeffrey Lasky, professor of infor-
mation technology, served as an RIT 
Professor in Residence at Excellus, a 
local Blue Cross/Blue Shield health in-
surance provider. Conversations with 
Lasky first tipped us off to some of the 
distinctions generated by the software 
engineering curriculum.

“The RIT/Excellus Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield co-op program began in fall 2002. 
The program was co-managed by the 
director, Excellus Architecture and In-
tegration Group, and an RIT professor-
in-residence. The co-op program was 
open to all RIT undergraduate students 
majoring in a computing discipline.

“In 2004, a team of six students, 
two each from computer science, in-
formation technology, and software 
engineering, were assigned to work on 
a subsystem for a high-priority, system-
development project. The composition 
of the team was unplanned but seren-
dipitous. The students quickly realized 
their respective skill-set strengths clus-
tered around a core area of their degree 
program: programming (CS), database 
and Web (IT), and design (SE).

“While all topics proved to be of 
interest, the software engineering 
students’ use and explanations of 
software-design patterns gathered 
the most attention from the other 
students, who quickly noticed the SE 
students thought differently about 
software-systems development. Spe-
cific patterns became part of and often 
guided team dialogues; the CS and IT 
students were enthusiastic about the 
role and value of formal abstractions 
in software design. The supervising Ex-

cellus software architects had similar 
reactions to design patterns, and cop-
ies of the classic book, Design Patterns: 
Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented 
Software, started to appear on their 
desks, and thereafter, on the desks of 
many Excellus software developers.”

Lasky’s characterization of the stu-
dent strengths in the various degrees 
in our college has been echoed by col-
leagues at other institutions. The SE 
students ask questions about compo-
nents, architecture, and interactions 
between the components, prefer-
ring a higher-level and more abstract 
model-driven discussion. The CS and 
IT students tend to ask for examples 
of working code and begin under-
standing the system from the bottom 
up. The CS students are great at cod-
ing but generally lack skills in design 
and concern for quality attributes. 
With the curricular balance between 
design and process in RIT’s software 
engineering program, students have 
a broader range of coding skills, with 
some students not interested in do-
ing much coding at all. In student sur-
veys, two-thirds preferred the design 
and implementation side, and the rest 
were more interested in the process 
side (for example, requirements, pro-
cess improvement, and software qual-
ity assurance).

Conclusion
Twenty years ago when RIT started cre-
ating the first undergraduate software 
engineering program in the U.S., we 
gambled that if we built it, they would 
come—meaning both students and 
employers. The program’s track record 
of growth and more than 90% place-
ment of graduates demonstrates the 
gamble paid off. The concentration on 
engineering design, software product 
development, teamwork, and commu-
nication provides students who seek a 
career in software development with a 
set of skills better tailored not only to 
excel as entry-level software engineers, 
but also to prepare them for growth 
throughout their career. 
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To destabilize terrorist organizations, the STONE 
algorithms identify a set of operatives whose 
removal would maximally reduce lethality. 

BY FRANCESCA SPEZZANO, V.S. SUBRAHMANIAN, AND  
AARON MANNES 

I N  2 0 0 8 ,  A  Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, 
or FARC, commander named Nelly Avila Moreno 
(a.k.a. Karina) turned herself in to Colombian 
authorities in response to the announcement of a 
$1 million award for her arrest. Unlike expensive 
and risky operations to capture terrorists (such as Al 
Qaeda’s Khalid Sheikh Mohammed and the Kurdish 
PKK’s Abdullah Ocalan), Karina had been captured at 
minimal expense in terms of both financial cost and 
lives put at risk. The Shaping Terrorist Organization 
Network Efficiency, or STONE, software platform 
we developed is designed to identify a set of key 
operatives in a terrorist network whose removal would 
maximally defang the organization through a variety 
of reward programs and capture operations. STONE 
answers who should be the targets of the reward 
program and if a government wishes to destabilize a 
terrorist network and have funds to remove k people, 
which k people it should target. 

Such removal operations are essen-
tial to international security. Though 
world governments spent more than 
$70 billion fighting terrorism from 2001 
to 2008, reducing the number of trans-
national attacks by 34%, there was a net 
increase in terrorism fatalities by 67 
deaths per year during the same peri-
od.11 Counterterror efforts have weighed 
strategic actions that try to address the 
root causes of terrorism by providing 
incentives to all parties to reach agree-
ment, with many conducting strategic 
studies to reduce terrorism.19 However, 
strategic defeat of terrorist organiza-
tions is rare, despite some notable suc-
cesses (such as the Provisional IRA in 
Ireland and Aum Shinrikyo in Japan).4 
As a consequence, tactical actions 
aimed at destabilizing terror networks 
are still necessary today. 

STONE uses three novel algorithms: 
Terrorist Successor Problem (TSP). 

When a terrorist r is removed, it identi-
fies the probability that r is replaced by 
another terrorist v; 

Multiple Terrorist Successor Problem 
(MTSP). When multiple terrorists are 
removed from a network, it identifies 
the new possible networks that might 
arise, together with an associated prob-
ability distribution; and 

Terrorist Network Reshaping Problem 
(TNRP). It uses the results generated by 
MTSP to identify a set of k terrorists to 
remove from the network so as to mini-
mize the expected efficacy of the result-
ing network. 

In the terrorist networks we con-
sider, each vertex (such as Abdullah 
Azzam) could have many properties, 

Reshaping 
Terrorist 
Networks 

 key insights
    Identifying terrorists whose removal would 

maximally destabilize their networks 
saves civilian and military lives, as well as 
financial costs. 

    Measuring lethality of terrorist networks, 
STONE algorithms help predict who will 
succeed a removed terrorist leader with 
over 80% accuracy. 

    STONE was tested extensively on data 
concerning four real terror groups:  
Al-Qaeda, Hamas, Hezbollah, and  
Lashkar-e-Taiba. 
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including a status property specify-
ing if he is alive, dead, or jailed; a 
role property specifying whether he is 
a fundraiser, ideologue, or re-
cruiter. Figure 1 outlines a toy net-
work where, in addition to the vertex 
properties, we also consider hostil-
ity of a vertex toward the West, capa-
bility to launch attacks, and blow-
back if captured. A property labeling 
ρ(v, p) tells us the value of property p 
for vertex v. We explain other proper-
ties of terrorists in greater detail later. 
However, STONE can work with any 
set of properties, not just these. Each 
vertex in the network also has a rank—
coded from 1 to 10, with 10 being the 
highest; multiple people may have the 
same rank.

We developed the STONE algo-

rithms and tested them with the help 
of military, policy, and terrorism ex-
perts known to us, all of which (with 
one exception) having written books 
related to counterterrorism and car-
ried out detailed analyses of specific 
terrorist groups; the exception was a 
retired U.S. Army general with consid-
erable expertise fighting terrorists and 
insurgents. Our tests included both 
synthetic graphs and real-world open 
source terrorist-network data. Our ex-
perts gave us data on Hamas,12 Hezbol-
lah,12 Lashkar-e-Taiba,6,19,20 and Al-Qae-
da, including affiliates like Al-Qaeda in 
the Islamic Maghreb and Al-Qaeda in 
the Arabic Peninsula.5 The data includ-
ed properties of the terrorists and links 
between them. Our experts also told us 
which terrorists were removed from a 

network, when they were removed, and 
who replaced them. 

We tested the accuracy of our solu-
tion to TSP as follows: We identified the 
most probable successor v when a ter-
rorist r is removed, together with his/
her probability pmax of succeeding r, as 
well as all terrorists whose probabil-
ity of succeeding r was “close enough” 
(within 2%, 3%, 4%, or 5% of pmax). We 
did not perform the test with MTSP for 
two reasons: It is an intermediate step 
to solving TNRP, and we did not have 
data as to when multiple terrorists were 
removed in close temporal proximity. 
We used our solution to MTSP and vari-
ous lethality functions to solve TNRP by 
identifying a set of k terrorists in the net-
work (varying k from 1 to 10). As we were 
not able to conduct experiments involv-

Nelly Avila Moreno, a former high-ranking member of Colombia's Marxist FARC guerrillas, is escorted by soldiers on August 10, 2009, as she 
arrives at a press conference in Medellin, Colombia, to report on her peace efforts since her surrender. 
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described here. Ozgul17 studied the 
problem of detecting cells in terror net-
works, proposing such algorithms as 
GDM and OGDM. Lindelauf10 studied 
the tension between the need to com-
municate and the need to stay covert in 
a terror network via a game-theoretic 
model. 

In contrast, STONE develops a math-
ematical model of who replaces a “re-
moved” individual in a terrorist net-
work, taking into account both network 
structure and vertex properties, as well 
as the need for the terrorist network 
to achieve operational effectiveness. 
STONE follows the first approach to 
identifying how a network will evolve 
when a set of vertices is removed, us-
ing the information to decide which 
set of nodes to remove; it is not wise to 
remove vertices from networks without 
first understanding the effects of the re-
movals. 

Terrorist Organizational Networks 
A terrorist organization network (ON) 
is an undirected graph with vertices 
and edges. Each vertex is labeled with 
some properties drawn from a set VP 
of properties, as described earlier and 
shown in Figure 1. 

We first define what happens when 
we replace a vertex r (the vertex being 
removed) in ON with a vertex v; we 
do not suggest v replace r, just define 
what happens. Suppose an analyst re-
places vertex B in Figure 1 with vertex 
A. STONE assumes A retains all his con-
nections and inherits B’s connections. 
An interesting question concerns what 
happens to A’s properties. In STONE, 
a function set by an analyst specifies 
what properties are inherited from the 
removed vertex and what properties 
are not. In our examples, the role and 
rank properties are inherited while all 
other properties stay the same. Figure 
2 shows that A’s properties are identi-
cal to his prior properties, except for 
his promotion from his old rank of 8 to 
B’s rank of 9. 

Terrorist Successor Problem 
TSP addresses what happens when ver-
tex r is removed from the terrorist net-
work ON who replaces r. STONE solves 
TSP in three steps: 

Vertex properties. In addition to the 
properties discussed earlier, we define 
specific network-centric properties: 

ing the real removal of terrorists, we 
presented the results to our experts and 
asked them to score the effectiveness 
of our suggestions on a scale of 1 to 5, 
with 5 the highest. STONE did well. The 
algorithms we describe here can also 
be used to reason about drug, criminal, 
and money-laundering networks. 

Related Work 
Identifying key actors in networks is 
studied through centrality measures; 
for example, Memon13 used traditional 
centrality measures to identify key ac-
tors, and Memon and Larson14 defined 
efficiency of a network using prior 

work of Latora and Marchiori.9 Memon 
and Larsren14 proposed a position role 
index to distinguish between gatekeep-
ers and followers in such networks and 
define “dependence centrality,” or DC. 
Memon and Larsen14 showed the val-
ues of DC on Krebs’s 9/11 network.7 
Carley3 proposed the CONSTRUCT-O 
model to measure destabilization of a 
network through the ability to diffuse 
information throughout a network, the 
ability to reach consensus, and the net-
work’s ability to perform tasks. Carley2 
suggested “isolation” strategies yield-
ing valuable “objective functions” can 
be used within the lethality measures 

Figure 3. Weighted removal PageRank. 

Figure 2. Reshaping the network in Figure 1 following removal of Node B. 

Person Rank Role Capacity

A 9 Head of Ops 5

B 9 Head of Ops 4

C 10 Leader 3

D 7 Ops 4

E 8 Ops-deputy 3

F 5 Ops 2
C

A

F
D

E

Figure 1. Sample terrorist organizational network. 

Person Rank Role Capacity

A 8 Ops-deputy 5

B 9 Head of Ops 4

C 10 Leader 3

D 7 Ops 4

E 8 Ops-deputy 3

F 5 Ops 2

C

A F

B D

E
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Weighted Removal PageRank (WRP) 
measures the influence of a vertex, 
and Property Oriented Clustering Co-
efficient (POCC) measures how tightly 
connected a vertex is to neighboring 
vertices; 

Candidate replacements. We formal-
ly define the set of candidates that can 
replace a vertex. STONE allows counter-
terrorism analysts to specify properties 
v must satisfy to replace removed vertex 
r; for instance, it might be the case that 
v must be able to play the same role as 
r. In Figure 1 and Figure 2, this means 
D cannot replace B if D’s role was fund-
raising instead of operations; and 

Candidate probabilities. Identifying 
candidates, we must assign a probabil-
ity that a given candidate replaces the 
vertex r being removed. 

Network properties of vertices. 
Here, we describe two special vertex 
properties—WRP and POCC—used 
by STONE by leveraging Google’s Page-
Rank and clustering coefficients in social 
networks. STONE allows many other 
classical centrality measures (such as 
degree centrality and between-ness 
centrality), though they are not covered 
here. We chose WRP and POCC, as they 
measure the influence of a vertex and 
the strength of connection of a vertex, 
respectively. Our hypothesis is that in-
fluence and connectedness play a role 
in determining who is most likely to be 
elevated to succeed a removed terrorist. 

WRP. WRP scores the influence of 
a vertex by looking at the influence of 
the associates and family members 
surrounding him—his immediate 
neighbors in the network. A person 
with influential connections is ex-
pected to be influential; for instance, 
in the network associated with Al-
Qaeda, Khalid Sheikh Mohammed 
(KSM) was highly influential, as his 
immediate connections included top 
Al-Qaeda leaders Osama Bin Laden, 
Ayman al-Zawahiri, and others. When 
he was captured (removed), the WRP 
calculation for a vertex with respect to 
KSM would measure the relative influ-
ence of the vertex. KSM was replaced 
by Abu Faraj al-Libbi who had a high 
influence score, as measured by WRP. 
WRP extends PageRank1 to handle 
three social factors: 

Vertices. Vertices in ON have a rank 
that must be taken into account when 
computing the importance of a vertex; 

Importance of a vertex. WRP(v, r) de-
notes the importance of a vertex v in 
ON, taking into account the fact a ver-
tex r is being considered for removal; 
and 

Undirected graphs. Terrorist organi-
zation networks are undirected graphs, 
not directed graphs like the Web. 

The WRP of v is a dynamic quantity 
that depends on removal of node r. The 
higher a vertex’s WRP with respect to a 
vertex r being considered for removal, 
the more likely v is to be a replacement 
vertex for r, assuming certain other 
conditions described later. WRP is 
formally defined in Figure 3. The first 
term of the formula describes the in-
fluence of vertex v with respect to all 
vertices in the network, except for r, 
and multiplies it by (1 – δ) to capture 
the probability rank plays a role in the 
vertex’s importance. The second term 
looks at the importance of v’s con-
nections, saying each of v’s neighbors 
(u) distributes its importance equally 
among its neighbors, excluding the 
vertex r being removed. By multiplying 
the summation of the second term by 
δ, STONE is saying the probability that 
network effects are important is δ. Fig-
ure 4 outlines the WRP of the vertices 
in the small terrorist network of Figure 
1, assuming B is being removed. 

Property-oriented clustering coef-
ficient. In network theory, clustering 
coefficients21 capture how “tightly” a 
vertex is connected to other vertices in 

a network. Intuitively, the more tightly 
connected a terrorist is to other terror-
ists in his network, the more likely he is 
to gain their support and be promoted; 
for instance, when KSM’s was captured 
by U.S. forces in Rawalpindi, Pakistan, 
in 2003, his successor needed to be 
tightly connected to his peers to be pro-
moted up to KSM’s position in the net-
work, as was indeed the case with Abu 
Faraj al-Libbi, who succeeded KSM. 

The clustering coefficient of ver-
tex v is technically the percentage of 
pairs of v’s neighbors connected to 
one another. In STONE, we introduce 
property-oriented clustering coeffi-
cients and do not just look at imme-
diate neighbors. The k-neighborhood 
of a vertex v consists of all vertices at 
distance k or less from v. From those 
vertices in v’s k-neighborhood, we 
are interested only in vertices satisfy-
ing a set P of properties specified by 
an analyst because we use property-
oriented clustering coefficients to 
identify who might replace a vertex r 
being removed. As a consequence, we 
restrict interest to only vertices with 
certain properties, as only vertices 
with them might be able to influence 
selection of the replacement vertex; 
for instance, selection of the opera-
tions chief of Lashkar-e-Taiba—if 
the current operations chief Zakiur-
Rehman Lahkhvi is removed—might 
be determined only by the current 
chief of Lashkar-e-Taiba, certain top 

Figure 5. Property-oriented clustering coefficient. 

Figure 4. WRP of the vertices in the small terrorist network in Figure 1, assuming B is  
being removed. 

Vertex WRP Vertex WRP Vertex WRP

A 0.36 D 0.24 F 0.12

C 0.14 E 0.14
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Candidate replacements. STONE 
assumes the analyst specifies weights 
for each vertex property defining the 
relative importance of each property; 
for instance, the weight of a vertex’s 
hostility might be set at 0.4, while 
the weight of a vertex’s POCC might be 
set at 0.2, indicating the analyst’s as-
sessment of the situation for the group 
that the POCC is only half as important 
as the vertex’s hostility. 

Let αi be a weight associated with 
each property pi in our suite of proper-
ties such that the α’s add up to 1.c Each 
vertex v that may replace a removed 
vertex r has a replacement value rv(v, r), 
defined as follows 

rv(v, r) = ∑ pi ∈ VP αi · ρ(v, pi) 

STONE allows an analyst to specify 
any set C of properties a vertex should 
have in order to be an appropriate re-
placement node for a vertex r that is 
being removed; for instance, the ana-
lyst may specify vertex v must be ei-
ther a member of the terror network’s 
leadership council or a member of the 
same department (such as operations) 
to which the vertex r being removed 
belongs. STONE supports many net-
work-centered properties not dis-
cussed here (such as degree centrality, 
between-ness centrality, and close-
ness centrality). We now define when 
a vertex v is considered a candidate re-
placement for a vertex r. 

When is v a candidate to replace r? 
When v satisfies condition C, rank(v) ≤ 
rank(r), and there is no other vertex u 
(different from both v and r) such that 
u satisfies the previous two conditions 
and such that u’s replacement value is 
strictly greater than v’s. 

Example 1. Consider the network in 
Figure 1 where B is to be removed, and 
suppose C says the distance between 
B and v must be 1. Moreover, suppose 
rv(v, B) is computed, taking into ac-
count the WRP (with α0 = 0.2), POCC 
with k = 2, and P = Ø (with α1 = 0.2), the 
node rank (with α2 = 0.4), and node ca-
pacity (α3 = 0.2).c The possible candi-
dates to replace vertex r = B are then:

A with rv(A, B) = 0.672 
D with rv(D, B) = 0.588 
E with rv(E, B) = 0.634 

c The values of rank and capacity are scaled with 
respect to their maximum value.

members of the operations section of 
Lashkar-e-Taiba, members of Lash-
kar-e-Taiba’s Council of Elders, or 
Majlis-e-Shura. Others directly linked 
to Zaki-ur-Rehman Lakhvi and in his 
k-neighborhood may not formally in-
fluence selection of his successor.a 

a Though Lakhvi remains in a Pakistani jail for 
his role in the 2008 Mumbai, India, attacks, 
news sources report he is directing operations 
from jail.

While WRP reflects the influence of a 
single terrorist, POCC thus captures 
how tightly integrated that terrorist 
is with his peers in the organization; 
POCC is defined in Figure 5.b 

b The numerator is the number of pairs of ver-
tices within k distance units from v that are 
directly connected and have properties in P; 
the denominator is the total number of neigh-
bors of v having all properties in P that are 
within k distance units of v. The ratio provides  
the desired quantity.

Figure 6. Probabilities that vertices C, A, D, E, F from Figure 1 replace B. 

v P(v, B) v P(v, B) v P(v, B)

A 0.35 D 0.31 F 0

C 0 E 0.34

Figure 7. Multiple terrorist successor problem and algorithm sketch. 

Figure 8. Lethality functions.
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Here, A is the best candidate, with E a 
close second. 

Probability of a candidate. We now 
define the probability of a candidate, 
or the probability v will replace r: 

P(v, r) = rv(v, r)
(∑u is a candidate rv(u, r)) 

The probability that v replaces re-
moved node r is the ratio of v’s replace-
ment value divided by the sum of the 
replacement values of all candidates to 
replace v; for instance, the probabili-
ties that vertices C, A, D, E, F from Fig-
ure 1 (Example 1) replace B are listed 
in Figure 6. Observe that P(C, B) = 0 be-
cause C’s rank is greater than B’s rank, 
and P(F, B) = 0 because the distance be-
tween B and F is greater than 1. 

Multiple Terrorist 
Successor Problem 
Instead of removing a single vertex r, 
what if an analyst wants to remove a set 
R of vertices? For example, in June 2012, 
India captured two Lashkar-e-Taiba ter-
rorists in quick succession: Abu Jundal, 
who was present in the control room 
in Pakistan directing the November 
2008 Mumbai attacks, was reportedly 
captured in a coordinated operation by 
India, Saudi Arabia, and the U.S., and 
Tunda, a top Lashkar-e-Taiba bomb 
maker, was captured in August 2013 
along the India-Nepal border. Most se-
curity agencies aim to capture multiple 
terrorists simultaneously. In such cases, 
many networks are possible (such as if n 
people could replace Abu Jundal and m 
people could replace Tunda, then there 
are mn possible new networks). MTSP is 
designed to help determine probabili-
ties for the new networks. 

Now suppose, as in the single vertex 
removal case, an analyst has specified a 
condition C replacement vertices must 
satisfy. A candidate replacement set XR 
for a set R of vertices being removed 
with respect to condition C is a set of 
pairs (r, cr) (r being a removed vertex 
and cr being its replacement) satisfying 
four conditions: 

(i) Every removed vertex has a replace-
ment. For each r ∈ R, there is a pair (r, 
cr) ∈ XR and 

(ii) Replacement vertices cannot be re-
moved. {cr | (r, cr) ∈ XR} ⊆ (V − R) and 

(iii) Replacement nodes must be can-
didates. For each pair (r, cr) ∈ XR, cr is a 

candidate to replace r with respect to 
condition C and 

(iv) Candidates can replace only one 
vertex. There are no two r, r ′ ∈ R such 
that (r, cr), (r ′, cr) are both in XR.   

The following example returns to 
our running example to show what 
happens if an analyst removes the set 
{B, C} of vertices from Figure 1 and 
Example 1.

Example 2. Suppose an analyst wish-
es to remove the set R = {B, C}. The set 
of candidate replacements of B is {A, 
D, E}, and the set of candidate replace-
ments for C is {A, B}. A cannot replace 
both node B and C, and B is not a valid 
candidate to replace C because B is to 
be removed. The replacement sets for 
R are X′R = {(B, D), (C, A)}, and

X″R = {(B, E), (C, A)}. 
There may be many different candi-

date replacement sets XR with respect 
to R and C. The probability P(XR) that 
XR will in fact be the replacement for R 
is simply the product of the individual 
probabilities P(cr, r) that cr will be the 
replacement for the vertex r. To see 
how this works, return to the toy exam-
ple of Figure 1 and Example 2. 

Example 3. We have P(B, C) = 0 and P(A, 
C) = 1, and P(D, B) = 0.31 and P(E, B) = 0.34. 
So the probability of the replacement set 
X′R = {D, A} is equal to (0.31·1) / (0.31+0.34) 
= 0.46, and the probability of the replace-
ment set X″R = {E, A} is equal to (0.34·1) / 
(0.31+0.34) = 0.54. 

When a given set R of vertices is to 
be removed, let Xmax be the candidate 
replacement set with the greatest 
probability. As there is much uncer-
tainty in the parameter settings (such 
as choice of weights for each prop-
erty, the choice of k in the definition 
of property-oriented clustering coef-
ficients and the choice of condition 
C the counterterrorism analyst sets), 
the STONE algorithms do not want to 
just return Xmax to the analyst. Rather, 
STONE returns all candidate replace-
ment sets XR whose probability is at 
most δ percentage points smaller 
than Xmax’s probability (see Figure 7). 
Note Xmax is not an input to this prob-
lem; STONE algorithms solve it auto-
matically without having Xmax as an 
input. STONE developers prove MTSP 
can be solved in polynomial time by 
leveraging an efficient algorithm due 
to Murty16 that enumerates, in in-
creasing order of cost, all solutions 
to the minimal matching in a com-
plete, weighted, bipartite graph, as in 
Figure 7. Leveraging Murty,16 STONE 
algorithms enumerate, in decreasing 
order of probability, all solutions to 
the maximal matching, until STONE 
reaches a solution XR such that P(Xmax) 
– P(XR) > δ. 

Lethality Functions 
When an analyst recommends a set of 
nodes to be removed from a network 

Figure 9. Terror network time series. 
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Figure 10. Substitution diagrams. 
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C, E, and F are violence-adverse. Then, 
L1(ON) = wt(A) + wt(B) + wt(D) – wt(C) – 
wt(E) – wt(F) = 1. 

L2 says the lethality of a vertex is 
the degree of the vertex times the 
rank of the vertex and the lethality of 
a network is the sum of the lethality 
scores of violence-prone vertices mi-
nus the sum of the lethality scores 
of violence-averse vertices. The third 
lethality function is similar but uses 
WRP instead of degree. 

Example 5. Continuing Example 
4, an analyst has L2(ON) = 48, while 
L3(ON) = 2.69. 

Though many other lethality func-
tions are possible, we do not cover 
them here, with the exception of a hy-
brid lethality function: 

Hybrid lethality function. A sug-
gestion made independently by a re-
viewer and by terrorism expert Daveed 
Gartenstein-Ross of the Foundation 
for Defense of Democracies, a Wash-
ington, D.C.-based think tank, is to 
define lethality based on attack data. 
We thus aimed to correlate network 
structure with attack data. As out-
lined in Figure 9, the network associ-
ated with a particular group was ini-
tially ON0 for some period I1 of time at 
which time terrorist r1 was removed, 
leading to network ON1. After time 
period I2, a terrorist r2 was removed, 
leading to network ON2. During each 
period Ij, the group launched some 
number Aj of attacks. The variables 
Aj are measures of the lethality of the 
network Nj–1. For each group, we were 
thus able to build a table. The jth row 
of this table corresponded to the time 
period Ij and the columns contained 
the values of L1(ONj), L2(ONj), L3(ONj) 
as independent variables and Aj as a 
dependent variable. Using standard 
multivariate regression analysis,15 
we learned a hybrid lethality func-
tion Lh relating the values returned 
by L1, L2, L3 with each of these lethal-
ity variables. STONE developers call 
this hybrid function h. We conducted 
experiments to check the effective-
ness of the hybrid lethality function 
in predicting the number of attacks. 
We ran the tests with our Lashkar-e-
Taiba network dataset (1990–2012) 
and Al Qaeda dataset (2001–2013). In 
the case of our Lashkar-e-Taiba da-
taset, STONE found that our learned 
hybrid lethality function Lh could help 

(such as in a capture operation), the 
analyst must consider the possible new 
networks that might result, as well as 
their lethality. We have covered the for-
mer and now turn to ways to measure 
network lethality, including four such 
methods: L1 assesses the difference of 
ranks of violent-prone and violence-ad-
verse node; L2 modulates L1 by degree 
of the vertices involved; L3 modulates L1 
by using WRP instead of degree; and L4 
uses regression to correlate L1, L2, and 
L3 with associated attacks. 

A vertex is violence-prone if both its 
capability and its hostility ex-
ceed analyst-defined thresholds; oth-
erwise, the vertex is violence-averse.  
STONE uses VPR(ON) and VA(ON) to 
denote the set of all violence-prone and 

violence-averse vertices, respectively, 
in ON; Figure 8 includes three lethality 
functions. 

L1 says the lethality of a network is 
the sum of the ranks of violence-prone 
vertices minus the sum of the weights 
of the violence-averse vertices; that is, 
think of the violence-prone individu-
als’ violence being moderated by those 
who are violence-averse; for instance, 
in the 1990s and early 2000s, the ter-
rorist group Students Islamic Move-
ment of India had a violence-prone 
wing (that later broke off and became 
the Indian Mujahideen) and a violence-
averse wing (that continues to today). 

Example 4. Consider the network 
ON in Figure 1 and suppose vertices 
A, B and D are violence-prone, while 

Figure 11. Possible terror networks. 

A F F

D DE

N1 N2

Figure 12. Network reshaping algorithm. 
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STONE addresses 
the problem of 
identifying a set 
of k terrorists 
in a terrorist 
organization 
network whose 
capture and 
removal would 
minimize the 
expected lethality 
of the resulting 
network. 

us predict the number of attacks by 
Lashkar-e-Taiba. The Pearson cor-
relation coefficient between the true 
number of attacks and the predicted 
number of attacks by Lashkar-e-Taiba 
on blinded data was 0.83. However, 
when we learned Lh from the smaller 
Al-Qaeda dataset, the Pearson corre-
lation coefficient between the actual 
number of Al Qaeda attacks and our 
predictions was 0.652. Lh thus pro-
vides an accurate method of predict-
ing number of attacks by a terror net-
work, with accuracy increasing along 
with the amount of data an analyst 
happens to have. 

Which Vertices to Remove? 
In order to decide which k vertices 
from a network (possibly excluding 
some set EX of vertices) to remove, 
STONE would first define possible 
terror networks (PTNs) and substitu-
tion diagrams (graphs). Figure 10a 
outlines a sample substitution dia-
gram. Suppose R is a set of vertices 
being considered for removal; R is 
the root of the substitution diagram. 
We know several candidates might 
be in line to replace the vertices in R. 
Call these candidates C1,…,Cn using 
the definition given earlier. Each Ci 
is a child of R with the probability pi 
labeling the link, where pi is the prob-
ability that Ci replaces R. If Ci were to 
replace R, STONE would need to find a 
replacement for the set Ci of vertices. 
Figure 10a outlines this relationship 
through an example where C1 has two 
possible candidate replacements—
D1 and D2. Likewise, C2, which is a 
candidate set to replace R, has only 
one candidate to replace it—D2; see 
Figure 10b for the substitution dia-
gram for the running example. 

A possible replacement chain 
(PRC) is a path from the root R of the 
substitution diagram to any leaf. The 
labels of the nodes along such a path 
represent the sequence of removals 
and replacements in the PRC; for in-
stance, the path R, C2, D2 represents 
the removal of R from the network, its 
replacement by C2, and replacement 
of C2 by D2. Every PRC X1,…,Xm gener-
ates a PTN as follows: Starting with the 
terrorist network ON, let ON1 be the 
network obtained by replacing R with 
X1 in network ON. Similarly, let ON2 
be the result of replacing X1 in network 

ON1 by X2. STONE does this repeatedly 
until Xm–1 in ONm–1 is replaced with Xm. 
The resulting network is a possible ter-
rorist network. 

Our running example includes two 
PTNs—N1 and N2 (see Figure 11). The 
probability of a PTN with respect to a 
path is the product of the probabili-
ties labeling the edges. The probability 
P(N2) of the PTN N2 is 0.54 · 1 = 0.54. 

A leaf node in the substitution 
diagram can be reached via multiple 
paths, as the same PTN may be gen-
erated by multiple PRCs. The prob-
ability of the PTN is the sum of the 
probabilities of the PTN with respect 
to each replacement chain that allows 
STONE to reach the leaf node. Reach-
ing the leaf node is the case with the 
PTNs corresponding to the leaf D2 in 
Figure 10a. 

Suppose R is a set of vertices to be 
removed, PTN(ON , R) is the set of all 
PTNs that could result, and L is a lethal-
ity function. The statistical expected 
lethality of the network when R is re-
moved is defined by STONE as 

LEV (ON,R) = ∑N∈PTN(ON,R) P(N) · L(N)

Returning to our running example, 
the lethality L2 of the possible network 
N1 is L2(N1) = 17 while L2(N2) is 2. The 
expected lethality is then LEV(ON,R) 
= ∑N∈PTN(ON , R) P(N) · L2(N) = (0.46 · 17) + 
(0.54 · 2) = 8.9. 

TNRP. 
Input. A terrorist organizational net-

work ON, a condition C that each ter-
rorist being removed must satisfy, and 
a number k. 

Output. Set R of vertices such that 
(i) |R| ≤ k and 
(ii) Each r ∈ R satisfies condition C 

and 
(iii) There is no set R′ of vertices sat-

isfying (i) and (ii) such that LEV (ON, R′) 
< LEV(ON,R). 

An analyst may specify conditions C 
that removed terrorists must satisfy; at 
the very least, the vertex must be alive 
or other. We can also imagine an ana-
lyst saying certain terrorists should not 
be removed due to potential political 
fallout; for instance, even though the 
U.S. Department of State announced 
a $10 million reward in 2012 for infor-
mation leading to the prosecution of 
Lashkar-e-Taiba leader Hafez Saeed, 
he continues to move freely within 
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more elements to r does not reduce the 
expected lethality. 

In our running example with lethal-
ity function L3 and k = 2, Algorithm 1 
suggests removing D and F, decreasing 
the expected network lethality to –8.87. 

Implementation and Experiments 
We implemented all algorithms in 
this article in 1,500 lines of Java, 
running them on an AMD Opteron 
Quad-Core 2354 at 2.2GHz, 8GB RAM 
machine under the Linux operating 
system. Our toy dataset consisted of 
50 networks; the expected successor 
for a vertex was picked by an author 
of a highly regarded counterterrorism 
book and by a retired general in the 
U.S. Army. We also used four real da-
tasets: (i) Al-Qaeda (101 nodes, 121 
edges) built by an Al-Qaeda expert ex-
panding Sageman’s18 data; (ii) Hamas 
(78 nodes, 139 edges) built by one 
of the authors, an expert in Hamas 
analysis; (iii) Hezbollah (60 nodes, 
64 edges) built by an outside expert 
on Hezbollah who has worked exten-
sively in Lebanon and built the data-
set from Arabic, English, and French 
sources; and (iv) Lashkar-e-Taiba 
(153 nodes, 220 edges) built during 
the writing of a book on Lashkar-e-
Taiba, Computational Analysis of Ter-
rorist Groups: Lashkar-e-Taiba, by two 
of the authors. All these datasets rep-
resent real ground truth. As STONE re-
quires no training, all data was used 
directly for testing. 

Experiment 1. We tested what set-
tings would yield the highest predic-
tion accuracy for the TSP, allowing δ 
to be 2, 3, 4, or 5%; Figure 13 includes 
six of the settings we used. The con-
stants αWRP, αPOCC denote the weights 
of WRP; POCC denotes the weights 
of WRP and POCC; αrank denotes the 
rank of a vertex; αhost denotes the 
hostility of a vertex to the West; αcomp 
denotes the vertex’s competence 
carrying out terror attacks; and αBB 
represents blowback. The numbers 
in parentheses in Figure 14 are the 
results returned by the STONE algo-
rithm on average. STONE aims for 
high accuracy predicting successors 
of a removed terrorist while present-
ing as few candidate successors as 
possible to the analyst. Settings 3 and 
4 are best, returning few candidates 
with over 80% accuracy, even with δ 

Pakistan, giving press conferences and 
speaking at public rallies. 

As solving the TNRP is likely NP-
hard, STONE developers developed a 
greedy algorithm to solve it as follows: 
Algorithm 1 (see Figure 12) starts with 
R = Ø. In each iteration, it finds the 

removable vertex r, which maximally 
reduces expected lethality (line 8 of 
the algorithm in Figure 12). Line 10 
checks if adding r to R reduces expect-
ed lethality. If so, r is added to R (line 
11) and the STONE algorithm repeats 
until either R has k elements or adding 

Figure 14. Experiment 1 results. 

Figure 15. Experiment 2 results. 

Figure 13. Experiments parameter settings. 

Setting αWPR αPOCC αrank αhost αcomp αBB

1 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.066 0.067 0.067

2  0.8  0  0  0.066  0.067  0.067

3  0.267  0.266  0.267  0.066  0.067  0.067

4  0.2  0.2  0.4  0.066  0.067  0.067

5  0.4  0.2  0.2  0.066  0.067  0.067

6  0.4  0.4  0  0.066  0.067  0.067

Setting Al-Qaeda Hamas Hezbollah Lashkar-e-Taiba
1    5 4 4.6 3.5
2    5 4 4.6 4
3    5 4 4.6 4
4    5 4 4.6 4
5    5 4 4.6 4
6    5 4 4.6 4

Setting Dataset δ = 2% δ = 3% δ = 4% δ = 5%
1 Toy 0.905(2) 0.925(3) 0.95(3) 0.99(5)

AQ 1(1.81) 1(1.90) 1(2) 1(2)
LeT 0.667(4) 0.667(6) 0.833(7) 0.833(7)
Hamas 0.8(3.6) 0.8(4) 0.8(4.4) 0.8(4.4)
Hezballah 0.8(4.2) 0.8(5.6) 0.8(8.2) 0.8(10.2)

2 Toy 0.56(2) 0.56(2) 0.605(2) 0.635(2)
AQ 0.90(1.27) 1(1.54) 1(1.54) 1(1.54)
LeT 0.5(5) 0.667(7) 0.833(7) 0.833(8)
Hamas 0.8(2) 0.8(2.8) 0.8(3.4) 0.8(3.8)
Hezballah 0.4(4.2) 0.6(8) 0.6(8.8) 0.6(9)

3 Toy 0.53(2) 0.80(3) 0.865(4) 0.935(5)
AQ 0.90(1.45) 0.90(1.72) 0.90(1.72) 0.90(1.72)
LeT 0.833(5) 0.833(7) 0.833(7) 0.833(8)
Hamas 0.4(1.6) 0.8(2.4) 0.8(3.2) 0.8(4.2)
Hezballah 0.8(3.8) 0.8(4.8) 0.8(7) 0.8(10)

4 Toy 0.835(3) 0.93(4) 0.97(4) 0.985(5)
AQ 0.90(1.63) 0.90(1.72) 1(1.90) 1(2)
LeT 0.833(5) 0.833(7) 0.833(7) 0.833(8)
Hamas 0.8(2.4) 0.8(3.8) 0.8(4.4) 0.8(4.8)
Hezballah 0.8(4.2) 0.8(5.4) 0.8(7) 0.8(10.2)

5 Toy 0.765(3) 0.865(4) 0.92(5) 0.94(5)
AQ 0.90(1.45) 0.90(1.54) 0.90(1.72) 1(1.81)
LeT 0.833(6) 0.833(7) 0.833(7) 0.833(8)
Hamas 0.6(1.8) 0.8(2.8) 0.8(3.8) 0.8(4.6)
Hezballah 0.8(3.2) 0.8(5.6) 0.8(8) 0.8(10.8)

6 Toy 0.16(2) 0.26(3) 0.32(3) 0.37(3)
AQ 0.72(1.27) 0.72(1.36) 0.72(1.36) 0.72(1.36)
LeT 0.667(4) 0.833(6) 0.833(7) 0.833(8)
Hamas 0.4(2) 0.4(2.2) 0.4(2.4) 0.4(2.4)
Hezballah 0.6(2.6) 0.8(3.6) 0.8(5.6) 0.8(10.6)
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= 2%. Note from settings 3 and 4 that 
the rank of a candidate seems to be 
the most important factor, followed 
equally by his influence (WPR) and 
strength of network (POCC). 

Experiment 2. As measuring the ac-
curacy of STONE-Reshape algorithm 
by removing real terrorists is infea-
sible, and no historical ground truth 
exists for such removal, we tested the 
algorithm’s accuracy by comparing 
it against the opinion of counterter-
ror experts who rated the results on a 
scale of 1–5, with 5 the best. We tested 
all three lethality functions and all 
six settings against the Al-Qaeda, 
Hamas, Hezbollah, and Lashkar-
e-Taiba datasets; Figure 15 includes 
the experts’ levels of satisfaction con-
sidering lethality function L3 and all 
six settings. 

Conclusion 
STONE addresses the problem of iden-
tifying a set of k terrorists in a terrorist 
organization network whose capture 
and removal would minimize the ex-
pected lethality of the resulting net-
work. To achieve such performance, 
STONE addresses three problems: 
terrorist successor; multiple terrorist 
successor; and terrorist network re-
shaping. We first developed a method 
for predicting who would replace a 
“removed” terrorist. Using four real-
world terrorist network datasets, we 
showed in over 80% of the cases of ter-
rorist turnover, the true replacement 
of a removed terrorist is identified 
among those within 2% probability of 
the most probable replacement pre-
dicted by STONE; moreover, this top 
2% of candidates contains only, on av-
erage, a few terrorists (settings 3 and 4 
in Figure 13). We showed how to infer 
a probability distribution on the pos-
sible new networks that result from 
the removal of a set of terrorists. We 
used steps one and two to develop the 
STONE-Reshape algorithm to iden-
tify a set of k or fewer individuals to 
be removed from a network to mini-
mize its operational efficiency. STONE 
allows analysts to set constraints 
on who can be removed (such as an 
analyst could decide certain people 
should not be removed), what vertex 
properties should be considered (the 
analyst can use different properties 
for different groups), and constraints 

as to who can replace who. 
This work represents a start on 

the important problem of whom to 
remove from a terror network. When 
a vertex is removed, a power struggle 
may ensue, leading to a split. Can we 
thus adapt the STONE-Reshape al-
gorithm to predict when such splits 
will occur? Likewise, a higher-ranked 
individual may occasionally be moved 
“down” to fill a spot that opens up 
when a lower-ranking terrorist is re-
moved. Or, alternatively, the open 
functional position is allocated to 
someone with higher rank. We have 
not considered this possibility here, 
though it should be addressed. A 
single group can have multiple sub-
groups (such as Al-Qaeda in the Is-
lamic Maghreb and Al-Qaeda in the 
Arabian Peninsula within Al-Qaeda). 
The relationships between groups 
and subgroups must thus be explored 
when identifying how to destabilize 
an organization. We may not want to 
destabilize it in a way that actually 
strengthens one of its more lethal 
subgroups. There is thus ample op-
portunity for further research. 

We conclude by reiterating the fact 
that tactical approaches to defeating 
terrorist operations address the “symp-
toms” (attacks) of a set of grievances of 
a terror group. In cases where it is pos-
sible to do so, incentives may be tried; 
for instance, the Rwandan govern-
ment’s disarmament, demobilization, 
and reintegration program successful-
ly defanged most of the Hutu militias 
that carried out the genocide in Rwan-
da in 1994. However, such efforts have 
not always been successful. Tactical 
operations to defeat terror operations 
must be carried out when an innocent 
population is at risk from attack, and 
integration of tactical approaches with 
strategic incentives to defeat terror 
groups should be weighed carefully. 
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HUMAN LEARNING AND communication is often 
structured around examples, possibly a student trying 
to understand or master a certain concept through 
examples or a teacher trying to understand a student’s 
misconceptions or provide feedback through example 
behaviors. Example-based reasoning is also used in 
computer-aided programming to analyze programs, 
including to find bugs through test-input-generation 
techniques4,34 and prove correctness through inductive 
reasoning or random examples15 and synthesize 
programs through input/output examples or 
demonstrations.10,16,18,22 This article explores how 

such example-based reasoning tech-
niques developed in the programming-
languages community can also help 
automate certain repetitive and struc-
tured tasks in education, including 
problem generation, solution genera-
tion, and feedback generation. 

These connections are illustrated 
through recent work (in computer 
science) applied to a variety of STEM 
subject domains, including logic,1 au-
tomata theory,3 programming,27 arith-
metic,5,6 algebra,26 and geometry.17 
More significant, the article identifies 
some general principles and method-
ologies that are applicable across mul-
tiple subject domains. 

Procedural vs. conceptual prob-
lems. Procedural problems involve so-
lutions that require following a specific 
procedure students are expected to 
memorize and apply; examples include 
mathematical procedures5 taught in 
middle school or high school (such as 
addition, long division, greatest com-
mon divisor computation, Gaussian 
elimination, and basis transforma-
tions) and algorithmic procedures 
taught in undergraduate computer 
science, where students are expected 
to demonstrate their understanding of 
certain classic algorithms on specific 
inputs (such as breadth-first search, 
insertion sort, Dijkstra’s shortest-path 
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developed for programming languages also 
help automate repetitive tasks in education. 
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 key insights

    Computing technologies can automate 
repetitive tasks in education, including 
problem generation, solution generation, 
and feedback generation, for numerous 
subject domains, including programming, 
logic, automata theory, arithmetic, 
algebra, and geometry. 

    This can make standard and online 
classrooms more efficient and enable 
new pedagogies involving personalized 
workflows, saved teacher time, and 
improved student learning. 

    Computer-aided education requires cross-
disciplinary computing technologies; 
highlighted here are contributions 
from programming languages, 
human-computer interaction, and 
artificial intelligence; natural language 
understanding and machine learning also 
play a significant role.
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algorithm, regular expression to au-
tomaton conversion, and even comput-
ing tensor/inner product of qubits). 

Conceptual problems include all 
nonprocedural ones for which there 
is no decision procedure (the student 
is expected to know and apply) but re-
quire creative thinking in the form of 
pattern matching or educated guesses. 
Problems include: 

Proof problems. Natural deduc-
tion proofs,1 proofs of algebraic theo-
rems,26 and proofs of non-regularity of 
languages; and 

Construction problems. Construc-
tion of computational artifacts (such as 
geometric constructions,17 automata,3 
algorithmic procedures,27 and bitvector 
circuits). 

Example-based learning. Examples 
have multifaceted use in educational 
technologies. This article classifies their 

use according to interaction with the un-
derlying technology (see Figure 1). 

Input. For several educational tasks, 
examples constitute a natural means 
to express intent. In the case of solu-
tion generation for procedural prob-
lems, teachers can demonstrate exam-
ple traces with the goal of synthesizing 
procedures for the problems. In the 
case of problem generation for concep-
tual problems, teachers can provide 
an example problem with the goal of 
generating similar problems. In the 
case of feedback generation for proce-
dural problems, teachers can provide 
examples of buggy traces with the goal 
of learning the algorithmic misconcep-
tions a student might have. In the case 
of feedback generation for concep-
tual problems, teachers can provide 
examples of common local error cor-
rections, aiming to find some appro-

priate combination of the corrections 
that correct a given incorrect attempt. 
For such cases, this article describes 
techniques inspired by research in pro-
gramming by example (PBE).10,16,18,22 

Output. For some educational tasks, 
examples constitute the intended out-
put artifact. In the case of problem 
generation for procedural problems, 
teachers want to produce example 
inputs that exercise various paths in 
the given procedure to generate a pro-
gression of problems. In the case of 
feedback generation for conceptual 
problems, teachers want to produce 
counterexamples that expose incorrect 
behavior in the student’s solution. For 
such cases, the article describes tech-
niques inspired by program analysis, 
in particular by test-input-generation 
techniques4,34 often used to find bugs. 

Inside. Examples can also be used 
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ing33—solution generation, problem 
generation, and feedback generation—
through multiple instances of example-
based learning technologies for each 
task. Also described are several evalua-
tions associated with each of these in-
stances. While several of the instances 
are preliminary, some have been de-
ployed and evaluated more thoroughly. 

Solution Generation 
Solution generation involves auto-
matically generating solutions, given 
a problem description in some sub-
ject domain, and is important for sev-
eral reasons: It can be used to gener-
ate sample solutions for automatically 
generated problems; given a student’s 
incomplete solution, it can be used to 
complete a solution that can be much 
more illustrative for the student com-
pared to providing a completely differ-
ent sample solution; and, given a stu-
dent’s incomplete solution, it can also 
be used to generate hints on the next 
step or toward an intermediate goal. 

Procedural problems. Solution 
generation for procedural problems 
can be achieved by writing down and 
executing the corresponding proce-
dure for a given problem. While these 
procedures can be written manually, 
technologies for automatic procedure 
synthesis (from examples) can enable 
nonprogrammers to create custom-
ized procedures on the fly. The number 
of such procedures and their stylistic 
variations in how they are taught can 
be significant and may not be known in 
advance to outsource manual creation 
of the procedures. 

The procedures can be synthesized 
through PBE technology10,16,22 tradi-
tionally applied to end-user applica-
tions. More recently, PBE has also 
been used to synthesize programs for 
spreadsheet tasks, including string 
transformations and table layout 
transformations.18 Mathematical pro-
cedures can be viewed as spreadsheet 
procedures involving computation 
of new values from existing values in 
spreadsheet cells, as in string trans-
formations that produce a new out-
put string from substrings of input 
strings, and positioning that value in 
an appropriate spreadsheet cell, as in 
table transformations that reposition 
the content of an input spreadsheet 
table. Ideas from learning string and 

inside the underlying algorithms to 
perform inductive reasoning, which 
happens in both solution generation 
and problem generation for concep-
tual problems. It is inspired by how 
humans often approach problem gen-
eration and solving, with the underly-
ing techniques inspired by research in 

establishing program correctness us-
ing random examples15 and program 
synthesis using examples.16 

The article next explores example-
based learning technologies through 
specific instances, highlighting gen-
eral principles. It is organized around 
the three key tasks in intelligent tutor-

Figure 1. Three ways examples are used in computer-aided educational technologies as 
input (for intent expression); as output (to generate the intended artifact); and inside the  
underlying algorithm (for inductive reasoning). 

Procedural Conceptual

Solution Generation Input6 Inside1,17

Problem Generation Output5 Input,1,26 Inside1,26

Feedback Generation Input6 Output,3 Input27

Figure 2. Solution generation for procedural problems:6 (a) demonstrate greatest common 
factor (GCF) procedure over inputs 762 and 1270 to produce output 254; and (b) synthesize 
procedure GCF automatically from the demonstration in (a). 

(a) (b)

GCF (int array array T, int I1, int I2)
1
2 for ( j := 0; T[2j  , j ] ≠ 0; j := j + 1):
3 T[2j, j + 2] := Floor(T[2 j, j + 1] ÷ T[2 j, j]); 
4 T[2j + 1, j + 1] := T[2j, j + 2] × T[2 j, j]); 
5 T[2j + 1, j + 1] := T[2j, j + 1] – [2j + 1, j + 1]; 
6 T[2j + 2, j + 2] := T[2j, j];
7 return T[2j,  j + 1];

762
762 1270 1

508
508
254 508 2

508
0 254

762 1

Assume T, [0,0], T[1,0] contain I1, I2 respectively. 

Figure 3. Solution generation for geometry constructions.17 

(a) English Description Construct a triangle given its base L (with end-points p1, p2), 
a base angle a, and sum r of the other two sides.⇓

(b) PreCondition r > Length(p1, p2)

(c) Random Example L = Line(p1 = 〈81:62; 99:62〉, p2= 〈99:62; 83:62〉)
r = 88:07 a = 0:81 radians  p = 〈131:72; 103:59〉

(d) Geometry Program

(e) Geometry Construction

ConstructTriangle(p1, p2, L, r, a):
L1 := ConstructLineGivenAngleLinePoint(L, a, p1);
C1 := ConstructCircleGivenPointLength(p1, r);
(p3, p5) := LineCircleIntersection(L1, C1);
L2 := PerpendicularBisector2Points(p2, p3);
p := LineLineIntersection(L1, L2); 
return p;

⇓

PostCondition Angle(p, p1, p2) = a∧ 
Length(p, p1) + Length(p, p2) = r ⇓

C1 

p

L2 

L1 
a

r

p3p1

p2
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The use of trace-
based modeling 
allows for test-
input-generation 
tools for generating 
problems with 
certain trace 
features. 

table transformations can be com-
bined to learn mathematical proce-
dures from example traces, where 
a trace is a sequence of (value, cell) 
pairs.6 Dynamic programming can 
be used to compute all subprograms 
that are consistent with various sub-
traces (in order of increasing length). 
The underlying algorithm starts out 
by computing, for each trace element 
(v, c), the set of all program statements 
(over a teacher-specified set of opera-
tors) that can produce v from previous 
values in the trace; see Figure 2 for 
synthesis of a greatest common divi-
sor procedure from an example trace, 
where the teacher-specified operators 
include −, ×, ÷, and Floor. 

Conceptual problems. Solution 
generation for conceptual problems 
often requires performing search over 
the underlying solution space. Follow-
ing are two complementary principles, 
each useful across multiple subject 
domains while also reflecting how hu-
mans might search for such solutions. 

S1: Perform reasoning over examples 
as opposed to abstract symbolic rea-
soning. The idea is to reason about 
the behavior of a solution on some or 
even all examples, or concrete inputs, 
instead of performing symbolic rea-
soning over an abstract input. Such 
reasoning reduces search time by 
large constant factors because execut-
ing part of a construction or proof on 
concrete inputs is much quicker than 
reasoning symbolically about the con-
struction or proof. 

S2: Reduce solution space to solutions 
with small length. The idea is to extend 
the solution space with commonly used 
macro constructs in which each such 
construct is a composition of several 
basic constructs/steps. This extension 
reduces the size of solutions, making 
search more feasible in practice. 

The following illustrates these prin-
ciples in multiple subject domains: 

Geometry constructions. Geometry 
construction is a method for con-
structing a desired geometric object 
from other objects by applying a se-
quence of ruler and compass con-
structions (see Figure 3). Such con-
structions are an important part of 
high school geometry. The automated 
geometric-theorem-proving com-
munity (one of the success stories in 
automated reasoning) has developed 

tools (such as Geometry Explorer32 
and Geometry Expert14) that allow 
students to create geometry construc-
tions and use interactive provers to 
prove properties of the constructions. 
How are these constructions synthe-
sized in the first place? 

Geometry constructions can be re-
garded as straight-line programs that 
manipulate geometry objects—points, 
lines, and circles—using ruler/com-
pass operators. Hence, their synthesis 
can be phrased as a program-synthesis 
problem17 in which the goal is to syn-
thesize a straight-line program, as in 
Figure 3d, that realizes the relational 
specification between inputs and out-
puts, as in Figure 3b. 

The semantics of geometry opera-
tions is too complicated for symbolic 
methods for synthesis or even for veri-
fication. Ruler/compass operators are 
analytic functions, implying the validity 
of a geometry construction can be prob-
abilistically inferred from testing on 
random examples, an implication that 
follows from the following extension of 
the classical result on polynomial iden-
tity testing25 to analytic functions: 

Property 1 (probabilistic testing of 
analytic functions). Let f (X) and g(X) 
be non-identical real-valued analytic 
functions over Rn. Let Y ∈ Rn be selected 
uniformly at random, then with high 
probability over the random selection 
f (Y) ≠ g(Y). Property 1 follows from the 
fact that non-zero analytic functions 
have isolated zeroes; that is, for ev-
ery zero point of an analytic function, 
there exists a neighborhood in which 
the function is non-zero. The num-
ber of non-zero points of the non-zero 
analytic function f(X) − g(X) thus domi-
nates the number of its zero points.a 

The problem of synthesizing geome-
try constructions that satisfy a symbolic 
relational specification between inputs 
and outputs can thus be reduced to syn-
thesizing constructions that are consis-

a Unlike the polynomial identity testing theo-
rem,25 which allows performing modular arith-
metic over numbers selected randomly from a 
finite integer set for efficient evaluation, this 
result provides no constructive guidance on 
the size of the selection set and requires pre-
cise arithmetic. This process is approximated 
by using finite-precision floating-point arith-
metic and a threshold for comparing equality; 
in practical experiments, it has yielded no un-
soundness or incompleteness.
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that is either a premise or derived from 
preceding propositions through ap-
plication of some inference rule (see 
Figure 4a) or replacement rule (see 
Figure 4b), the last of which concludes 
the argument; see Figure 4d for a proof. 
Ditmarsc29 surveyed proof assistants 
for teaching natural deduction (such 
as Pandora9), some of which also solve 
problems. This article describes a dif-
ferent, scalable, way to solve such prob-
lems while also paving the way for gen-
erating fresh problems, as described in 
the next section. 

While the SAT (Boolean satisfiabil-
ity), SMT (satisfiability modulo theo-
ries), and theorem-proving commu-
nities8 continue to focus on solving 
large-size proof problems in a reason-
able amount of time, one recent ap-
proach, by Ahmed et al.,1 to generating 
natural deduction proofs in real time 
leverages the observation that class-
room-size instances are small. The 
Ahmed et al. approach reflects use of 
the two general principles discussed 
earlier: abstract a proposition using its 
truth table, which can be represented 
using a bitvector representation,20 
thus avoiding expensive symbolic 
reasoning and reducing application 
of inference rules to simple bitvector 
operations (Principle S1); and break 
the proof search into multiple small-
er (and hence more efficient) proof 
searches (Principle S2). 

First, an abstract proof is discov-
ered that involves only inference-rule 
applications over truth-table repre-
sentation; note replacement rules are 
identity operations over truth-table 
representation. This abstract proof 
over truth-table representation is then 
refined to a complete proof over sym-
bolic propositions by searching for 
sequences of replacement rules be-
tween consecutive inference rules; see 
Figure 4c for an example of an abstract 
proof and Figure 4d for its refinement 
to a complete proof. Note the size of 
an abstract proof and the number of 
replacement rules inserted between 
any two consecutive inference rules is 
much smaller than the size of the over-
all proof. The Ahmed et al. approach 
solved 84% of 279 problems from var-
ious textbooks (generating proofs of 
≤27 steps), while a baseline algorithm 
(using symbolic representation for 
propositions and performing breadth-

tent with randomly chosen input-output 
examples (Principle S1). 

This reduction is the basis of 
Gulwani et al.’s17 synthesis algorithm 
for geometry constructions involving 
two key steps (see also Figure 3) re-
flecting the two general principles dis-
cussed earlier: 

 ˲ Generate random input-output 
examples, as in Figure 3c, from the 
logical description, as in Figure 3b, of 
the given problem using off-the-shelf 
numerical solvers; the logical descrip-
tion is in turn generated from the natu-
ral language description, as in Figure 
3a, using natural language translation 
technology; and 

 ˲ Perform brute-force search over a 
library of ruler-and-compass operators 
to find a construction, as in Figure 3d, 
that transforms the randomly selected 
input(s) into corresponding output(s). 

The search is performed over an ex-
tended library of ruler and compass 
operators that includes higher-level 
primitives, such as perpendicular and 
angular bisectors (Principle S2). The 
use of an extended library not only 
shortens the size of a solution (allow-
ing for efficient search) but also makes 
a solution more readable for students. 
On Gulwani et al.’s17 benchmark of 25 
problems, the extended library helped 
reduce the maximum solution size 
from 45 steps to 13 steps and increased 
the success rate from 75% to 100%. 

Natural deduction proofs. Natural 
deduction (taught in introductory logic 
courses in college) is a method for es-
tablishing the validity of arguments in 
propositional logic, where the conclu-
sion of an argument is derived from the 
premises through a series of discrete 
steps. Each one derives a proposition 

Figure 4. Solution generation for natural deduction:1 (a) sample inference rules; (b) sample  
replacement rules; (c) abstract proof of the problem in Figure 7b, with second column listing 
the 32-bit integer representation of the truth-table over five variables; (d) natural deduction 
proof of the problem in Figure 7b, with inference rule applications in bold; and (e) natural de-
duction proof of a problem similar to the one in Figure 7b with the same inference rule steps. 

Rule Name Premises Conc

Modus Ponens (MP) p→q, p q 

Hypo. Syllogism (HS) p→q, q→r p→r

Disj. Syllogism (DS) p∨q, ¬p q

Simplification (Simp) p∧q q

(a)

Step Proposition Reason

P1 x1 ∨ (x2 ∧ x3) Premise

P2 x1 → x4 Premise

P3 x4 → x5 Premise

1 (x1 ∨ x2)∧(x1∨x3) P1, Distr.

2 x1 ∨ x2 1, Simp.

3 x1 → x5 P2, P3, HS.

4 x2 ∨ x1 2, Comm.

5 ¬¬x2 ∨ x1 4, Double Neg

6 ¬x2 → x1 5, Implication

7 ¬x2 → x5 6, 3, HS.

8 ¬¬x2 ∨ x5 7, Implication

Conc x2 ∨ x5 8, Double Neg

Step Proposition Reason

P1 x1 ≡ x2 Premise

P2 x3 → ¬x2 Premise

P3 (x4 → x5) → x3 Premise

1 (x1→x2)∧(x2→x1) P1, Equivalence

2 x1 → x2 1, Simp.

3 (x4 → x5) → ¬x2 P3, P2, HS.

4 ¬¬x2 → ¬(x4→x5) 3, Transposition

5 x2 → ¬(x4 → x5) 4, Double Neg

6 x1 → ¬(x4 → x5) 2, 5, HS.

7 x1 → ¬(¬x4 ∨ x5) 6, Implication

8 x1 → (¬¬x4 ∧ ¬x5) 7, De Morgan’s

Conc x1 → (x4 ∧ ¬x5) 8, Double Neg.

(d)

(e)

Rule Name Proposition
Equivalent 
Proposition

Distribution p∨(q∧r) (p∨q)∧(p∨r)

Double  
Negation

p ¬¬p

Implication p→q ¬p∨q

Equivalence p≡q (p→q)∧(q→p)

p≡q (p∧q)∨(¬p∧¬q)

(b)

Step Truth-table Reason

P1 1048575 Premise

P2 4294914867 Premise

P3 3722304989 Premise

1 16777215 P1, Simp

2 4294923605 P2, P3, HS

3 1442797055 1, 2, HS

(c)
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first search for the complete proof) 
solved 57% of the same problems.1 

Problem Generation 
Generating fresh problems with spe-
cific solution characteristics (such as 
a certain difficulty level and set of con-
cepts) is tedious for the teacher. Auto-
mating the generation of fresh prob-
lems has several benefits: Generating 
problems similar to a given problem 
can help avoid copyright issues. It may 
not be legal to publish problems from 
textbooks on course websites. A prob-
lem-generation tool can give instructors 
a fresh source of problems for their as-
signments or lecture notes. It can also 
help prevent cheating23 in classrooms 
or MOOCs (with unsynchronized in-
struction) since each student can be 
given a different problem with the same 
difficulty level. And when a student fails 
to solve a problem and ends up looking 
at the sample solution, the student may 
be assigned a similar practice problem 
by an automated system, not necessar-
ily by human teacher. Generating prob-
lems with a given difficulty level and 
exercising a given set of concepts can 
help create personalized workflows for 
students. Students who solve a problem 
correctly may be given a problem more 
difficult than the last problem or that 
involves a richer set of concepts. 

On the other hand, fresh problems 
create new pedagogical challenges 
since teachers may no longer recognize 
the problems and students may be un-
able to discuss them with one another 
after assignment submission. These 
challenges can be mitigated through 
solution-generation and feedback- 
generation capabilities. 

Procedural problems. A procedural 
problem can be characterized by the 
trace it generates through the corre-
sponding procedure. Various features 
of the trace can then be used to iden-
tify the difficulty level of a procedural 
problem and the concepts it exercises; 
for instance, a trace that executes both 
sides of a branch (in multiple iterations 
through a loop) might exercise more 
concepts than the one that simply exe-
cutes only one side of that branch, and 
a trace that executes more iterations of 
a loop might be more difficult than the 
one that executes fewer iterations. 

Trace-based modeling allows for 
test-input-generation tools4 for gener-

ating problems with certain trace fea-
tures. Andersen et al.5 used this insight 
to automatically synthesize practice 
problems for elementary and middle 
school mathematics;5 Figure 5 out-
lines such automatic synthesis in the 
context of an addition procedure. Note 
various addition concepts can be mod-
eled as trace properties and, in partic-
ular, regular expressions over proce-
dure locations. Moreover, trace-based 
modeling allows for use of notions of 
procedure coverage34 to evaluate the 
comprehensiveness of a certain col-
lection of expert-designed problems 
and fill any holes. It also allows for 
defining a partial order over problems 
by defining a partial order over corre-
sponding traces based on trace fea-
tures (such as number of times a loop 
was executed and whether the excep-
tional case of a conditional branch 
was executed) and the set of n-grams 
present in the trace. Andersen et al.5 
used this partial order to synthesize 
progressions of problems and even 
to analyze and compare existing pro-
gressions across multiple textbooks. 

As part of follow-on work, Andersen 
et al. used their trace-based framework 
to synthesize a progression of thou-
sands of levels for Refraction, a popu-
lar math puzzle game. An A/B test with 
2,377 players (on the portal http://www.

newgrounds.com) showed automati-
cally synthesized progression can mo-
tivate players to play for similar lengths 
of time, as in the case of the original 
expert-designed progression. The me-
dian player in the synthesized progres-
sion group played 92% as long as the 
median player in the expert-designed 
progression group. 

Effective progressions are impor-
tant not just for school-based learning 
but also for usability and learnability in 
end-user applications. Many modern 
user applications have advanced fea-
tures, and learning them constitutes 
a major effort by the user. Designers 
have thus focused on trying to reduce 
the effort; for example, Dong et al.11 
created a series of mini-games to teach 
users advanced image-manipulation 
tasks in Adobe Photoshop. The Ander-
sen et al.5 methodology may assist in 
creating such tutorials and games by 
automatically generating progressions 
of tasks from procedural specifications 
of advanced tasks. 

Conceptual problems. Problem 
generation for certain conceptual 
problems can be likened to discover-
ing new theorems, a search-intensive 
activity that can be aided by domain-
specific strategies. However, two gen-
eral principles are useful across mul-
tiple subject domains: 

Figure 5. Problem generation for procedural problems:5 (a) addition procedure to add two 
numbers, instrumented with control locations on the right side; and (b) concepts expressed 
in terms of trace features and corresponding example inputs that satisfy those features 
(such example inputs can be generated through test-input-generation techniques). 

Concept Trace characteristic Example input

Single-digit addition L 3 + 2

Multiple-digit addition without carry LL+ 1234 + 8765

Single carry L*(LC)L* 1234 + 8757

Two single carries L*(LC)L+(LC)L* 1234 + 8857

Double carry L*(LCLC)L* 1234 + 8667

Triple carry L*(LCLCLC)L* 1234 + 8767

Extra digit in input and new digit in output L*CLDCE 9234 + 900

(b)

(a)

Add(int array A, int array B)
	  := Max(Len(A), Len(B));
 for i=0 to -1 .  • Loop over digits (L)
  if (i ≥ Len(A)) t := B[i];  • Different # of digits (D)
  else if (i ≥ Len(B)) t := A[i];  • Different # of digits (D)
  else t:=A[i]+B[i];
  if (C[i] == 1) t:=t+1;  • Carry from prev. step (C)
  if (t > 9) { R[i]:=t-10; C[i + 1]:=1; }
  else R[i] := t;
 if (C[] == 1) R[] := 1; • Extra digit in output (E)

http://mags.acm.org/communications/august_2014/TrackLink.action?pageName=75&exitLink=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newgrounds.com
http://mags.acm.org/communications/august_2014/TrackLink.action?pageName=75&exitLink=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newgrounds.com
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The proposition replacement inter-
face (see Figure 7a) finds replacements 
for a given premise or the conclusion 
in a given example problem. It gener-
ates those propositions as replace-
ments that ensure the new problem is 
well defined, or one whose conclusion 
is implied by the premises but not by 
any strict subset of the premises. This 
interface, based on Principle P1, in-
volves checking all possible small-size 
propositions as replacements. The 
validity of each candidate problem is 
checked by performing bitvector oper-
ations over bitvector-based truth table 
representation of the propositions20 
(Principle S1). A candidate problem is 
valid if the bitwise-and of the premise 
bitvectors is bitwise smaller than the 
conclusion bitvector. 

The similar problem-generation in-
terface finds problems with a solution 
that uses exactly the same sequence of 
inference rules used by a solution of an 
example problem. Figure 7b lists auto-
matically generated problems, given an 
example problem. Figure 4e describes 
a solution for the first new problem in 
Figure 7b. Observe this solution uses 
exactly the same sequence of inference 
rules (in bold) as the solution for the 
original example problem in Figure 
4d. The parameterized problem-gen-
eration interface finds problems with 
specific features (such as a given num-
ber of premises and variables, maxi-
mum size of propositions, and small-
est proof involving a given number of 
steps and given set of rules). Figure 
7c lists automatically generated prob-
lems, given some parameters. Both 
these interfaces find desired problems 
by performing a reverse search in the 
solution space (Principle P2) explored 
by the solution-generation technology 
for natural deduction described ear-
lier. The similar-problem-generation 
interface further uses the solution tem-
plate obtained from a solution of the 
example problem for search guidance 
(Principle P1). 

Feedback Generation 
Feedback generation may involve iden-
tifying whether or not a student’s solu-
tion is incorrect, why it is incorrect, and 
where or how it can be fixed. A teacher 
might even want to generate a hint to 
enable students to identify and/or fix 
mistakes on their own. In examination 

P1: Example-based template gener-
alization. This involves generalizing 
a given example problem into a tem-
plate and searching for all possible 
instantiations of the template for val-
id problems. Given the search space 
might be vast, it is usually applicable 
when the validity of a given candidate 
problem can be checked quickly. It 
does not necessarily require access 
to a solution-generation technology, 
though such technology can be used to 
ascertain the difficulty level of the gen-
erated problems; and 

P2: Problem generation as reverse of 
solution generation. This applies only to 
proof problems. The idea is to perform 
a reverse search in the solution-search 
space starting with the goal and leading 
up to the premises. It has the advantage 
of ensuring the generated problems 
have specific solution characteristics. 

The following sections illustrate 
how these principles are used in mul-
tiple subject domains. 

Algebraic proof problems. Problems 
that require proving algebraic identi-
ties (see Figure 6) are common in high 
school math curricula. Generating 
such problems is tedious for the teach-
er since the teacher cannot arbitrarily 
change constants (unlike in procedur-
al problems) or variables to generate a 
correct problem. 

The Singh et al.26 Algebra-problem-
generation methodology, as in Figure 
6, uses Principle P1 to generate fresh 
problems similar to a given example 
problem. First, a given example prob-
lem is generalized into a template with 
a hole for each operator in the original 
problem to be replaced by another op-
erator of the same type signature. The 
teacher can guide the template-gen-
eralization process by providing more 
example problems or manually edit-
ing the initially generated template. All 
possible instantiations of the template 
are automatically enumerated, and the 
validity of an instantiation is checked 
by testing on random inputs. The prob-
abilistic soundness of such a check 
follows from Property 1. The method-
ology works for identities over analytic 
functions involving common algebraic 
operators, including trigonometry, in-
tegration, differentiation, logarithm, 
and exponentiation. Note the method-
ology would not be feasible if symbolic 
reasoning were used (instead of ran-
dom testing) to check the validity of a 
candidate instantiation since symbolic 
reasoning is much slower (Principle 
S1) and the density of valid instantia-
tions is often quite low. 

Natural deduction problems. Figure 
7 covers three interfaces for generat-
ing new natural deduction problems:1 

Figure 6. Problem generation for algebraic-proof problems involving identities over analytic 
functions (such as trigonometry and determinants);26 a given problem is generalized into a 
template, and valid instantiations are found by testing on random values for free variables. 

Example
Problem

sin A
1 + cos A

+

+ = 2T5 A
= c F9(x, y, z)

where Ti ∈ {cos, sin, tan, cot, sec, csc}
where Fi (0 ≤ i ≤ 8) and F9 are homogeneous polynomials 

of degrees 2 and 6 respectively,
 ∀(i, j) ∈ {(4,0), (8,4), (5, 1), . . .} : Fi = Fj [x→y; y→z; z→x], 

and c ∈ {±1, ±2, . . ., ±10}.

⇓

Generalized
Problem 
Template

New 
Similar
Problems

⇓

cos A
1 – sin A

+ = 2 tan A1 – sin A
cos A

cos A
1 + sin A

+ = 2 sec A1 + sin A
cos A

cot A
1 + csc A

+ = 2 sec A1 + csc A
cot A

tan A
1 + sec A

+ = 2 csc A1 + sec A
tan A

sin A
1 – cos A

+ = 2 cot A1 – cos A
sin A

T1 A
1 ± T2 A T4A

1 ± T3 A

1 + cos A
 sin A

= 2 csc A = 2xyz(x + y + z)3
(x + y)2

zx
yz

F0(x, y, z)
F3(x, y, z)
F6(x, y, z)

F1(x, y, z)
F4(x, y, z)
F7(x, y, z)

F2(x, y, z)
F5(x, y, z)
F8(x, y, z)

zx
(y + z)2

xy

zy
xy

(z + x)2

= 2(xy + yz + zx)3
y2

(z + y)2

z2

x2

z2

(x + z)2

(y + x)2

y2

x2

= xyz(x + y + z)3
–xy

zx + z2

xy + x2

yz + y2

–yz
xy + x2

yz + y2

zx + z2

–zx

= 4x2y2z2
yz + y2

yz 
zx
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zx + z2

zx

xy 
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xy + x2
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settings, the teacher would even like to 
award a numerical grade. 

Automating feedback generation is 
important for several reasons: First, it 
is quite difficult and time-consuming 
for a human teacher to identify what 
mistake a student has made. As a re-
sult, teachers often take several days 
to return graded assignments to their 
students. In contrast, if students get 
immediate feedback (due to automa-
tion), it can help them realize and 
learn from their mistakes faster and 
better. Furthermore, maintaining 
grade consistency across students and 
graders is difficult. The same grader 
may award different scores to two 
very similar solutions, while different 
graders may award different scores to 
the same solution. 

Procedural problems. Generating 
feedback for procedural problems is 
relatively easy (compared to concep-
tual problems) since they all have a 
unique solution; the student’s attempt 
can simply be syntactically compared 
with the unique solution. While stu-
dent errors may include careless mis-
takes or incorrect fact recall, one com-
mon class of mistakes students make 
in procedural problems is employing 
a wrong algorithm. Van Lehn30 identi-
fied more than 100 bugs students in-
troduce in subtraction alone. Ashlock7 
identified a set of buggy computational 
patterns for a variety of algorithms 
based on real student data. Here are 
two bugs Ashlock described for the ad-
dition procedure (see Figure 5a): 

 ˲ Add each column and write the 
sum below each column, even if it is 
greater than nine; and 

 ˲ Add each column from left to 
right; if the sum is greater than nine, 

write the 10s digit beneath the column 
and the ones digit above the column 
to the right. 

All such bugs have a clear proce-
dural meaning and can be captured 
as a procedure. The buggy procedures 
can be automatically synthesized from 
examples of incorrect student traces 
using the same PBE technology dis-
cussed earlier in the context of solution 
generation for procedural problems. 
In fact, each of the 40 bugs described 
by Ashlock7 is illustrated with a set of 
five to eight example traces, and An-
dersen et al.6 were able to synthesize 28 
(out of 40) buggy procedures from their 
example traces. 

Identifying buggy procedures has 
multiple benefits; for instance, it can 
inform teachers about a student’s mis-
conceptions. It can also be used to au-
tomatically generate a progression of 
problems specifically tailored to high-
lighting differences between the correct 
procedure and the buggy procedure. 

Aleven et.al.2 used PBE technology 
to generalize demonstrations of cor-
rect and incorrect behaviors provided 
upfront by the teacher. While their 
generalization is restricted to loop-
free procedures, teachers are able to 
add annotations as feedback to stu-
dents who get stuck or follow a known 
incorrect path. 

Conceptual problems. Feedback 
for proof problems can be generated by 
checking correctness of each individu-
al step (assuming students are using a 
correct proof methodology) and using 
a solution-generation technology to 
generate proof completions from the 
onset of any incorrect step.13 Here, this 
article focuses on feedback generation 
for construction problems, including 

two general principles useful across 
multiple subject domains: 

F1: Edit distance. The idea is to find 
the smallest set of edits to the stu-
dent’s solution that will transform it 
into a correct solution. Such feedback 
informs students about where the er-
ror is in their solution and how it can 
be fixed. An interesting twist is to find 
the smallest set of edits to the problem 
description that will transform it into 
one that corresponds to the student’s 
incorrect solution, thus capturing the 
common mistake of misunderstand-
ing the problem description. Such 
feedback can inform students as to 
why their solution is incorrect. The 
number and type of edits can be used 
as a criterion for awarding numerical 
grades; and 

F2: Counterexamples. The idea is 
to find input examples on which a 
student’s solution does not behave 
correctly. Such feedback informs the 
student about why the solution is in-
correct. The density of such inputs 
can be used as a criterion for awarding 
grades. 

The following illustrates how these 
principles are used in different subject 
domains: 

Introductory programming assign-
ments. The standard approach to grad-
ing programming assignments is to 
examine its behavior on a set of test 
inputs that can be written manually or 
generated automatically.4 Douce et al.12 
surveyed various systems developed 
for automated grading of program-
ming assignments. Failing test inputs, 
or counterexamples, can provide guid-
ance as to why a given solution is incor-
rect (Principle F2). However, this guid-
ance alone is not ideal, especially for 

Figure 7. Problem-generation interfaces for natural deduction problems;1 (a) proposition replacement; (b) similar-problem generation; and 
(c) parameterized-problem generation. 

¬x4

x4 ≡ x5

x4 ≡ x2

x4 → x2

x4 → ¬x1

(a)

(b) (c)

Some replacements 
for Premise 3 in 
Example Problem 
in (b):

Parameters: # of premises = 3, Size of propositions ≤ 4, 
 # of variables = 3, # of inference steps = 2, 
 Inference rules = { DS, HS }

Premise 1 Premise 2 Premise 3 Conclusion

Example Problem

x1 ∨ (x2 ∧ x3) x1 → x4 x4 → x5 x2 ∨ x5

New Similar Problems

x1 ≡ x2 x3 → ¬x2 (x4 → x5) → x3 x1 → (x4 ∧ ¬x5)

x1 ∧ (x2 → x3) (x1 ∨ x4) → ¬x5 x2 ∨ x5 (x1 ∨ x4) → ¬x3

(x1 ∨ x2) → x3 x3 → (x1 ∧ x4) (x1 ∧ x4) → x5 x1 → x5

(x1 → x2) → x3 x3 → ¬x4 x1 ∨ (x5 ∨ x4) x5 ∨ (x2 → x1)

x1 → (x2 ∧ x3) x4 → ¬x2 (x3 ≡ x5) → x4 x1 → (x3 ≡ ¬x5)

Premise 1 Premise 2 Premise 3 Conclusion

(x1 → x3) → x2 x2 → x3 ¬x3 x1 ∧ ¬x3

x3 → x1 (x3 ≡ x1) → x2 ¬x2 x1 ∧ ¬x3

(x1 ≡ x3) ∨ (x1 ≡ x2) (x1 ≡ x2) → x3 ¬x3 x1 ≡ x3

x1 ≡ ¬x3 x2 ∨ x1 x3 → ¬x2 x1 ∧ ¬x3

x3 → x1 x1 → (x2 ∧ x3) x3 → ¬x2 ¬x3
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While the Singh et al. tool makes no as-
sumption as to the algorithms or plans 
students can use, a key limitation is it 
cannot provide feedback on student at-
tempts with big conceptual errors that 
cannot be fixed through local rewrite 
rules. Moreover, the Singh et al. tool is 
limited to providing feedback on func-
tional equivalence, as opposed to per-
formance or design patterns. 

Automata constructions. Determinis-
tic finite automaton (DFA) is a simple 
but powerful computational model 
with diverse applications and hence 
is a standard part of computer science 
education. JFLAP24 is a widely used sys-
tem for teaching automata and formal 
languages that allows for constructing, 
testing, and conversion between com-
putational models but does not sup-
port grading. The following paragraphs 
explore a technique for automated 
grading of automata constructions.3 

Consider the problem of construct-
ing a DFA over alphabet {a, b} for the 
regular language L = {s | s contains the 
substring “ab” exactly twice}. Figure 
9 includes five attempts submitted by 
different students and the respective 
feedback generated by the Alur et al.3 
automata grading tool. The underlying 
technique involves identifying different 
kinds of feedback, including edit dis-
tance over both solution and problem 
(Principle F1) and counterexamples 
(Principle F2), with each feedback as-
sociated with a numerical grade. The 
feedback that corresponds to the best 
numerical grade is then reported to the 
student. The reported feedback for the 
third attempt is based on edit distance 
to a correct solution, and the grade is 
a function of the number and kind of 
edits needed to convert the student’s 
incorrect automaton into a correct au-
tomaton. In contrast, the rest of the 
incorrect attempts have a large edit 
distance and hence are based on other 
kinds of feedback. The second attempt 
and the last attempt correspond to a 
slightly different language description; 
that is, L′ = {s | s contains the substring 
“ab” at least twice}, possibly reflecting 
the common student mistake of mis-
reading the problem description. The 
reported feedback here is based on edit 
distance over problem descriptions, 
and the associated grade is a function of 
the number and kind of edits required. 
The reported feedback for the fourth at-

beginners who find it difficult to map 
counterexamples to errors in their 
code. An edit-distance-based tech-
nique27 offers guidance on fixing an in-
correct solution (Principle F1). 

Consider the problem of computing 
the derivative of a polynomial whose coef-
ficients are represented as a list of integers, 
teaching conditionals and iteration over 
lists (see Figure 8a for a reference solu-
tion). For this problem, students struggled 
with low-level Python semantics involving 
list indexing and iteration bounds. Stu-
dents also struggled with conceptual as-
pects of the problem (such as missing the 
corner case of handling lists consisting of 
single element). A teacher could leverage 
this knowledge of common example er-
rors to define an edit distance model con-
sisting of a set of weighted rewrite rules 
that capture potential corrections (along 
with their cost) for mistakes students 
might make in their solutions. Figure 8b 
includes sample rewrite rules: The first 
such rule transforms the index in a list 
access; the second transforms the right-
hand side of a constant initialization; and 
the third transforms the arguments for 
the range function. 

Figure 8c–e show three student pro-
grams, together with respective feed-
back generated by Singh et al.’s pro-
gram-grading tool.27 The underlying 
technique involves exploring the space 
of all candidate programs, applying 
teacher-provided rewrite rules to the 
student’s incorrect program, to syn-
thesize a candidate program equiva-
lent to the reference solution while 
requiring a minimum number of cor-
rections. For this purpose, the under-
lying technique leverages SKETCH,28 
a state-of-the-art program synthesizer 
that employs a SAT-based algorithm 
to complete program sketches (pro-
grams with holes) so they meet a given 
specification. Singh et al. evaluated 
their tool on thousands of real student 
attempts (at programming problems) 
obtained from the 2012 Introduction 
to Programming course at MIT (6.00) 
and MITx (6.00x).27 The tool generated 
feedback (up to four corrections) on 
over 64% of all submitted solutions 
that were incorrect in about 10 sec-
onds on average. 

Intention-based matching ap-
proaches19 match plans in student 
programs with those in a preexisting 
knowledgebase to provide feedback. 

The underlying 
technique involves 
exploring the space 
of all candidate 
programs, applying 
teacher-provided 
rewrite rules to 
the student’s 
incorrect program, 
to synthesize a 
candidate program 
equivalent to the 
reference solution 
while requiring a 
minimum number 
of corrections. 
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tempt, which does not involve a small 
edit distance, is based on counterexam-
ples. The grade here is a function of the 
density of counterexamples, with more 
weight given to smaller-size counter-
examples since students ought to have 
checked the correctness of their con-
struction on smaller strings. 

To automatically generate feedback, 
Alur et al.3 formalized problem descrip-
tions using a logic called MOSEL, an ex-
tension of the classical monadic-second 
order logic (MSO) with some syntactic 
sugar that allows defining regular lan-
guages in a concise, natural way. In MO-
SEL, the languages L and L′ can be de-
scribed by the formulas |indOf(ab)| = 2 
and |indOf(ab)| ≥ 2 respectively, where 
the indOf constructor returns the set 
of all indices where the argument string 
occurs. Their automata-grader tool 
implements synthesis algorithms that 
translate MOSEL descriptions into au-
tomata and vice versa. The MOSEL-to-
automaton synthesizer rewrites MOSEL 
descriptions into MSO, then leverages 
standard techniques to transform an 
MSO formula into the corresponding 
automaton. The automaton-to-MOSEL 
synthesizer uses brute-force search to 
enumerate MOSEL formulas in order of 
increasing size to find one that matches 
a given automaton. Edit distance is then 
computed based on notions of automa-
ta distance or tree distance (in case of 
problem descriptions), while counter-
examples are computed using automa-
ta difference. 

Alur et al.3 evaluated their automata-
grader tool on 800+ student attempts 
to solve several problems from an 
automata course—CS373 at the Uni-
versity of Illinois at Urbana Champaign 
in Spring 2013. Each submission 
was graded by two instructors and 
the tool. For one of these represen-
tative problems, instructors were in-
correct (having given full marks to 
an incorrect attempt) or inconsistent 
(same instructor having given differ-
ent marks to syntactically equivalent 
attempts) for 20% of attempts. For 
another 25% of attempts, there was 
at least a three (out of 10) points dis-
crepancy between the tool and one of 

the instructors; in more than 60% of 
these cases, the instructor conclud-
ed (after re-reviewing) that the tool’s 
grade was more fair. The two instruc-
tors thus concluded that the tool is 
preferable to humans for consistency 
and scalability. 

The automata grading tool3 has 
been deployed online, providing live 
feedback and a variety of hints. In Fall 
2013, Alur et al.,3 together with Bjoern 
Hartmann of the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, conducted a user study 
around the utility of the tool at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania and the Univer-
sity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 
observing such hints were helpful, in-

Figure 8. Automated grading of introductory programming problems:27 (a) reference implementation (in Python) for the problem of computing 
a derivative of a polynomial; (b) rewrite rules that capture common errors; and (c), (d), and (e) denoting three different student submissions, 
along with respective feedback generated automatically. 

(a)

(b) (c) (d) (e)

def computeDeriv(poly): 
result = [] 
for i in range(len(poly)):
 result += [i * poly[i]]
if len(poly) == 1: 
 return result
 # return [0]
else: 
 return result[1:]
 # remove the leading 0

def computeDeriv(poly): 
deriv, zero = [], 0 
if (len(poly) == 1):
 return deriv
for e in range(0,len(poly)):
 if (poly[e] == 0):
  zero += 1
 else
  deriv.append(poly[e]*e)
return deriv

def computeDeriv(poly): 
idx = 1
deriv = list([])
plen = len(poly)
while idx <= plen:
 coeff = poly.pop(1)
 deriv +– [coeff*idx]
 idx = idx + 1
 if len(poly) < 2:
  return deriv

def computeDeriv(poly): 
length=int(len(poly)–1)
i = length
deriv = range(1,length)
if len(poly) == 1:
 deriv = [0.0]
else:
 while i >= 0:
  new = poly[i] * i
  i –= 1
  deriv[i] = new
return deriv

  x[a] → x[{a + 1, a – 1, ?a}]
 x = n → x = {n + 1, n – 1, 0}
range(a0, a1) →
   range({0, 1, a0 – 1, a0 + 1},
    {a1 + 1, a1 – 1})

The program requires 3 changes:
• In the return statement return deriv in 

line 4, replace deriv by [0].
• In the comparison expression  

(poly[e] == 0) in line 6, change  
(poly[e] == 0) to False.

• In the expression range (0, len(poly)) in 
line 5, increment 0 by 1.

The program requires 1 change:
• In the function computeDeriv,  

add the base case to return [0] for 
len(poly) = 1.

The program requires 2 changes:
• In the expression range(1, length) in 

line 4, increment length by 1.
• In the comparison expression (i >= 0) in 

line 8, change operator >= to !=.

Figure 9. Automated grading of automata problems:3 several student attempts to con-
struct an automaton that accepts strings containing the substring “ab” exactly twice, 
along with automatically generated feedback and grade. 
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creased student perseverance, and im-
proved problem-completion time. 

Conclusion 
Providing personalized and interactive 
education (as in one-on-one tutoring) 
remains an unsolved problem in stan-
dard classrooms. The arrival of MOOCs, 
despite being an opportunity for sharing 
quality instruction with a large number 
of students, exacerbates the problem 
with an even higher student-to-teacher 
ratio. Recent advances in computer sci-
ence can be brought together to rethink 
intelligent tutoring,33 with the phenom-
enal rise of online education making 
this investment very timely. 

This article has summarized re-
cently published work from different 
areas of computer science, including 
programming languages,17,27 artificial 
intelligence,1,3,26 and human-computer 
interaction.5 It also reveals a common 
thread in this interdisciplinary line of 
work, namely the use of examples as an 
input to the underlying algorithms (for 
intent understanding), as an output of 
these algorithms (for generating the in-
tended artifact), or even inside these al-
gorithms (for inductive reasoning). This 
may enable other researchers to apply 
these principles to develop similar tech-
niques for other subject domains. This 
article should inform educators about 
new advances to assist various educa-
tional activities, allowing them to think 
more creatively about curriculum and 
pedagogical reforms; for instance, these 
advances can enable development of 
gaming layers that take computational 
thinking into K–12 classrooms. 

This article has applied a rather tech-
nical perspective to computer-aided 
education. While the technologies can 
affect education in a positive manner, 
computer-aided education researchers 
must still devise ways to quantify its ben-
efits on student learning, which may be 
critical to attract funding. Furthermore, 
this article has discussed only logical-
reasoning-based techniques, but these 
techniques can be augmented with 
complementary techniques that lever-
age large student populations and data 
whose availability is facilitated by recent 
interest in online education platforms 
like Khan Academy and MOOCs; for in-
stance, large amounts of student data 
can be used to collect different correct 
solutions to a (proof) problem, which in 

turn can be used to generate feedback13 
or discover effective learning pathways 
to guide problem selection. Large stu-
dent populations can be leveraged to 
crowdsource tasks that are difficult to 
automate,31 as in peer grading.21 A syn-
ergistic combination of logical reason-
ing, machine learning, and crowdsourc-
ing methods may lead to self-improving 
advanced intelligent tutoring systems 
that can revolutionize all education. 
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THE MAXIMUM FLOW  problem and its dual, the 
minimum cut problem, are classical combinatorial 
optimization problems with many applications in 
science and engineering; see, for example, Ahuja et al.1 
The problem is a special case of linear programming 
and can be solved using general linear programming 
techniques or their specializations (such as the 
network simplex method9). However, special-purpose 
algorithms are more efficient. Moreover, algorithm 
design techniques and data structures developed to 
compute maximum flows are useful for other problems 
as well. Although a special case of linear programming, 
the maximum flow problem is general enough so 
several important problems (such as the maximum 
bipartite matching problem) reduce to it.

Here, we survey basic techniques behind efficient 
maximum flow algorithms, starting with the history 
and basic ideas behind the fundamental maximum 

flow algorithms, then explore the al-
gorithms in more detail. We restrict 
ourselves to basic maximum flow al-
gorithms and do not cover interest-
ing special cases (such as undirected 
graphs, planar graphs, and bipartite 
matchings) or generalizations (such as 
minimum-cost and multi-commodity 
flow problems).

Before formally defining the maxi-
mum flow and the minimum cut prob-
lems, we give a simple example of 
each problem: For the maximum flow 
example, suppose we have a graph that 
represents an oil pipeline network 
from an oil well to an oil depot. Each 
arc has a capacity, or maximum num-
ber of liters per second that can flow 
through the corresponding pipe. The 
goal is to find the maximum number of 
liters per second (maximum flow) that 
can be shipped from well to depot. For 
the minimum cut problem, we want 
to find the set of pipes of the smallest 
total capacity such that removing the 
pipes disconnects the oil well from the 
oil depot (minimum cut).

The maximum flow, minimum cut 
theorem says the maximum flow value 
is equal to the minimum cut capacity. 
This fundamental theorem has many 
applications, particularly in the design 
of maximum flow algorithms.

We distinguish between flow algo-
rithms that are polynomial or strongly 
polynomial. We denote the number of 
vertices and arcs in the input network 
by n and m, respectively. For polyno-
mial algorithms, the arc capacities are 
integral, with U denoting the largest 
capacity; capacities can be represented 
by O(logU)-bit integers. (In practice, 
it is reasonable to assume capacities 
are integral; as implemented by com-
puter hardware, even floating point 
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 key insights
    The idea of augmenting along shortest 

paths leads to polynomial-time algorithms.

    Data structures and fine-grain 
operations lead to faster algorithms.

    Discriminating based on residual 
capacities when assigning arc lengths 
leads to improved time bounds.
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numbers are represented as integers.) 
A polynomial algorithm is one with a 
worst-case time bound polynomial in 
n, m, and log U. For many applications, 
algorithms manipulate numbers that 
fit in a machine word, and elementary 
arithmetic operations take unit time. 
We assume this is the case when stating 
polynomial bounds. A strongly polyno-
mial algorithm is one with a worst-case 
time bound polynomial in n and m, 
even if capacities are arbitrary real 
numbers, assuming a computational 
model in which elementary arith-
metic operations on real numbers 
take unit time. Strongly polynomial 
algorithms are more natural from a 

combinatorial point of view, as only 
their arithmetic operation complex-
ity depends on the input number 
size, and other operation counts are 
independent of the size.

The first special-purpose algorithm 
for the maximum flow problem was the 
augmenting path method developed by 
Ford and Fulkerson.14 This method is, in 
general, not polynomial time but can be 
made so. One way to do this is through 
scaling, as introduced by Dinic.11

Edmonds and Karp12 introduced the 
shortest augmenting path method, mak-
ing the Ford-Fulkerson method strongly 
polynomial. To define path lengths, the 
Edmonds-Karp method uses the unit 

length function, which sets the length 
of each arc to one. Edmonds and Karp 
note that other length functions can be 
used but do not seem to lead to better 
time bounds. The key to the analysis is 
the observation that the shortest aug-
menting path length is non-decreasing 
and must eventually increase.

The blocking flow method augments 
along a maximal set of shortest paths by 
finding a blocking flow. Such augmenta-
tion increases the shortest augment-
ing path length and thereby speeds up 
the shortest augmenting path method. 
Blocking flows are implicit in Dinic’s 
algorithm10 and made explicit by  
Karzanov,23 who also introduced a 
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maximum flow algorithm. Note a 
decomposition of flows into paths can 
have a size of Ω(nm). This makes O(nm) 
a natural target bound. In 2013, Orlin27 
developed an algorithm that achieves 
this bound.

The flow decomposition size is not a 
lower bound for computing maximum 
flows. A flow can be represented in O(m) 
space, and dynamic trees can be used 
to augment flow on a path in logarith-
mic time. Furthermore, the unit capac-
ity problem on a graph with no parallel 
arcs can be solved in  
time,13,22 which is much better than 
O(nm). For a quarter century, there was 
a big gap between the unit capacity 
case and the general case. The gap was 
narrowed by Goldberg and Rao,17 who 
obtained an O(min(n2/3, )m log(n2/m) 
log U)-time algorithm for the problem 
with integral capacities.

To achieve this bound, Goldberg and 
Rao used a non-unit length function. In 
combination with new design and anal-
ysis techniques, this leads to the binary 
blocking flow algorithm that achieves 
the bound mentioned earlier. As the 
name implies, the algorithm is based on 
blocking flows. No comparable bound 
for the push-relabel method is known. 
This fact revives the theoretical impor-
tance of the blocking flow method.

Here, we assume familiarity with basic 
graph algorithms, including breadth- and 
depth-first search and have organized the 
article as follows: After introducing basic 
definitions, we discuss the algorithms. 
Our presentation is informal, including 
intuitive algorithm descriptions and the 
corresponding time bounds, but omits 
technical details, which can be found in 
the references.

Background
The input to the maximum flow prob-
lem is (G, s, t, u), where G = (V, A) is a 
directed graph with vertex set V and arc 
set A, s ∈ V is the source, t ∈ V is the sink 
(with s ≠ t), and u : A ⇒ R+ is the strictly 
positive capacity function. We some-
times assume capacities are integers 
and denote the largest capacity by U.

A flow f is a function on A that sat-
isfies capacity constraints on all arcs 
and conservation constraints at all 
vertices except s and t. The capac-
ity constraint for a ∈ A is 0 ≤ f (a) ≤ 
u(a) (flow does not exceed capacity). 
The conservation constraint for v is  

relaxation of flow called a “preflow” that 
allows an algorithm to change the flow 
on a single arc instead of on an entire 
augmenting path. Arc flow is updated 
through a push operation. Preflows 
allow faster algorithms for finding 
blocking flows.

An interesting special case of the 
maximum flow problem involves all 
arcs having unit capacities. As shown 
independently by Karzanov22 and Even 
and Tarjan,13 the blocking flow algo-
rithm in this case achieves better time 
bounds than in the general case for two 
reasons: the number of blocking flow 
computations is reduced, and the com-
putations are faster—linear time in the 
graph size.

The operations of a blocking flow 
algorithm can be divided into two parts: 
those that manipulate distances and 
those that manipulate flows. In theory, 
the latter dominate, motivating devel-
opment of data structures that allow 
changing flow values on a path more 
efficiently than one arc at a time. The 
first such data structure was developed 
by Galil and Naamad.15 A few years 
later, Sleator and Tarjan29,30 introduced 
the dynamic tree data structure, allow-
ing changing flow values on a path 
with k arcs in O(log k) time. This led to 
improvement in the theoretical time 
bound for finding a blocking flow, mak-
ing it almost linear.

Goldberg and Tarjan18 developed the 
push-relabel method as an alternative 
to the blocking flow method.a It main-
tains a preflow and updates it through 
push operations. It introduces the rela-
bel operation to perform fine-grain 
updates of the vertex distances. Push 
and relabel operations are local; that 
is, they apply to a single arc and vertex, 
respectively. These fine-grain opera-
tions provide additional flexibility that 
can be used to design faster algorithms. 
The fastest general-purpose maximum 
flow codes are based on the push-relabel 
method.7,16

For arbitrary real-valued capacities, 
the blocking flow problem can be solved 
in O(m log(n2/m) ) time,19 giving an  
O(nm log(n2/m) ) bound for the 

a The push-relabel method is sometimes called 
the preflow-push method, which is mislead-
ing, as Karzanov’s algorithm uses preflows 
and the push operation but does not use the 
relabel operation and is therefore not a push-
relabel algorithm.

The maximum 
flow, minimum cut 
theorem says  
the maximum flow 
value is equal  
to the minimum  
cut capacity.
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∑(u,v)∈A f (u, v) = ∑(v,w)∈ A  f(v, w) (the incom-
ing flow is equal to the outgoing flow). The 
flow value is the net flow into the sink:  
|f| = ∑(v,t)∈ A f (v, t) − ∑(t,v)∈ A f (t, v). If | f | 
is as large as possible, f is a maximum 
flow. A cut is a bipartition of the vertices 
S ∪ T = V with s ∈  S, t ∈  T.b The capacity of a 
cut is defined by u(S,T) = ∑v∈S,w∈T, (v,w)∈ Au(S,T) 
(the sum of capacities of arcs from S to 
T ). The max-flow/min-cut theorem14 says 
the maximum flow value is equal to the 
minimum cut capacity. Figures 1 and 2 
give an input network and a maximum 
flow on it, respectively.

Without loss of generality, we assume 
G is connected. Then m ≥ n − 1 and 
therefore n + m = O(m). We can also 
assume the graph has no parallel arcs, 
since we can combine parallel arcs and 
add their capacities.

Residual Graph and 
Augmenting Paths
An important notion for flow algorithms 
is a residual graph, encoding the possi-
ble changes of flow on arcs in a way that 
facilitates algorithm design. Suppose 
we have an arc a = (v, w) with u(a) = 9 and 
f (a) = 4. We can then increase the flow on 
a by up to five units without violating 
the capacity constraint. Furthermore, 
we can decrease the flow on a by up to 
four units. We would like to interpret 
decreasing flow on an arc a = (v.w) 
as increasing flow on the reverse arc 
aR = (w, v).

Given a flow f in G, we define the 
residual graph Gf = (V, Af) as follows: Af 
contains arcs a ∈ A such that f (a) < u(a) 
and arcs aR : a ∈ A such that f (a) > 0. We 
call these forward and reverse resid-
ual arcs, respectively. We define the 
residual capacity uf to be u(a) − f (a) for 
the former and f (aR) for the latter. For 
every arc a ∈ A, Gf contains the forward 
arc, the reverse arc, or both. Figure 3 
gives the residual graph for the flow 
in Figure 2. Note the residual graph 
can have parallel arcs even if the input 
graph is simple, as it can contain both 
an arc and its reversal.

A flow g in Gf defines the flow f ′ in 
G as follows: For a forward arc a ∈ Gf , 
f ′(a) = f (a) + g (a); for a reverse arc a ∈ Gf , 
f ′(aR) = f (aR) − g (a). Seeing that f ′ is a 

b Formally, this defines an s-t cut, though, here, 
we deal only with s-t cuts; in the literature, a 
minimum cut may also refer to the minimum 
cut value over all s, t pairs of minimum s-t cuts.

valid flow is straightforward.
An augmenting path is a path from 

s to t in Gf. Given an augmenting path 
P, we can augment f as follows: Let δ be 
the minimum residual capacity of the 
arcs on P and g be the flow of value on P.  
The corresponding flow f ′ on G has 
| f ′| = | f | + δ > | f |. An augmenting path 
can be found in O(m) time (such as by 
using breadth- or depth-first search).

Note that during an augmentation, 
at least one arc of P has residual capac-
ity δ before the augmentation and zero 
after the augmentation. We say such an 
arc is saturated by the augmentation. 
Saturated arcs are deleted from Gf . An 
arc a is added to Gf if uf (a) is zero before 
the augmentation, and the augmenta-
tion increases the flow on aR.

Using the max-flow/min-cut theo-
rem, one can show a flow f has maximum 
value if and only if Gf does not contain an 
augmenting path. This motivates the 
augmenting path algorithm: while Gf 
contains an augmenting path, find such 
a path and augment the flow on it.

If capacities are integral, the aug-
menting path algorithm always ter-
minates, since each augmentation 
increases the flow value by at least one. 
This observation, and the fact that the 
capacity of the cut ({s}, V − {s}) is O(nU), 
gives a pseudo-polynomial bound of 
O(nmU) on the algorithm’s running 
time. The bound is not polynomial 
because U can be exponential in the 
size of the problem input. If the capaci-
ties are real-valued, the algorithm need 
not terminate. As we shall see later, 
variants of this algorithm do run in 
polynomial time.

Scaling
Scaling is one way to make the augment-
ing path algorithm polynomial-time if the 
capacities are integral.

Recall that U is the largest arc capac-
ity and let k = élog2 Uù + 1, the number 
of bits needed to represent capacities. 
For i = 0, . . .,k, define ui(a) = ëu(a)/2k−iû. 
Note u0 ≡ 0, and for i > 0, ui is defined by 
the i most significant bits of u. The zero 
flow is maximum for u0.

Given a maximum flow fi for 
capacities ui (0 ≤ i < k), the algo-
rithm computes a maximum flow 
fi+1 for capacities ui+1 as follows. Note 
ui+1 = 2ui + bi+1, where bi+1(a) is the  
(i + 1)-st most significant bit of u(a). Thus 
f = 2fi is a feasible flow for capacities ui+1. 

We start with f and apply the augment-
ing path algorithm to compute fi+1.

To bound the number of augmenta-
tions, consider a minimum cut (S, T) 
for capacities ui. Since ff is a maximum 
flow, for every arc a from S to T we have 
ui(a) = fi(a), and thus for the initial flow f, 
we have ui+1(a) − f (a) ≤ 1. Therefore |f | is 
within m of maximum, and we need at 
most m augmentations to compute fi+1 
from fi. The running time of the scaling 
algorithm is thus O(m2 log U).

Shortest Augmenting Paths
Define the length of every arc in Gf to be 
one, and suppose we always choose a 
shortest augmenting path. This is nat-
ural, since breadth-first search finds 
shortest augmenting paths and takes 
linear time.

Consider a shortest-path augmenta-
tion. Let d(v) denote the distance from 
a vertex v to t in Gf, and let k = d(s). For 
an arc (v, w) on the augmenting path, 
we have d(v) = d(w) + 1. Therefore the 
reverse arc (w, v) is not on a path from 
s to t of length k or less. The augmenta-
tion deletes at least one arc on a path 

Figure 1. Input example.
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be reused later. In particular, the saved 
paths are linked during the augment-
ing path search, work that is amortized 
over the search for augmenting paths. 
Flow augmentation is performed using 
dynamic tree operations, at the cost of 
the logarithm of the corresponding 
augmenting path length. This appli-
cation of dynamic trees reduces the 
running time of the blocking flow 
algorithm from O(nm) to O(m log n). By 
restricting the maximum tree size and 
using additional data structures, this 
bound can be further improved to O(m 
log(n2/m) ),19 yielding an O(nm log(n2/m) ) 
maximum flow algorithm.

Although dynamic trees yield the best 
worst-case bounds, they have so far not 
been used in practical implementations 
because most practical instances are 
relatively easy, and the constant factors 
in dynamic tree implementations are 
relatively large.

Push-Relabel Method
The blocking flow algorithm uses 
global operations (such as building 
the auxiliary network and augment-
ing along a path). The push-relabel 
method uses local operations. These 
fine-grain operations give the method 
more flexibility, which can be used to 
make the method faster in practice.

Following Karzanov,23 the push-relabel 
method uses preflows. Preflows are like 
flows, but the conservation constraints 
are relaxed: ∑(u, v)∈A f (u, v) ≥ ∑(v,w)∈A f (v, w)  
for all v ∈  V − {s, t} (the incoming flow 
is at least the outgoing flow). We define 
excess by ef (v) = ∑(u, v)∈A f(u, v) − ∑(v,w)∈A f (v, w). 
A vertex with excess can push some of it 
to its residual neighbor. Intuitively, we 
want to push only to a neighbor that is 
closer to the sink. Karzanov23 uses dis-
tances in the auxiliary network to deter-
mine where to push flow.

The push-relabel method replaces 
the distances by a valid labeling, a 
relaxation of distances that can be 
updated locally. Given a flow f, we say 
a function d : V → N is a valid labeling 
if d(t) = 0 and for every (v, w) ∈ Af , we 
have d(v) ≤ d(w) + 1. One can show a 
valid labeling gives lower bounds on 
distances to t. In particular, if d(v) ≥ n,  
then there is no path from v to t in 
Gf, meaning v is on the source side of 
some minimum cut.

The push-relabel method maintains 
a preflow f and a valid distance labeling 

from s to t of length k and does not add 
any arcs on paths from s to t of length 
k or less. This observation leads to 
the key monotonicity property of the 
shortest augmenting path algorithm: 
For every vertex v, residual graph dis-
tances from s to v and from v to t are 
non-decreasing.

The monotonicity property yields a 
strongly polynomial time bound. Each 
augmentation saturates an arc on a 
path of the current shortest length. 
Therefore, after at most m augmenta-
tions, the distance from s to t must 
increase. Initially, the distance is at least 
one, and if t is reachable from s, the dis-
tance is at most n − 1. The total number  
of augmentations is thus O(nm). The 
time for one augmentation is O(m) to 
find the augmenting path and propor-
tional to the path length; that is, O(n) = 
O(m) to modify the flow. This gives an 
O(nm2) bound on the running time.

Blocking Flow Method
Given a network G with arc capacities, a 
flow f in G is blocking if every s-to-t path  
in G contains a saturated arc. Note 
f need not be a maximum flow, as 
there can be an s-to-t path in Gf that 

will contain the reverse of an arc of G 
(see Figure 4). But a maximum flow 
is always a blocking flow. As we shall 
see later, in an acyclic graph, blocking 
flows can be found more quickly than 
maximum flows.

The blocking flow algorithm con-
structs an auxiliary network G′f = (V, A′f ) 
where A′f contains all residual arcs 
belonging to some shortest s-to-t path. 
Note if (v, w) ∈ A′f , then d(v) = d(w) + 1, 
so G′f is acyclic. G′f can be constructed 
in O(m) time using breadth-first search. 
Suppose we compute a blocking flow 
g in G′f . Then f + g is a feasible flow in G. 
Furthermore, one can show the s-to-t dis-
tance in Gf+g is greater than that in Gf . It 
follows that a maximum flow can be com-
puted in at most n − 1 iterations, where 
the time for an iteration is dominated 
by the blocking flow computation.

Dinic10 introduced an algorithm for 
finding blocking flows in acyclic graphs, 
using depth-first search to find an aug-
menting path in G′f  that augments along 
the path and deletes saturated arcs 
from G′f . The key to the analysis is the 
observation that if depth-first search 
retreats from a vertex, there is no path 
from the vertex to t in G′f and the vertex 
can be deleted. One can use this obser-
vation to show the running time of the 
algorithm is proportional to n plus the 
total length of the augmenting paths 
found; the total length term domi-
nates. As an augmenting path has O(n) 
arcs and each augmentation saturates 
an arc, the running time of the block-
ing flow algorithm is O(nm). This gives 
an O(n2m) bound for Dinic’s maximum 
flow algorithm.

Using Dynamic Trees
The running time of the blocking flow 
algorithm is dominated by changes 
of arc flows that do not saturate the 
arc. A natural approach to improv-
ing the running time bound is to 
use a data structure that allows one 
to make several such changes in one 
data structure operation. This can be 
achieved by using a data structure to 
remember non-saturated portions of 
the augmenting paths. The dynamic 
tree data structure29,30 was devel oped 
for this purpose.

Intuitively, the dynamic tree block-
ing flow algorithm uses the data 
structure to remember non-saturated 
portions of augmenting paths that may 

Figure 4. Example of a blocking flow that is 
not a maximum flow.
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d and updates them using operations 
push and relabel, respectively. We 
describe these operations next; a full 
description of the algorithm can be 
found in Goldberg and Tarjan.18

One way to start the push-relabel 
method is to saturate all arcs out of the 
source by setting their flow values to 
the corresponding capacity values, and 
to set d(s) = n (t is not reachable from s) 
and d(v) = 0 for v ¹ s. This creates ini-
tial flow excesses on vertices adjacent 
to the source. Intuitively, the method 
pushes flow excesses toward the sink 
and relabels vertices with excess if the 
excess cannot be pushed toward the 
sink. We say a vertex v is active if v ¹ t 
and ef (v) > 0.

The push operation applies to an 
arc (v, w) if v is active and d(w) < d(v), 
or w is closer to t according to d. The 
operation determines the maximum 
amount of flow that can be pushed, 
δ = min(ef (v); uf (v, w) ) and pushes this 
amount of flow along (v, w) by setting 
uf (v, w) = uf (v, w) − δ, uf (w, v) = uf (w, v) +  
δ, ef (v) = ef (v) − δ, and ef (w) = ef (w)+ δ. 
We say a push is saturating if δ = uf 
(v, w) and non-saturating otherwise. 
Note that a non-saturating push gets 
rid of all the excess of v; see Figure 5 
for an example of a non-saturating 
push operation.

The relabel operation applies to an 
active vertex v such that no push opera-
tion applies to an arc (v, w), or for all 
(v, w) ∈ Af, d(v) ≤ d(w). The operation 
sets d(v) = min{n, 1 + min(v, w)∈ Af

d(w)}. (A 
vertex with excess always has an outgo-
ing residual arc.) Note the relabel oper-
ation always increases d(v); see Figure 
6 for an example of a relabel operation.

The time complexity of the push-
relabel method is as follows. The total 
time for relabeling operations is O(nm), 
and the time for saturating pushes is 
O(nm) as well. The time for non-saturat-
ing pushes is O(n2m); these operations 
dominate the running time bound, 
which is also O(n2m).

Note our description of the push-
relabel method is generic; we have 
not specified the rule to select the 
next active vertex to process. Some 
operation orderings lead to better 
bounds. In particular, for the highest 
label push-relabel algorithm, which 
always selects an active vertex with 
the highest distance label to process 
next, the time for non-saturating 

pushes and the overall time bound 
are O(n2 ).6 Using dynamic trees, 
one can get an O(nm log(n2/m) ) 
bound18 more simply than through 
the blocking flow method.

The highest-label algorithm is also 
one of the most practical variants of 
the push-relabel method. However, 
robust practical performance requires 
additional heuristics. The push rela-
bel method is very flexible, making 
it easy for the algorithm designer to 
add heuristics. For example, one can 
restrict active vertices to those with 
d(v) < n and do post-processing to 
compute the final flow. One can also 
do periodic backward breadth-first 
searches to maximize d(v) values. 
See, for example, Cherkassky and 
Goldberg7 and Goldberg.16

Unit Capacities
Now consider the special case of the 
maximum flow problem in which all 
input arc capacities are one. Since 
merging parallel arcs results in non-
unit capacities, we cannot assume 
the graph has no parallel arcs, so we 
consider two cases—parallel arcs and 
no parallel arcs—in both of which 
one obtains better bounds for Dinic’s 
algorithm.

First, note that after an augmenta-
tion, all arcs on the augmenting path 
are saturated. Therefore, an arc partici-
pates in at most one augmentation per 
blocking flow, and the blocking flow 
algorithm runs in O(m) time.

Moreover, one can show the num-
ber of blocking flow computations is 
O( ). To prove this bound, we divide 
the maximum flow computation into 
two phases. In the first phase, the s-to-t 
distance is less than . Since an aug-
mentation by a blocking flow increases 
the distance, the first phase consists of 
at most  augmentations. One can 
show if the s-to-t distance is at least ,  
the residual flow value is O( ). Since 
an augmentation decreases the value, 
the number of augmentations in the 
second phase is O( ).

This analysis implies an O(m3/2) 
bound for the unit capacity problem. 
If G has no parallel arcs, one can also 
obtain an O(n2/3m) bound, which is bet-
ter for dense graphs.

Binary Blocking Flow Algorithm
The time bounds for the blocking flow 
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and stops the blocking flow computa-
tion if the value of the flow being com-
puted reaches ∆. One can show that 
since each strongly connected compo-
nent is induced by large-capacity arcs, 
one can always route a flow of value 
∆ through it. At the end of each itera-
tion, we expand G′f  and extend the flow 
we found to Gf . One can show that a 
blocking flow in G′f  extends to a block-
ing flow in Gf . This gives us two types of 
iterations: ones that find a blocking  
flow and ones that find a flow of value ∆. 
The s-to-t distance increases in the for-
mer case and does not decrease in the 
latter case.

To deal with the second problem, 
one can show the arcs (v, w) that may 
have their length decrease (the special 
arcs) have the property that the residual 
capacity of (v, w) is at least 3∆ and the 
residual capacity of (w, v) at least 2∆. The 
algorithm contracts such arcs, assuring 
that after an augmentation by a block-
ing flow, the s-to-t distance increases 
even if these arc lengths decrease.

Using the dynamic-tree data struc-
ture, the binary flow algorithm runs in 
O(min(n2/3, )m log(n2/m) logU) time, 
which is within a log(n2/m) log U factor of 
the best known upper bound for the unit 
capacity problem with no parallel arcs.

Conclusion
As mentioned here, a 2013 algorithm 
of Orlin27 achieves an O(nm) strongly 
polynomial bound for the maximum 
flow problem, as well as an O(n2/log n)  
bound for m = O(n). This result is quite 
sophisticated and uses a combination of  
ideas from maximum flow, minimum-
cost flow, and dynamic connectivity algo-
rithms. In particular, Orlin uses the binary 
blocking flow algorithm as a subroutine. 
His result closes a longstanding open 
problem of the existence of an O(nm) 
maximum flow algorithm. However, the 
binary blocking flow algorithm bounds 
suggest an O(nm/nε) strongly polyno-
mial algorithm may exist.

The maximum flow problem is far 
from being completely understood, and 
new and improved algorithms con-
tinue to be discovered. We would like 
to mention four intriguing directions 
that have yielded new results: The 
first is to generalize the push-rela-
bel approach to allow the flow excess 
(incoming minus outgoing flow) at 
a vertex to be arbitrary—positive, 

and push-relabel algorithms are Ω(nm) 
in the general case, while for unit 
capacities, the algorithm of Dinic runs 
in O(min(n2/3, )m) time. Here, we 
discuss the intuition behind the binary 
blocking flow algorithm of Goldberg 
and Rao,17 which narrows the gap for 
the integral capacity case.

Instead of assigning unit length 
to every residual arc, the binary 
blocking flow algorithm uses a zero-
one length function, assigning zero 
length to the arcs with large residual 
capacity and unit length to the arcs 
with small residual capacity. The fact 
that arcs with unit length have small 
residual capacity allows the algo-
rithm to come close to the unit capac-
ity time bound.

The algorithm maintains a flow 
f and an upper bound F on the dif-
ference between the maximum flow 
value and the current flow value |f|. 
The algorithm proceeds in phases; 
each phase decreases F by a factor of 
two. In a phase, the value of F remains 
constant except for the very end of the 
phase, when it is decreased. A thresh-
old parameter ∆, which is a function 
of F and thus remains constant during 
a phase, determines whether residual 
arcs are large or small; large arcs have a 
residual capacity of at least 3∆, and the 
remaining ones are small.

As in the case of the unit length func-
tion, we define the auxiliary network 
G′f to be the graph induced by the arcs 
on shortest s-to-t paths. The algorithm 
repeatedly computes a blocking flow in 
G′f , updating G′f before each computa-
tion, until F decreases by a factor of two. 
The decrease in F happens if one either 
increases the flow by F/2 or the s-to-t 
distance becomes sufficiently large. As 
in the unit capacity case, a large s-t dis-
tance implies a bound on the residual 
flow value.

This use of the binary length func-
tion leads to two problems that must 
be addressed: First, G′f need not be 
acyclic (it can contain cycles of zero-
length arcs), and, second, an arc 
length can decrease from one to zero, 
and, as a side effect, the s-to-t distance 
may fail to increase after a blocking 
flow augmentation.

To deal with the first problem, the 
algorithm contracts strongly connected 
components of G′f , looks for a block-
ing flow in the resulting acyclic graph, 
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negative, or zero. Given a residual arc 
(v, w) such that the excess at v exceeds 
the excess at w, one can balance the 
arc by increasing its flow to either sat-
urate the arc or equalize the excesses 
at v and w. The flow balancing algo-
rithm31 starts with some initial flow 
(such as zero flow), dummy excesses 
of plus infinity at s and minus infin-
ity at t, and repeats arc-balancing 
steps until all such steps move a suf-
ficiently small amount of flow, then 
rounds the flow to obtain an exact 
maximum flow. Although the run-
ning time of this algorithm (O(n2m 
log U) ) is not competitive with that 
of the best algorithms, the method 
is simple and extends to give a very 
simple and practical algorithm for a 
parametric version of the maximum 
flow algorithm.2,31

Another approach that yields a 
fast practical algorithm for maximum 
flow problems in computer-vision 
applications is that of Boykov and 
Kolmogorov,5 improving the basic 
augmenting path method by using 
bidirectional search to find augment-
ing paths, in combination with a clever 
method for retaining information 
from previous searches to speed up 
future ones. The Boykov-Kolmogorov 
method does not augment on short-
est paths and has not been proved to 
be polynomial but can be modified to 
find exact shortest paths and to be poly-
nomial without sacrificing its practical 
performance, indeed improving it in 
many cases. The resulting algorithm20 
computes shortest augmenting paths 
incrementally, using information from 
previous searches. Special techniques 
have yielded fast maximum flow algo-
rithms for planar graphs and for undi-
rected graphs; for the latest results, see 
Borradaile and Klein,3 Borradaile et al.,4 
and Karger and Levine.21

A recent series of papers, including 
Christiano et al.,8 Kelner et al.,24 Lee et 
al.,25 and Sherman,28 have studied the 
problem of finding an approximately 
maximum flow (within a factor of 1 + ε 
of maximum) in undirected graphs 
and culminates in a near-linear time 
algorithm. These papers used linear 
algebraic techniques and electrical 
flows. Building on this work, Madry26 
in 2013 obtained a breakthrough result, 
an exact algorithm for unit capacity 
flows in directed graphs running in  

Õ(m10/7) time. This improves the clas-
sical O(min(n2/3, m1/2)m) bound for 
the problem, suggesting that better 
bounds for the exact capacitated maxi-
mum flow problem in directed graphs 
may be possible. Whether these ideas 
can be used to find exact maximum 
flows in directed graphs with inte-
gral capacities is an intriguing open 
question. In summary, progress on 
maximum flow algorithms has been 
made for more than half a century, 
and continues.
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DATA IN A cloud computing system 
should be highly available. That is, 
whenever you connect to the system, 
the data you stored there should be 
ready to use. The standard mechanism 
to accomplish this—data replication—
involves maintaining multiple copies 
of each user’s data.

By itself, replicating data does not 
solve the problem, because the copy 
of data that is available might be 
stale. To see why, consider a system 
that maintains three copies of file x: 
x1, x2, and x3. Suppose x1 and x2 are 
currently available and x3 is down. 
If a program updates x, the system 
writes the update to x1 and x2, but not 
to x3 because it is down. No problem, 
since the system still has two correct 
copies. Next, suppose x1 and x2 fail, 
and then x3 recovers. Now there is a 
problem. If a user reads x, the best 
the system can do is return the value 
of x3. But that copy is stale—it does 
not have the latest update.

An early solution to this problem is 
called majority consensus.2 To process 
a write operation on x, the system 
assigns a monotonically increasing 
timestamp to the write, and writes 
x’s value and timestamp to a majority 
of the copies of x. To process a read 
operation on x, it reads a majority of 
the copies of x and returns one that 
has the largest timestamp. Since the 
intersection of any two majorities in-
cludes at least one copy, each read re-
turns the result of the previous writes 
on the same data.

In our example, the read opera-
tion only reads one copy, which is 
not a majority of three. Therefore, it 
might not return the latest state of x. 
Using majority consensus, the system 
would have to wait until a second copy 
became available, so it could read 
two copies. Then, it could return the 
more up-to-date copy of the two that 
it reads, which must be the freshest.

The notion of majority was extend-
ed in Gifford1 to be a weighted major-

ity, which is called a quorum. Each 
copy is given a weight. A read must ac-
cess a read quorum of copies—a set of 
copies whose weight is at least R. And 
a write must update a write quorum of 
copies—a set whose weight is at least 
W. By requiring that R+W exceeds the 
total weight N of all copies, we are as-
sured that each read reads a copy that 
was written by the last write.

For example, suppose the system 
stores four copies of x, namely, x1-x4. 
We might assign a weight of 1 to x1 and 
x2, but assign a weight of 2 to x3 and 
x4 if they are stored on more reliable 
servers. So N=6. If reads are more fre-
quent than writes, we might set R=3 
and W=4, so that reads have less work 
to do than writes. Since R+W>N, each 
read operation reads the result of the 
previous write on the same data.

It stands to reason that each write 
has to update all available copies of 
the data. But it is annoying that read-
ers have to read multiple copies too, 
since it adds overhead and delay. It 
is especially annoying if writes usu-
ally execute quickly, since in this case 
each read is very likely to read the 
latest copy even if it does not read a 

quorum. If the probability of reading 
stale data is sufficiently small, then it 
might be satisfactory to allow readers 
to read less than a quorum of copies. 
In fact, some cloud applications do 
exactly that. 

Until recently, this compromise 
was done by guesswork, without a 
bound on the staleness of the data 
that is read or the expected latency 
improvement from risking some 
staleness. The following paper is 
a breakthrough that removes the 
guesswork and replaces it by a prin-
cipled analysis, called probabilisti-
cally bounded staleness.  Given R, W, 
and N, the authors offer a formula to 
calculate the probability of reading 
data that was not written by one of 
the K most recent writes. To calculate 
the probability of reading data that 
was not written in the last delta time 
units, they use a Monte Carlo simula-
tion based on time parameters that 
can be measured in a running system. 
Moreover, they made the analysis 
practical by implementing it in open 
source record managers, so that us-
ers can make their own judgment on 
trading off staleness for latency. What 
was formerly a guess is now a goal you 
can engineer for. 
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Abstract
Data replication results in a fundamental trade-off between 
operation latency and consistency. At the weak end of the 
spectrum of possible consistency models is eventual con-
sistency, which provides no limit to the staleness of data 
returned. However, anecdotally, eventual consistency is 
often “good enough” for practitioners given its latency and 
availability benefits. In this work, we explain this phenom-
enon and demonstrate that, despite their weak guarantees, 
eventually consistent systems regularly return consistent 
data while providing lower latency than their strongly con-
sistent counterparts. To quantify the behavior of eventually 
consistent stores, we introduce Probabilistically Bounded 
Staleness (PBS), a consistency model that provides expected 
bounds on data staleness with respect to both versions 
and wall clock time. We derive a closed-form solution for 
version-based staleness and model real-time staleness for 
a large class of quorum replicated, Dynamo-style stores. 
Using PBS, we measure the trade-off between latency and 
consistency for partial, non-overlapping quorum systems 
under Internet production workloads. We quantitatively 
demonstrate how and why eventually consistent systems 
frequently return consistent data within tens of millisec-
onds while offering large latency benefits.

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern distributed data stores need to be scalable, highly 
available, and fast. These systems typically replicate data 
across different machines and increasingly across data-
centers for at least two reasons: first, to provide availability 
when components fail and, second, to provide improved 
performance by serving requests from multiple replicas. 
Configuring and maintaining replicated data has signifi-
cant consequences for application and data store design.1 
Performance at scale is critical for a large class of appli-
cations and, in practice, increased latencies may corre-
spond to large amounts of lost revenue.22 For example, at 
Amazon, 100 ms of additional latency resulted in a 1% drop 
in sales,15 while 500 ms of additional latency in Google’s 
search resulted in a corresponding 20% decrease in traf-
fic.16 However, lowering latency in distributed data stores 
has a cost: contacting fewer replicas for each operation can 
adversely impact achievable semantic guarantees.

To provide predictably low latency, modern systems 
often eschew protocols guaranteeing “strong” consis-
tency of reads (e.g., the illusion of a single copy of rep-
licated data) and instead opt for “weaker” semantics, 
frequently in the form of eventual consistency.1, 5, 7, 10 This 
eventual consistency is one of the weakest properties 

provided by modern stores: it provides no guarantees on 
data staleness except that, in the absence of new writes, 
reads will “eventually” return the effect of the most recent 
write(s).26 Under this definition, a store that returns data 
that is weeks old is eventually consistent, as is a store that 
returns arbitrary data (e.g., always return value 42) as long 
as, at some point in the future, the store returns the last 
written data.4 Due to this near-absence of useful seman-
tics for end users, the decision to employ eventual consis-
tency is often controversial.12, 23, 24 In the many production 
stores providing eventual consistency today,10, 14 users 
have little to no insight into the behavior of their stores 
or the consistency of their data, especially under varying 
replication configurations. However, the proliferation of 
eventually consistent deployments suggests that appli-
cations can often tolerate occasional staleness and that 
data tends to be “fresh enough” in many cases.

In this work, we bridge this gap between theoretical 
guarantees and current practice by quantifying the degree 
to which eventual consistency is both eventual and (in)
consistent and explain why. Indeed, under worst-case 
conditions, eventual consistency results in an unbounded 
degree of data staleness. However, as we will show, the 
common case is often different. Core to our thesis is the 
observation that eventual consistency can be modeled 
as providing a probabilistic expectation of consistency 
given a particular workload and deployment environ-
ment. Accordingly, for varying degrees of certainty, 
eventually consistent stores can offer bounds on how 
far they may deviate from strongly consistent behavior. 
We present probabilistic models for such bounds called 
Probabilistically Bounded Staleness, or PBS.

To predict consistency with PBS, we need to know when 
and why eventually consistent systems return stale data 
and how to quantify the staleness of the data they return. 
In this paper, we present algorithms and models for two 
common staleness metrics in the literature: wall clock 
time21 and versions.27 PBS describes both measures, pro-
viding the probability of reading a write ∆ seconds after 

The original version of this paper is entitled 
“Probabilistically Bounded Staleness for Practical Partial 
Quorums” and was published in VLDB 2012.5 An invited 
extended version of this paper is entitled “Quantifying 
Eventual Consistency with PBS” and will appear in the 
VLDB Journal’s “Best of VLDB 2012” issue in 2014.7 
Portions of this work also appear in a SIGMOD 2013 demo 
entitled “PBS at Work: Advancing Data Management with 
Consistency Metrics.”6
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the write returns ( (∆, p)-semantics, or “how eventual is 
eventual consistency?”), of reading one of the last K ver-
sions of a data item ( (K, p)-semantics, or “how consistent 
is eventual consistency?”), and of experiencing a combi-
nation of the two ( (K, ∆, p)-semantics). PBS does not pro-
pose new mechanisms to enforce deterministic staleness 
bounds;27 instead, our goal is to provide a lens for analyz-
ing, improving, and predicting the behavior of existing, 
widely deployed systems.

In this work, we apply PBS to quorum-replicated data 
stores such as Dynamo10 and its several open-source 
descendants. Quorum systems ensure strong consistency 
across reads and writes to replicas by ensuring that read 
and write replica sets overlap. However, employing par-
tial (or  non-strict) quorums can lower latency by requiring 
fewer replicas to respond. With partial quorums, sets of 
replicas written to and read from need not overlap: given N 
replicas and read and write quorum sizes R and W, partial 
quorums imply R + W ≤ N. For partial quorums, we derive 
closed-form solutions for PBS (K, p)-regular semantics and 
use Monte Carlo methods to explore the trade-off between 
latency and (∆, p)-regular semantics.

Finally, we use PBS to study the staleness observed in 
production deployments of Dynamo-style data stores 
under normal operation (i.e., failure-free scenarios). We 
show how high variance in write latency can lead to an 
increased window of inconsistency. For example, in one 
production environment, switching from spinning disks 
to solid-state drives dramatically improved expected con-
sistency (e.g., 1.85 ms versus 45.5 ms wait time for a 99.9% 
probability of consistent reads) due to decreased write 
latency mean and variance. We also make quantitative 
observations of the latency- consistency trade-offs offered 
by partial quorums. For example, in another production 
environment, PBS calculations show an 81.1% combined 
read and write latency improvement at the 99.9th percen-
tile (230 to 43.3 ms) for a 202-ms window of inconsistency 
(99.9% probability consistent reads). This analysis helps 
demonstrate the performance benefits that lead operators 
to choose eventual consistency and motivates additional 
end-user applications ranging from consistency monitor-
ing to consistency-based service-level agreements (SLAs) 
and query planning.

2. PROBABILISTICALLY BOUNDED STALENESS
By popular definitions, eventually consistent data stores 
do not make any guarantees as to the recency of data 
that they return: “if no new updates are made to the 
object, eventually all accesses will return the last updated 
value.”26 This is a useful liveness property, guaranteeing 
that something good eventually happens, but it provides 
no safety properties: the data store can return any data in 
the interim.4 Many real-world eventually consistent stores 
do not make any guarantees beyond this definition, yet 
they are widely deployed and have seen increased popu-
larity over the past decade (Section 3.2). As we will see, 
the protocols used by most eventually consistent stores 
indeed do not enforce additional guarantees, but they may 
supply them during operation.

To quantify semantics that are not guaranteed but are 
often provided, we develop a probabilistic framework 
for reasoning about consistency, called Probabilistically 
Bounded Staleness, or PBS. There are a wide range of pos-
sible consistency models that a data store can provide, 
from linearizability to causal consistency to eventual con-
sistency; what is the likelihood that an end user will observe 
a given consistency model if it is not guaranteed? Here, we 
study variants of two classic kinds of (in)consistency in the 
form of staleness: versions and time. We develop variants 
of PBS metrics that provide quantitative expectations that a 
store will return a version that was written within the last K 
writes of the latest (where K = 1 is latest) and that a store will 
return the latest version as of ∆ seconds ago. Ultimately, 
this does not provide a guarantee, but it is still useful for 
reasoning about and introspecting the behavior of a given 
system, similar to the usage of modern SLAs for perfor-
mance (Section 6).

To begin, we first need to define a baseline for “strongly 
consistent” semantics. The Dynamo-style stores we study 
provide a choice between “strong” regular semantics and 
eventual consistency; we subsequently observe when the 
eventually consistent choices behave like their “strong” 
counterparts. According to the distributed systems 
literature:2

Definition 1. A read from a given data item obeys regular 
semantics if, in the case that the read does not overlap (in real 
time) with any writes to the same item, it returns the result the 
last completed write, or, if the read overlaps (in real time) with 
at least one write to the same data item, it returns either the 
result of the last completed write or the eventual result of one of 
the overlapping writes.

Accordingly, regular semantics provide the illusion of a 
single copy of each replicated data item, except when there 
are concurrent reads and writes, during which writes’ effects 
may become visible and subsequently “disappear.” While 
this special, overlapping case is somewhat awkward to rea-
son about (cf. definitions of linearizability13), this is a widely 
deployed data replication configuration.

Before we consider PBS applied to regular semantics, we 
first present a generalization of the semantics to account for 
multi-version staleness:2

Definition 2. A read from a given data item obeys K-regular 
semantics if, in the case that the read does not overlap (in real 
time) with a write to the same data item, it returns the result 
of one of the latest K completed writes, or, if the read overlaps 
(in real time) with a write to the same item, it returns either the 
result of one of the latest K completed writes or the eventual 
result of one of the overlapping writes.

K-regular semantics are useful for reasoning about how 
stale a given read can be and can also be used to enforce 
additional consistency properties such as monotonic reads, 
where reads do not appear to “go back in time.”5, 25

We now present our first application of PBS prin-
ciples. Given a system that does not guarantee K-regular 
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semantics, we can reason about its semantics by taking a 
probabilistic approach:

Definition 3. A system provides (K, p)-regular semantics if 
each read provides K-regular semantics with probability p.

This modification is simple and straightforward: given 
an existing semantic guarantee, we can consider a proba-
bilistic version of it, whereby reads may or may not obey 
the  property. Of course, the above is simply a definition, 
and we must still determine how to actually provide PBS 
predictions, which will be the focus of the rest of the 
paper.

In addition to considering version-based staleness, we 
can also consider staleness with respect to real time. As we 
will see, message propagation and processing delays can 
influence consistency across time, so we extend regular 
semantics to consider time as well:

Definition 4. A read obeys ∆-regular semantics if it returns 
either the result of the latest write as of up to ∆ time units ago, 
the result of a write that was started but not completed as of up 
to ∆ time units ago.

We can similarly extend this definition to a probabilistic 
context:

Definition 5. A system provides (∆, p)-regular semantics if 
each read obeys ∆-regular semantics with probability p.

Although we do not consider them in this paper, it is pos-
sible to consider both time and version staleness together, 
which we term (K, ∆, p)-semantics.5, 7

3. QUORUM SYSTEM BACKGROUND
With PBS metrics in hand, we can proceed to apply them 
to real systems, where they are most useful. In this study, 
we will consider PBS metrics in the context of quorum- 
replicated data stores, which represent a large class 
of widely deployed real-world distributed data stores. 
However, with some work, we believe that our methodol-
ogy is also applicable to other styles of replication. Here, 
we provide background on quorum systems, with a focus 
on current practice.

3.1. Quorum foundations: Theory
Quorum systems have a long tradition as a replication strat-
egy for distributed data.20 Under quorum replication, a 
data store writes a data item by sending it to a set of servers 
responsible for the replicas, called a write quorum. To serve 
reads, the data store fetches the data from a possibly differ-
ent set of replicas, called a read quorum. For reads, the data 
store compares the set of values returned by the replicas, 
and, given a total ordering of versions, can return the most 
recent value (or all values received, if desired). For each oper-
ation, the data store chooses (read or write) quorums from 
a set of sets of replicas, called a quorum system, with one 
system per data item. There are many kinds of quorum sys-
tems, but one simple configuration is to use read and write 

quorums of fixed sizes, which we will denote R and W, for a 
set of  replicas of size N. A strict quorum system has the prop-
erty that any two quorums in the quorum system overlap 
(have non-empty intersection), providing regular semantics. 
A simple example of a strict quorum system is the majority 
quorum system, in which each quorum is of size . Partial 
quorum systems, which we will study, are a natural relax-
ation of strict quorum systems: at least two quorums in a 
partial quorum system do not overlap.19

3.2. Quorum foundations: Practice
In practice, many distributed data management systems use 
quorums as a replication mechanism. Amazon’s Dynamo10 
is the progenitor of a class of eventually consistent data 
stores that include Apache Cassandra,a Basho Riak,b and 
Project Voldemort.c All of these systems use the same vari-
ant of quorum-style replication and we are not aware of any 
widely adopted data store that uses a substantially different 
quorum-based replication protocol.

Dynamo-style quorum systems employ one quorum 
system per data item, typically maintaining the mapping 
of items to quorum systems using a consistent-hashing 
scheme or a centralized membership protocol. Each server 
in the system cluster stores multiple items. As shown in 
Figure 1, clients send read and write requests to a server 
in the system cluster, which subsequently forwards the 
request to all replicas for the operation’s item. This coordi-
nating server considers an operation complete when it has 
received responses from a predetermined number of repli-
cas (typically configured per-operation). Accordingly, with-
out message loss, all replicas eventually receive all writes. 
Dynamo denotes the replication factor of an item as N, the 
number of replica responses required for a successful read 
as R, and the number of replica acknowledgments required 
for a successful write as W. Like other strict quorum sys-
tems, Dynamo provides regular semantics when R + W > N 
during failure-free operation. However, unlike traditional 

Replica Replica Replica

Coordinator

Write forwardedResponse

Client write
request

Response

Acknowledgments 
after W replicas respond

KVS

Figure 1. Diagram of control flow for client write to Dynamo-style 
quorum (N = 3, W = 2). A coordinator server handles the client 
write and sends it to all N replicas. The write call returns after the 
coordinator receives W acknowledgments.

a http://cassandra.apache.org/
b http://www.basho.com/riak/
c http://www.project-voldemort.com/

http://mags.acm.org/communications/august_2014/TrackLink.action?pageName=95&exitLink=http%3A%2F%2Fcassandra.apache.org%2F
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intersecting one of k independent write quorums. Given the 
probability of a single quorum non-intersection p, the prob-
ability of non-intersection with one of the last k independent 
quorums is pk. Thus, the probability of non-intersection with 
uniform random choice in our example quorum system is 
Equation 1 exponentiated by k:

  

(2)

When N = 3, R = W = 1, this means that the probability of 
returning a version within 2 versions is ; within 3 versions, 

; 5 versions, >0.868; and 10 versions, >0.98. When N = 3, 
R = 1, W = 2 (or, equivalently, R = 2, W = 1), these probabilities 
increase: , , and k = 5 → >0.995.

This closed-form solution holds for quorums that do 
not change size over time. For expanding partial quorum 
systems, this solution is a lower bound on p for (K, p)-
regular semantics. In the full version of this paper, we 
consider more advanced formulations of this analysis, 
including an analysis of monotonic reads consistency, 
quorum load, and closed-form solutions for mixed time 
and versions.5, 7

4.2. Consistency in dynamo
We have a simple, closed-form model for (K, p)-regular 
semantics, but time-based ( (∆, p)-regular) semantics are 
dependent on the quorum replication algorithm, work-
load, and any anti-entropy processes employed by a given 
system. In this section, we develop techniques for analyz-
ing PBS (∆, p)-regular semantics in the context of Dynamo-
style data stores.

Dynamo-style quorum systems are inconsistent as 
a result of read and write message reordering, in turn a 
product of message delays. In this work, we take a white 
box approach to inconsistency and directly examine the 
protocols behind consistency. Accordingly, we develop 
a model of message latency in Dynamo operation that 
captures the effects of message delays for write requests 
(W), write acknowledgments (A), read requests (R), and 
read responses (S), and which, for convenience, we call 
WARS. In Figure 2, we illustrate WARS using a space–time 
diagram for messages between a coordinator and a sin-
gle replica for a write followed by a read ∆ seconds after 
the write completes. Accordingly, ∆ here corresponds to 
the ∆ in PBS (∆, p)-regular semantics. In brief, reads are 
stale when all of the first R responses to the read request 
arrived at their replicas before the last (completed) write 
request arrived.

For a write, the coordinator sends N messages, one to 
each replica. The message from the coordinator to replicas 
containing the write is delayed by a value drawn from distri-
bution W. The coordinator waits for W responses from the 
replicas before it can consider the write completed. Each 
response acknowledging the write is delayed by a value 
drawn from the distribution A.

quorum systems, Dynamo’s write quorum size increases 
even after the operation returns, growing via anti-entropy.4, 10 
Coordinators send all requests to all replicas but consider 
only the first R (W ) responses. As a matter of nomenclature 
(and to disambiguate against “dynamic” quorum member-
ship protocols), we will refer to these systems as expanding 
partial quorum systems.

As we discuss in extended versions of this paper,5, 7 
system operators often report using partial quorum con-
figurations in Dynamo-style stores, citing “maximum 
performance” in the “general case,” particularly for “low 
value” data or queries that need “very low latency and 
high availability.”

4. PBS AND PARTIAL QUORUMS
Given our PBS metrics and an understanding of quorum 
behavior, we can develop models for the probability of con-
sistency under partial quorums. Here, we briefly discuss 
 version-based staleness for traditional probabilistic quo-
rums and develop a more complex “white box” model of 
time-based staleness for Dyanamo-style systems.

4.1. PBS (K, p)-regular semantics
To understand static, non-expanding quorum behavior, 
we first revisit probabilistic quorum systems,19 which pro-
vide probabilistic guarantees of quorum intersection in 
partial quorum systems. As an example, consider N repli-
cas with read and write quorums of sizes R and W chosen 
uniformly at random. We can calculate the probability 
that the read quorum does not contain the last written ver-
sion. This probability is the number of quorums of size R 
composed of replicas that were not written to in the write 
quorum divided by the number of possible read quorums:

  

(1)

The probability of inconsistency is high for small values of 
N. However, by scaling the number of replicas and quorum 
sizes, one can achieve an arbitrarily high probability of con-
sistency.19 For example, with N = 3, R = W = 1, , but 
with N = 100, R = W = 30, ps = 1.88 × 10−6.2 This is reminiscent 
of the Birthday Paradox: as the number of replicas increases, 
the probability of non-intersection between any two quo-
rums decreases. Hence, the asymptotics of these systems 
are excellent—but only at asymptotic scales.

While probabilistic quorums allow us to determine the 
probability of returning the most recent value written to 
the database, they do not describe what happens when the 
most recent value is not returned. Here, we determine the 
probability of returning a value within a bounded number of 
versions ( (K, p)-regular semantics). In the following formu-
lation, we consider traditional, non-expanding write quo-
rums (no anti-entropy).

Similar to the previous example, given independent, iden-
tically distributed (IID) choice of read and write quorums, 
returning one of the last k written versions is equivalent to 
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replicas. We introduced the WARS model as a means of 
reasoning about inconsistency in Dynamo-style quo-
rum systems, but quantitative metrics such as staleness 
observed in practice depend on each of WARS’s latency 
distributions. In this section, we perform an analysis 
of Dynamo-style (∆, p)-regular semantics for both syn-
thetic and real-world distributions to better understand 
how frequently “eventually consistent” means “consis-
tent” and, more importantly, why Dynamo-style stores 
are indeed frequently consistent.

PBS (K, p)-regular analysis for partial quorums is easily 
captured in closed form (Section 4.1). It does not depend 
on write latency or any environmental variables. Indeed, in 
practice, without expanding quorums or anti-entropy, we 
observe that our derived equations hold true experimentally.

In contrast, (∆, p)-regular semantics depends on anti-
entropy, which is more complicated. In this section, we 
focus on deriving experimental expectations for PBS (∆, 
p)-regular semantics. We first validate our Monte Carlo 
analysis based on the WARS model and using message-
level traces gathered from Cassandra clusters in Berkeley. 
We next explore synthetic latency distributions and, for the 
remainder of our analysis, explore distributions from two 
Internet companies: LinkedIn and Yammer.

5.1. Monte Carlo simulation
We implemented WARS analysis in a Monte Carlo-based 
simulation. Calculating (∆, p)-regular semantics for a 
given value of ∆ is straightforward (see pseudocode in 
Bailis et al.7). To simulate the message delays between 
coordinator and each of the N replicas, denote the ith 
sample drawn from distribution D as D[i] and draw N sam-
ples from W, A, R, and S. Compute the time that the write 
request completes (wt, or the time that the coordinator gets 
its Wth acknowledgment; the Wth smallest value of {W[i] + 
A[i], i ∈ [0, N)}). Next, determine whether any of the first R 
replicas contained an up-to-date response: check whether 
any the first R samples of R, ordered by R[i] + S[i] obey wt 
+ R[i] + ∆ ≤ W[i]. Repeating this process multiple times 
provides an approximation of the behavior specified by 
the trace. Extending this formulation to analyze (K, ∆, p)-
regular semantics given a distribution of write arrival times 
will require accounting for multiple writes across time. As 
described in extended versions of this paper,5, 7 we vali-
dated this analysis on traces that we collected from a real-
world Cassandra cluster. We observed an average RMSE of 
0.28% for (∆, p)-regular semantics prediction and an aver-
age N-RMSE of 0.48% for latency predictions.

5.2. Write latency distribution effects
The WARS model of Dynamo-style systems dictates that high 
variance in latency increases staleness. Before studying real-
world workloads (Section 5.3), we quantified this behavior 
in isolation via synthetic distributions: we swept a range 
of exponentially distributed write distributions (changing  
 parameter l, which dictates the mean and tail of the distri-
bution) while fixing A = R = S.

Our results, shown in Figure 3, demonstrate this rela-
tionship. When the variance and mean of W are 0.0625 ms 

For a read, the coordinator (possibly different than the 
write’s coordinator, and possibly representing a different cli-
ent than the client that issued the write) sends N messages, 
one to each replica. The message from coordinator to rep-
lica containing the read request is delayed by a value drawn 
from distribution R. The coordinator waits for R responses 
from the replicas before returning the most recent value it 
receives. The read response from each replica is delayed by a 
value drawn from the distribution S.

The read coordinator will return stale data if the first 
R responses received reached their replicas before the rep-
licas received the latest version (delayed by W). When R + W > 
N, this is impossible. However, under partial quorums, the 
frequency of this occurrence depends on the latency dis-
tributions. If we denote the write completion time (when 
the coordinator has received W acknowledgments) as wt, 
a single replica’s response is stale if r ′ + wt + ∆ < w ′ for r ′ 
drawn from R and w ′ drawn from W. Writes have time to 
propagate to additional replicas both while the coordina-
tor waits for all required acknowledgments (A) and as rep-
licas wait for read requests (R). Read responses are further 
delayed in transit (S) back to the read coordinator, induc-
ing further possibility of reordering. Qualitatively, long-
tailed write distributions (W) and relatively faster reads 
(R,S) increase the chance of staleness due to reordering.

WARS considers the effect of message sending, delays, 
and reception, but this represents a difficult analytical for-
mulation with several non-independent order statistics. As 
we discuss in Section 5.1, we instead explore WARS using 
Monte Carlo methods, which are straightforward to under-
stand and implement. We have found that the WARS distri-
butions are easy to parameterize given traces of real-world 
system behavior (Section 5.3).

5. PBS IN ACTION
Given our PBS models for Dynamo-style stores, we now 
apply them to real-world systems. As discussed in 
Section 4.2, PBS (∆, p)-regular behavior in a given system 
depends on the propagation of reads and writes across 

WRITE
(W)

wait for R
responses

Time

stale if
READ

arrives
before
WRITE

wait for W
responses

send to N replicas
ReplicaCoordinator

ACK
(A)

READ
(R)

send to N replicas

RESPONSE
(S)

∆ seconds elapse

Figure 2. The WARS model describes staleness in Dynamo by 
modeling message latencies between a coordinator and replicas for 
a write operation followed by a read operation t seconds later. In an N 
replica system, the depicted messages are exchanged with N replicas.
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5.3. Production latency distributions
To study real-world behavior, we obtained production 
latency statistics from two Internet-scale companies. 
While message-level WARS timing traces would deliver 
more accurate predictions, we opted for a pragmatic com-
promise: as described in extended versions of this work, 
we fit WARS distributions to each of the provided statistics 
(Figure 4).5, 7

LinkedInd is an online professional social network 
with over 225 million members as of July 2013. To provide 
highly available, low latency data storage, engineers at 
LinkedIn built Voldemort. Alex Feinberg, a lead engineer 
on Voldemort, graciously provided us with latency distri-
butions for a single server under peak traffic for a user-
facing service at LinkedIn, representing 60% read and 
40% read-modify-write traffic.5, 7 Feinberg reports that, 
using spinning disks, Voldemort is “largely IO bound and 
latency is largely determined by the kind of disks we’re 
using, [the] data to memory ratio and request distribu-
tion.” With solid-state drives (SSDs), Voldemort is often 
“CPU and/or network bound” and “maximum latency is 
generally determined by [garbage collection] activity (rare, 
but happens occasionally) and is within hundreds of milli-
seconds.” We denote the LinkedIn spinning disk distribu-
tion as LNKD-DISK and SSD trace as LNKD-SSD.

Yammere provides private social networking to over 
200,000 companies as of July 2013 and uses Basho’s Riak 
for some client data. Coda Hale, an infrastructure architect, 
provided performance statistic for their production Riak 
deployment.5, 7 Hale mentioned that “reads and writes have 
radically different expected latencies, especially for Riak.” 
Riak delays writes “until the fsync returns, so while reads 
are often <1 ms, writes rarely are.” Also, although we do 
not model this explicitly, Hale also noted that the size of 
values is important, claiming “a big performance improve-
ment by adding LZF compression to values.” We denote 
the Yammer latency distribution as YMMR.

and 0.25 ms (l = 4, one-fourth the mean of A = R = S = 1 ms), 
we observe a 94% chance of consistency immediately after 
the write and 99.9% chance after 1 ms. However, when 
the variance and mean of W are 100 ms and 10 ms (l = 0.1, 
ten times the mean of A = R = S = 1 ms), we observe a 41% 
chance of consistency immediately after write and a 99.9% 
chance of consistency only after 65 ms. As the variance 
and mean increase, so does the probability of inconsis-
tency. Under distributions with fixed means and variable 
variances (uniform, normal), we observe that the mean of 
W is less important than its variance if W is strictly greater 
than A = R = S.

Decreasing the mean and variance of W improves the 
probability of consistent reads. This means that, as we will 
see, techniques that lower write latency variance result in 
more consistent reads. Instead of increasing read and 
write quorum sizes, operators could chose to lower (rela-
tive) W latencies through hardware configuration or by 
delaying reads, although this latter option is detrimental 
to performance for read-dominated workloads and may 
introduce undesirable queuing effects. Nonetheless, this 
PBS analysis illustrates the fact that stale reads can be 
avoided in a variety of ways beyond simple adjustment of 
quorum sizes.
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We experienced similar behavior with the other distri-
butions. Immediately after write completion (∆ = 0), YMMR 
had a p = 89.3% probability of consistency. However, the 
YMMR distribution only reached a p = 99.9% probability of 
consistency at ∆ = 1364 ms due to high variance and long-
tail behavior in its write distribution. This hints that, given 
multiple replicas for a data item, the durability benefits of 
synchronously flushing writes to disk may have adverse 
effects on consistency. An alternative approach that could 
improve consistency and avoid this high variance would 
rely on multi-replica (in-memory or buffer cache) replica-
tion for durability and only flush writes asynchronously.

5.5. Quorum sizing
In addition to N = 3—the most common quorum size we 
encountered in practice—we consider how varying the 
number of replicas (N) affects (∆, p)-regular semantics 
while maintaining R = W = 1. The results, depicted in Figure 
6, show that the probability of consistency immediately 
after write completion decreases as N increases. With two 
replicas, LNKD-DISK has a 57.5% probability of consistent 
reads immediately after write completion but only a 21.1% 
probability with 10 replicas. However, at high probabilities 
(p), the window of inconsistency (∆) for increased replica 
sizes is close. For LNKD-DISK, ∆ at p = 99.9% ranges from 
45.3 ms for 2 replicas to 53.7 ms for 10 replicas.

5.4. Staleness in production
The production latency distributions confirm that stale-
ness is frequently limited in eventually consistent stores. 
We measured the (∆, p)-regular semantics for each distri-
bution (Figure 5). LNKD-SSD and LNKD-DISK demonstrate 
the importance of write latency in practice. Immediately 
after write completion, LNKD-SSD had a 97.4% probability 
of consistent reads, reaching over a 99.999% probability 
of consistent reads after 5 ms. LNKD-SSD’s reads briefly 
raced with its writes immediately after write completion. 
However, within a few milliseconds after the write, the 
chance of a read arriving before the last write was nearly 
eliminated. The distribution’s read and write operation 
latencies were small (median 0.489 ms), and writes com-
pleted quickly across all replicas due to the distribution’s 
short tail (99.9th percentile 0.657 ms). In contrast, under 
LNKD-DISK, writes take much longer (median 1.50 ms) 
and have a longer tail (99.9th percentile 10.47 ms). LNKD-
DISK’s (∆, p)-regular semantics reflects this difference: 
immediately after write completion, LNKD-DISK had only 
a 43.9% probability of consistent reads and, 10 ms later, 
only a 92.5% probability. This suggests that SSDs may 
greatly improve consistency due to reduced write variance. 
Similarly, one should expect that consistency would be 
improved by using explicit memory management rather 
than unscheduled garbage collection.
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Additionally, predictions allow users to easily perform 
“what-if” analysis across arbitrary replication configura-
tions, request distributions (∆ and K), and hardware config-
urations (e.g., switching from SSDs to disks). We have found 
that prediction is computationally inexpensive and can 
be performed on a decentralized, per-replica basis. While 
prediction is flexible, it is only as good as the input traces. 
With representative input data, predictions will be accurate. 
However, with unrepresentative data (or bad models), pre-
diction accuracy will suffer.

In contrast, verification21 informs users how their data 
stores are performing with guaranteed certainty. If a user 
makes a change to their replication settings using a pre-
dictor, she may want to ensure that the change behaves as 
expected. While this verification is not well-suited to “what-
if” analysis, it is an important complement to prediction. 
Verification effectively provides a metric that results from 
integrating the (K, ∆, p)-regular semantics density func-
tion weighted by the given read request rate (measured with 
respect to time since the last write). Additionally, verifica-
tion is algorithmically complex,11 but in our experience is 
not terribly difficult to implement.

We believe that both techniques will be increasingly use-
ful as systems begin to treat consistency as a continuous, 
quantitative metric. Taken together, consistency predic-
tion and verification techniques form a powerful toolkit.

6.2. White and black box approaches
In this work, we use a white box approach to consistency 
and exploit expert knowledge of replication protocols to 
provide quantitative insight. This requires translating 
from user-centric, declarative specifications of consis-
tency anomalies into back-end protocol events (e.g., in 
the WARS model, the reordering between read and write 
responses). We could have alternatively attempted to reverse 
engineer system internals or provide an implementation-
independent predictor, but this black box analysis would 
be substantially more complex. We believe that verification 
techniques are more amenable to black box techniques 
and that the portability benefits of black box techniques 
must be weighed against their potential inaccuracy. Given 
our experiences integrating prediction into existing data 

These results imply that maintaining a large number of 
replicas for availability or better performance results in a 
potentially large impact on consistency immediately after 
writing. However, the (∆, p)-regular semantics probability 
( p) will still rise quickly (small ∆).

5.6. Latency vs. staleness
Choosing values for R and W is a trade-off between operation 
latency and consistency. To measure this trade-off, we com-
pared 99.9th percentile operation latencies with the corre-
sponding ∆ at p = 99.9% for quorum configurations where 
N = 3, typical of deployments in the field.

Partial quorums often exhibit favorable latency- 
consistency trade-offs (Table 1). For YMMR, R = W = 1 results 
in low latency reads and writes (16.4 ms) but high ∆ 
(1364 ms). However, setting R = 2 and W = 1 reduces ∆ to 
202 ms and the combined read and write latencies are 
81.1% (186.7 ms) lower than the fastest strict quorum (W = 1, 
R = 3). Allowing p = 99.9%, ∆ = 13.6 ms reduces LNKD-DISK 
read and write latencies by 16.5% (2.48 ms). For LNKD-SSD, 
across 10 M writes (“seven nines”), we did not observe stale-
ness with R = 2, W = 1. R = W = 1 reduced latency by 59.5% 
(1.94 ms) with a corresponding ∆ = 1.85 ms. In summary, 
lowering values of R and W can greatly improve operation 
latency but, even in the tail, the duration of inconsistency 
(∆) is relatively small.

We omit full results here, but we have also experimented 
with heterogeneous replica behavior and with multi-item 
guarantees such as causal consistency and transactional 
atomicity.7

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this section, we discuss PBS design decisions, describe 
our experiences integrating PBS with real-world stores and 
end-user applications, and suggest areas for future work.
6.1. Prediction and verification
In this work, we have developed techniques for consistency 
prediction, which provide an expectation of system behav-
ior given a set of input data about the system and the cur-
rent operating environment. Given a trace, one can predict 
staleness after an arbitrary amount of time or number of ver-
sions without having to actually run any additional queries. 

LNKD-SSD LNKD-DISK YMMR

Lr Lw t Lr Lw t Lr Lw t

R = 1, W = 1 0.66 0.66 1.85 0.66 10.99 45.5 5.58 10.83 1364.0

R = 1, W = 2 0.66 1.63 1.79 0.65 20.97 43.3 5.61 427.12 1352.0

R = 2, W = 1 1.63 0.65 0 1.63 10.9 13.6 32.6 10.73 202.0

R = 2, W = 2 1.62 1.64 0 1.64 20.96 0 33.18 428.11 0

R = 3, W = 1 4.14 0.65 0 4.12 10.89 0 219.27 10.79 0

R = 1, W = 3 0.65 4.09 0 0.65 112.65 0 5.63 1870.86 0

Significant latency-staleness trade-offs are in bold.

Table 1. D for (D, p = 99.9%)-regular semantics and 99.9th percentile read (Lr) and write latencies (Lw), varying R and W with N = 3.
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not capture effects of additional, commonly employed 
anti-entropy processes (e.g., read-repair, Merkle-tree 
exchange) and may be a conservative estimate of staleness. 
It does not address system behavior under failures, which 
varies from store to store, and it assumes that clients 
contact a coordinator server instead of issuing requests 
themselves (e.g., Voldemort). We believe that these limi-
tations are not fundamental and can be accounted for in 
a white box model but nonetheless remain future work. 
Finally, clients requiring staleness detection may do so 
asynchronously, enabling speculative reads and compen-
satory actions.5, 7

7. RELATED WORK
This research builds upon several related areas: quorum 
replication, consistency models, and approaches to quanti-
fying consistency.

Managing replicated data is a long-studied problem in 
distributed systems and concurrent programming. There 
is a plethora of consistency models offering different trade-
offs between semantics, performance, and availability. 
Traditional models such as serializability and linearizability 
as well as more recently proposed models such as timeline 
consistency8 and parallel snapshot isolation23 all provide 
“strong” semantics at the cost of high availability, or the abil-
ity to provide “always-on” response behavior at all replicas. 
In contrast, faced with a requirement for high availability 
and low latency, many production data stores have turned 
to weaker semantics to provide availability in the face of net-
work partitions.9, 26

Our focus in this paper is on the semantics provided 
by existing, widely deployed systems. Due to the preva-
lence of “strong” consistency and eventual consistency 
models in practice (and the explicit choice between these 
two models in Dynamo-style systems), we largely focus on 
this dichotomy. However, there are a range of alternative 
but still “weak” models. As an example, the Bayou system 
provided a range of “session guarantees,” including read-
your-writes and monotonic reads consistency.25 Similarly, 
a recent Technical Report from UT Austin claims that a 
variant of causal consistency is the strongest consistency 
model achievable in an available, one-way convergent 
(eventually consistent) system,18 a model that has recently 
attracted systems implementations.17 As we have hinted, 
probabilistic approaches are applicable to the consistency 
models beyond those we have considered here. Specific 
to staleness, prior research such as TACT27 has examined 
how to provide deterministic staleness bounds. These 
deterministically bounded staleness systems represent the 
deterministic dual of PBS.

Our techniques for analyzing modern partial quorum 
systems draw on existing, largely theoretical literature. We 
briefly surveyed quorum replication20 in Section 3. In this 
work, we specifically draw inspiration from probabilistic 
quorums19 in analyzing expanding quorum systems and 
their consistency. We believe that revisiting probabilistic 
quorum systems—including non-majority quorum sys-
tems such as tree quorums—in the context of write propa-
gation, anti-entropy, and Dynamo is a promising area for 

stores and the large-scale adoption of open-source data 
stores, we believe that white box techniques are feasible, 
even if they require modifications to existing stores.

6.3. Real-world store integration
With the help of several open-source developers, we 
have developed patches for PBS functionality within two 
NoSQL stores: Cassandra and Voldemort. For Cassandra, 
we have taken two approaches: an invasive but more accu-
rate implementation and an external but less accurate 
prediction module. For the former approach, we modi-
fied the Cassandra messaging layer to add a message cre-
ation timestamp in order to measure each of the W, A, R, S 
distributions. When tracing is enabled on a given server, 
the messaging layer logs per-operation timestamps in a 
separate PBS prediction module. The timestamps are 
stored in an in-memory circular buffer for each of the 
required message latencies. Subsequently, users can 
call the PBS predictor module via an externally acces-
sible interface, which they can use to provide advanced 
functionality like dynamic replication configuration and 
monitoring (see below). This provides relatively accurate 
predictions at the expense of having to instrument the 
messaging layer. However, as data stores like Cassandra 
have expanded their user-accessible monitoring data 
(e.g., per-query latency tracing), we have more recently 
been exploring predictions outside of the database—
the latter approach—which we have implemented for 
Voldemort. We have open-sourced implementations of 
both approaches.

6.4. PBS applications
PBS enables functionality not possible without quantita-
tive consistency metrics. With PBS, we can automatically 
configure replication parameters by optimizing opera-
tion latency given constraints on staleness and minimum 
durability. Data store operators can subsequently pro-
vide service level agreements to applications and quan-
titatively describe latency-staleness trade-offs to users. 
Operators can dynamically configure replication using 
online latency measurements. This optimization also 
allows disentanglement of replication for durability from 
replication for reasons of low latency and higher capacity. 
For example, operators can specify a minimum replica-
tion factor for durability and availability but can also auto-
matically increase N, decreasing tail latency for fixed R 
and W. We expanded upon these possibilities in a SIGMOD 
2013 demo that featured real-time predictions for a live 
Cassandra cluster and mock web service.6

6.5. WARS limitations and extensions
There are several limitations and potential extensions 
of the WARS model, which we sketch here and discuss in 
greater detail in extended versions of this work.5, 7 WARS 
only models a single write and read and is therefore a con-
servative estimate for multi-write scenarios. Moreover, in 
our current treatment, WARS treats each distribution as 
IID. This is not fundamental to the model but is a limita-
tion of our latency traces from industry. WARS also does 
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theoretical work. While we study probabilistic guarantees 
for staleness, prior work on k-quorums2, 3 have looked 
at deterministic guarantees that a partial quorum system 
will return values that are within k versions of the most 
recent write.2

Finally, recent research has focused on measuring and 
verifying the consistency of eventually consistent systems 
both theoretically and experimentally (Rahman et al. pro-
vide a brief survey21). This is useful for validating consistency 
predictions and understanding staleness violations.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced PBS, which models the 
expected staleness of data returned by eventually consis-
tent data stores. PBS offers an alternative to the all-or-noth-
ing consistency guarantees of many of today’s systems by 
offering SLA-style consistency predictions. By extending 
prior theory on probabilistic quorum systems, we derived 
an analytical solution for the (K, p)-regular semantics of a 
partial quorum system, representing the expected stale-
ness of a read operation in terms of versions. We also 
analyzed (∆, p)-regular semantics, or expected staleness 
of a read in terms of real time, under Dynamo-style quo-
rum replication. To do so, we developed the WARS latency 
model to explain how message reordering leads to stale-
ness under Dynamo. To examine the effect of latency on 
(∆, p)-regular semantics in practice, we used real-world 
traces from Internet companies to drive a Monte Carlo 
analysis. We find that eventually consistent Dynamo-style 
quorum configurations are often consistent after tens of 
milliseconds due in large part to their resilience to per-
server latency variance. We conclude that eventually con-
sistent partial quorum replication schemes frequently 
deliver consistent data during failure-free operation while 
offering significant latency benefits. We believe that con-
tinued study and deployment of quantitative consistency 
metrics will both enable useful end-user functionality and 
shed light on previously opaque and frequently controver-
sial replication configurations.

Interactive demonstration
An interactive demonstration of Dynamo-style PBS is avail-
able at http://pbs.cs.berkeley.edu/#demo.
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Puzzled 
Paths and Matchings 
Consider two simple games played by Alice and Bob on a checkerboard or, more generally, 
on a graph. The games look different, but, as we know, looks can be deceiving... 

the Match Game, each vertex 
marked by Bob must be 
adjacent to the most recently 
marked vertex, but Alice can 
mark any unmarked vertex 
when it is her turn. As in the 
checkerboard versions, the last 
player to make a legal move 
wins the game. Now find a 

The Path Game. Alice and 
Bob alternately place a 
checker on an unoccupied 
square of an initially empty 
eight-by-eight checkerboard 
(see the figure here). The 
rule is that after Alice 
places her initial checker, 
every new checker must be 
(orthogonally) adjacent to 
the most recently placed 
checker. The players are in 
effect constructing a path of 
checkers. The last player to 
make a legal move wins the 
game. Your mission: find a 
winning strategy for Bob. 

The Match Game. Suppose 
that Alice, when it is her turn, 
is no longer obliged to play 
next to Bob’s last checker and 
may instead place her checker 
on any unoccupied square. Bob 
is still constrained to “match” 
Alice, that is, to play next to 
Alice’s last move. As in the Path 
Game, the last player to make 
a legal move wins the game. So 
who wins now, with best play? 

General graphs. Either the 
Path Game or the Match Game 
can be played on any finite 
graph. Alice begins by marking 
any vertex, and, subsequently, 
Bob and Alice alternate in 
marking vertices. In the Path 
Game, each marked vertex 
must be adjacent to the most 
recently marked vertex. In 

graph on which, with best play, 
Bob wins the Path Game and 
Alice wins the Match Game… 
if there is one. 

Readers are encouraged to submit prospective 
puzzles for future columns to puzzled@cacm.acm.org. 

Peter Winkler (puzzled@cacm.acm.org) is William Morrill 
Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science at 
Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH.

Copyright held by author..
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Alice (red) beats Bob (blue) in a Path Game.
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